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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 background
The World Wide Web is a huge collection of interlinked information.
For us, humans, this information is readily accessible in formats we
like, such as news articles rendered as text, audio broadcasts, and
videos via services such as YouTube. Where human beings can un-
derstand these formats, software agents often cannot. This software
has to analyze the text from the news article to extract its meaning,
and analyze any audio and video files. Research related to natural
language processing and image recognition is promising, but the out-
come always comes with a fair margin of error.
A complementary approach to the World Wide Web is that of
Linked Data, where information is represented in a machine read-
able format. Linked Data uses the same underpinnings as the World
Wide Web: both use the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to access
and retrieve information. In Linked Data, International Resource
Identifiers (IRIs1) and literals denote ’things’, called resources. These
resources can be anything, such as geographical locations, docu-
ments, abstract concepts like ‘Democracy‘, or numbers and strings.
IRIs, literals and blank nodes are used by the Resource Description
Framework2 (RDF) to make statements, –also called triples–, about
resources. A set of triples form a graph and a collection of graphs
form a dataset. Triples can re-use IRIs from other datasets, creating
an interlinked set of datasets called the LOD Cloud. The RDF frame-
work and the re-use IRIs between datasets provide interoperable
datasets that are easy to integrate and combine.
RDF is a data model for describing resources, without providing
domain semantics. It is up to the Linked Data creators to introduce
this domain schema for a given dataset. A domain schema (also
known as vocabulary or ontology) defines the relationships (i.e. prop-
erties) that connect resources together, the types of resources (i.e.
classes), or constraints on how these classes and properties can be
combined. The domain independence of RDF provides flexibility:
Linked Data creators can create a new vocabulary if it does not yet
exist, they can re-use existing vocabularies, and they can generate
links (e.g. owl:sameAs) with other vocabularies or data sources. A
large range of RDF vocabularies are available for re-use, such as
1 See https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3987.txt
2 See http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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’Friend of a Friend’ (FOAF3) or ’Simple Knowledge Organization
System’ (SKOS4).
To summarize, Linked Data and the RDF framework offer:
• a data model to represent semantics in a graph structure;
• a data model that is not bound to a fixed schema, thereby mak-
ing datasets adaptive and flexible;
• interoperable datasets, by linking to other IRIs and vocabular-
ies;
• distributed but interlinked datasets, called the LOD Cloud
• a platform that is built on the same architecture as the regular
World Wide Web.
1.2 motivation
The Linked Data architecture enables consumption without a-priori
knowledge of the schema and content, and enables publishing with-
out knowing how a dataset is going to be used. This unknown (re)use
is an intrinsic positive quality of Linked Data, but it presents prob-
lems as well. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss these problems
in more detail, and show how they relate to the unknown (re)use of
Linked Data.
Despite the overlap in architecture between Linked Data and the
World Wide Web, Linked Data requires a different procedure for pub-
lishing and consuming data compared to standard web technology.
Publishing information on websites either involves writing web
pages directly in the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) or it in-
volves using Content Management Systems (CMS) where data pub-
lishers write the web pages in free text. Web pages link to each other
using anchor tags, allowing consumers to browse the internet. Web
pages are served from servers, either hosted by publishers themselves,
or via public services such as Twitter, Facebook, DropBox, GitHub or
blog services. A simple HTML web page requires little hardware re-
sources for hosting, where more elaborate websites are often backed
by databases to store e.g. user information. The typical consumers of
these websites are humans, who find websites of interest via search
engines, read the contents, and browse between web pages.
This procedure differs from that of Linked Data, where software
agents are considered consumers as well and where content is pub-
lished in the RDF data model. Web Browsers can assume a reader
with general human intelligence who can come up with fallback op-
tions whenever things go wrong. RDF tools cannot assume a reader
with general human intelligence. Where web pages use anchor tags to
3 See http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
4 See http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
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link pages, Linked Data uses IRIs to link resources. And where search
engines such as Google or Yahoo are used to find information on the
web, this is not fully possible for Linked Data. Software agents as
data consumers makes data publishing and consumption difficult, in
contrast to web pages that are cheap to publish and contain informa-
tion that most (human) users can read. All these differences require
different tooling, which take the possibilities and expressiveness of
Linked Data into account.
To illustrate the different procedures of Linked Data publishing
and consumption, we identify four stakeholders:
the linked data creator , who creates a Linked Dataset.
Linked Datasets are often based on data sources such as
spreadsheets or relational databases. Linked Data creators first
need to create or re-use a domain schema. Using this schema,
Linked Data creators can convert the original data to RDF and
combine or link the data to other Linked Datasets.
the data provider , who publishes Linked Data. This can be ei-
ther Linked Open data which is publicly accessible on the in-
ternet, or Linked Data for private use (e.g. within the intranet
of a company). data.gov.uk –the open data portal of the British
government– is an example of Linked Open data. The provider
has to think about how to publish the data as well: as simple
files in an RDF format, or via queryable APIs;
the linked data developer , who takes the data published by
a data provider, and develops the end-user interfaces for con-
sumers.
An example of such an application is the BBC website for the
2011 Olympics5, where several Linked Data sources are com-
bined into a single end-user interface. The developer has to in-
teract with the data, by e.g. executing queries when the data is
queryable, or by downloading and processing the dataset file;
the linked data scientist, who analyzes and consumes Linked
Data, for instance to study the performance of RDF compres-
sion algorithms, study the scalability of SPARQL endpoints, or
evaluate a new Linked Data ranking algorithm. Or, the scientist
might be interested in Linked Data as an object of study, and
wants to analyze typical structural graph properties of Linked
Datasets.
A variety of tools and services are available for the Linked Data cre-
ator, including: the Protégé [40] ontology editor, the D2R [19] server
for converting relational databases to Linked Data, TabLinker [70] for
converting CSV files to RDF, and services such as Linked Open Vo-
5 See http://www.bbc.com/sport/0/olympics/2012/
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cabularies (LOV6) to find relevant RDF vocabularies. A similar com-
prehensive set of tools and methodologies is missing for the Linked
Data provider, developer and scientist stakeholders. Therefore we con-
sider these three stakeholders specifically.
1.3 problems
In this section we describe typical problems experienced by each of
the three stakeholders. These problems are not exclusive to the dif-
ferent stakeholders: Linked Data scientists may encounter the same
problems as Linked Data developers. To focus our development and
research, we discuss the problems in the context of the stakeholder
they most strongly relate to.
1.3.1 Problems for Linked Data Providers
Linked Data providers can publish datasets in three ways: First, the
simplest method is to host files that are a serialized RDF represen-
tation of the Linked Dataset. This method only needs a simple file
web-server. However, consuming this data shifts effort to the user: to
retrieve a single fact from the file, it needs to be downloaded and
processed using an RDF parser. This involves downloading the com-
plete file, processing it in a RDF parser, and extracting the informa-
tion. And although this method seems straightforward, we show (See
chapter 2) that even this more basic publishing method is difficult for
many data providers: the majority of published files turns out not to
follow standards and best practices. They are served with incorrect
HTTP headers, may contain duplicate triples, are published in a cor-
rupt compressed archive, or simply contain serialization errors. These
idiosyncrasies are often not known beforehand and may require man-
ual effort from consumers to resolve.
Problem 1 The number of Linked Datasets that do not follow standards
and best practices makes Linked Data re-use impractical.
The second publishing method is to use dereferenceable IRIs: infor-
mation about the resources denoted by the IRI is accessible via an
HTTP GET request, and returned in a machine-readable RDF serial-
ization format (and optionally available in a human-readable form).
The content referred to can be hosted as static files on a server, or
served dynamically by e.g. fetching information from a SPARQL [47]
triple-store.
The third publishing method involves publishing SPARQL end-
points directly, as the expressivity and flexibility of the SPARQL query
6 See http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
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language can cater to a wider variety of information needs than deref-
erenceable IRIs. This is particularly useful for Linked Data providers
who are in the dark on their consumers’ information needs. Where
SPARQL can be used as backend for dereferenceable IRIs, using it as
backend for other services is not uncommon: tools such as the Linked
Data API7 expose RESTful APIs on top of SPARQL endpoints, and
Linked Data front-end browsers such as Pubby8 or Brwsr9 retrieve
information from a SPARQL backend as well.
The dependency of Linked Data providers on SPARQL –either as
backend or directly exposed to the public– comes at a price: the ex-
pressivity and flexibility of SPARQL makes SPARQL endpoints rela-
tively expensive to host. Commodity hardware is often not enough
for large datasets, as the server requires a fair amount of memory,
CPU processing power, and disk space. This is corroborated by the
low number of publicly public available SPARQL endpoints [26] (284
published via datahub.io at the time of writing).
Problem 2 The expressivity of SPARQL demands powerful triple-stores,
and makes large Linked Datasets expensive to host.
1.3.2 Problems for Linked Data Developers
Where hosting SPARQL endpoints is difficult for Linked Data
providers, access to these endpoints by e.g. Linked Data developers
shows to be problematic as well. Access to these SPARQL endpoints
is difficult, as the complexity and expressiveness of SPARQL makes
it an unforgiving and difficult query language. Take for instance a
Linked Data developer who would like to build an application on top
of several SPARQL endpoints. This developer will run into questions
such as:
• Where can I find SPARQL endpoints?
• Is this query syntactically correct?
• How do I write a particular namespace prefix?
• I am not familiar with a particular vocabulary. What vocabulary
IRIs can I use?
These questions should sound familiar to anyone who wrote SPARQL
queries. But no SPARQL editor exists that assists the consumer suf-
ficiently, and provides direct feedback for answers such as these. As
a result, the Linked Data developer cannot use the same query for-
mulation environment that regular web developers are accustomed
to (who use e.g. Integrated Development Environments (IDEs)).
7 See https://github.com/UKGovLD/linked-data-api
8 See http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/pubby/
9 See https://github.com/Data2Semantics/brwsr
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Problem 3 The expressivity and complexity of SPARQL makes formulating
queries difficult.
Linking to other datasets is a core principle of Linked Data that
enables Linked Data developers to consume and combine data from
several data sources. Locating these data sources is not as easy as
it seems. For example, the Linked Data developer might be looking
for datasets including geographic coordinates, or datasets describing
the IRI http://dbpedia.org/resource/Amsterdam. Or, the developer
is benchmarking a Linked Data application against Linked Datasets
with different kinds of structural properties (e.g. an above-average
number of links in a dataset). Even under under the assumption that
all Linked Datasets are standards compliant (as identified previously
in problem 1), this is a difficult task because of the following two
issues:
Firstly, the decentralized and distributed nature of Linked Data
makes finding datasets difficult. Services such as the DataHub10
dataset catalog attempt to solve this problem by crowd-sourcing
dataset references. But considering that the data sources are entered
manually, they are prone to errors, are sometimes outdated, and only
cover a limited part of Linked Data. An alternative approach is to
crawl Linked Data using e.g. LDspider [58], that collects and follows
dereferenceable IRIs. This approach requires considerable effort from
the developer, and is limited in scope as well: only a part of Linked
Open Data is published via dereferenceable IRIs.
Secondly, selecting Linked Datasets based on their structural prop-
erties is impractical, considering that the structure of datasets is often
not described. Those datasets that are structurally described often lack
provenance information about the computational procedure used to
generate the meta-data. This makes it difficult to reliably compare
structural properties between datasets. A service such as LODStats
attempts to provide structural dataset descriptions at a larger scale,
but it is based on the DataHub catalog and suffers from its incom-
pleteness.
Problem 4 The distributed nature of Linked Data and its corresponding
meta-data makes locating and accessing Linked Data difficult.
1.3.3 Problems for Linked Data Scientists
The previous problems illustrated how Linked Data providers and de-
velopers are working in the dark: data providers are faced with unpre-
dictable information needs of consumers; developers are faced with
10 See http://datahub.io
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unknown standards conformance, data "obfuscated" behind SPARQL
endpoints, and no means for locating datasets. However, the state-
of-the-art in Linked Data research methods and resources does not
suffice to reduce these unknowns.
Firstly, studies related to the use of Linked Data are limited: the
number of SPARQL query logs available via workshops such as
USEWOD [16] are restricted to only 5 datasets, where we show in
chapter 8 that at least 600 SPARQL endpoints are used by Linked
Data consumers. In other words, Linked Data scientists are working
in the dark as well, and do not have the resources to study the use of
Linked Data at large.
Secondly, as we show in chapter 7, typical Linked Data research
evaluates and optimizes algorithms for only a handful of datasets
such as DBpedia [4], BSBM [75], DBLP [66] and only a few more. This
is problematic, considering that we show (in chapters 3 and 7) the re-
lation between algorithmic performance and structural properties of
the data. These limited evaluations are not caused by unwillingness of
scientists, but by the difficult process of finding and locating datasets
(as referred to in problem 4).
As a result, –from both the usage and data perspective–, Linked
Data research does not take the true variety into account.
Problem 5 Linked Data research does not take the true variety of Linked
Data into account
1.4 approach
The key contribution of this thesis is a number of technological ad-
vancements for building Linked Data based services. This includes
enabling Linked Data publishing, consumption and research, by de-
creasing the hardware costs and human effort of Linked Data pub-
lishing, and to increase the utility and accessibility for Linked Data
consumption. We present the contributions of this thesis in more de-
tail below.
1.4.1 Making Linked Data re-use more practical (Problem 1)
Existing solutions for clean, standards compliant Linked Data are tar-
geted towards human data creators. But 10 years of Linked Data
shows that this solution does not suffice: as we described, many
Linked Datasets still do not adhere to standards and best practices.
Although the state-of-the-art in standards, guidelines and tools may
incrementally improve the state of Linked Data, they do not offer a
complete solution. For an immediate improvement, we present a sin-
gle centralized service that re-publishes a clean version of as many
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Linked Open Datasets as possible in a canonical format, and presents
Linked Data providers with a cleaned and hosted version of their
datasets.
Such a centralized point of entry has unique benefits over regular
Linked Open Data: all datasets are accessible in one location, are all
published in the same canonical serialization format, with a transpar-
ent and open-source framework behind it. As a result, consumers that
are otherwise in the unknown about the syntactic quality of other peo-
ple’s data, can now browse, download and consume these datasets
with minimum effort.
1.4.2 Making Linked Data querying less costly (Problem 2)
We present two orthogonal solutions that reduce the hardware costs
for hosting queryable Linked Data.
First, we propose an automatic sampling method that reduces
the dataset size, and thus reduces the hardware costs for hosting a
SPARQL endpoint. Where sampling often implies random sampling,
we investigate whether it is possible to find the smallest part of the
data that entails as many of the answers to typical SPARQL queries as
possible. One way of achieving this is what we call informed sampling:
the Linked Data provider knows what queries the SPARQL endpoint
receives, and what kind of queries it can expect. Using these SPARQL
queries, the Linked Data provider would be able to select a smaller
part of the dataset that answers exactly those queries. However, –as
discussed previously–, Linked Data providers are often in the dark
on how their SPARQL triple-store is (and will be) used. Therefore we
present an uninformed approach, where we use the topology of the
RDF graph alone to predict the relevance of triples.
Our second approach aims at reducing the complexity of the query
language, rather than reducing the completeness of a dataset. A query
language that only operates on a triple pattern level and which does
not support complex operations such as joins, can decrease the hard-
ware costs considerably. We present a deployment that combines ex-
isting work on triple pattern querying with our large-scale republica-
tions platform.
1.4.3 Making SPARQL query formulation easier (Problem 3)
Because the size of Linked Data and the complexity of SPARQL
makes querying difficult, Linked Data consumers need a SPARQL
editor with a strong focus on usability. Existing clients offer only
a small selection of the features that we could offer. We present
a browser-based SPARQL editor that has many features known to
web developers such as syntax highlighting, syntax checking, and
auto-completion functionality.
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1.4.4 Increasing accessibility of Linked (Meta-)Data (Problem 4)
It remains a challenge to access and locate Linked Open Datasets and
their corresponding meta-data: meta-data descriptions are often miss-
ing, outdated or incorrect, and finding a dataset according to struc-
tural criteria requires significant manual manual effort. Therefore, we
present a structural Meta-Dataset that covers a wide range of avail-
able Linked Datasets, and includes a IRI and namespace to dataset
index, dataset characteristics, and provenance information about the
performed processing steps.
1.4.5 Increasing the variety of Linked Data Research (Problem 5)
Our approach for increasing the variety of Linked Data in Linked
Data research is twofold.
Firstly, we focus on research related to Linked Data use. This re-
search area is strongly restricted by the limited number of available
query logs. Where these query logs are all collected from SPARQL
servers, we propose to track Linked Data usage from the client-side
using our browser-based SPARQL query editor as a measuring device
for interactions with Linked Data. This allows us to monitor Linked
Data use at a much wider scale than previously possible.
Secondly, we focus on increasing the variety of Linked Data re-
search from a data-centric perspective. As we show in chapter 7, cur-
rent research only evaluates against a handful of datasets. Therefore,
we present a new evaluation paradigm that uses a command-line in-
terface for Linked Datasets to increase the variety of datasets that sci-
entists evaluate against. The result is a fundamentally different evalu-
ation paradigm that enables algorithmic evaluation against hundreds
of thousands of datasets.
1.5 content
The chapters in this thesis are updated versions of peer-reviewed pub-
lications. We describe the contents in more detail below.
1.5.1 Linked Data Provider
chapter 2
Wouter Beek, Laurens Rietveld, Hamid R Bazoobandi, Jan Wiele-
maker, and Stefan Schlobach. LOD Laundromat: A Uniform Way
of Publishing Other People’s Dirty Data. In Proceedings of the Inter-
national Semantic Web Conference (ISWC), 2014
In problem 1 we described how Linked Datasets do not follow
standards and best practices. Therefore, we present the infras-
tructure needed to obtain a full (or as-complete-as-possible)
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copy of available Linked Open Datasets, that are re-published
as cleaned, canonical and compressed RDF data files, –called
LOD Laundromat documents. This infrastructure, –called the
LOD Laundromat–, syntactically cleans Linked Open Datasets
and re-publishes these in a canonical compressed N-Triples or
N-Quads format. The provenance gathered during this cleaning
process is published as well. The scope of the LOD Laundromat
is as broad as possible: datasets are collected by automatically
crawling Linked Data catalogs, by following VoID dataset ref-
erences, and by processing datasets manually added by users.
The supported formats range from RDF/XML documents to
web pages with embedded RDFa.
chapter 3
Laurens Rietveld, Rinke Hoekstra, Stefan Schlobach, and Christophe
Guéret. Structural Properties as Proxy for Semantic Relevance in
RDF Graph Sampling. In The Semantic Web–ISWC 2014, pages
81–96. Springer, 2014
The LOD Laundromat shows the large scale –both in terms
of document size and document collection size– of published
Linked Data. But where the documents published by the LOD
Laundromat are cheap to host as simple compressed files, they
are expensive to host via a queryable API such as SPARQL
triple-stores (Problem 2). In this chapter we present SampLD,
an automatic sampling method targeted at maximizing answer
coverage for applications that use SPARQL querying. This en-
ables Linked Data providers to decrease their dataset size with
minimum loss in recall for their SPARQL queries, and conse-
quently decrease the hardware footprint for hosting SPARQL
triple-stores. SampLD includes a number of sampling methods,
each using different properties of the graph structure. We em-
pirically show that the relevance of triples for sampling (a se-
mantic notion) can be determined without prior knowledge of
the queries, but can be purely based on similar structural graph
properties. Experiments show a significantly higher recall of
topology based sampling methods over random and naive base-
line approaches (e.g. up to 90% for Open-BioMed at a sample
size of 6%).
chapter 4
Laurens Rietveld, Ruben Verborgh, Wouter Beek, Miel Van-
der Sande, and Stefan Schlobach. Linked Data-as-a-Service: The
Semantic Web Redeployed. In Proceedings of the Extended Semantic
Web Conference (ESWC). Springer, 2015
In this chapter we present an alternative approach that reduces
the hosting hardware costs (Problem 2) by reducing query com-
plexity. We do so by extending the LOD Laundromat, and by
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combining it with a low-cost server-side interface called ’Triple
Pattern Fragments’ [106]. This, combined with a Triple Pattern
Fragment API [105] that provides HTTP access to the HDT files,
results in a low cost Linked Data API that consumes a fraction
in memory and processing power compared to SPARQL triple-
stores. We deploy the Triple Pattern Fragment API on the LOD
Laundromat, and in doing so we bridge the gap between the
web of downloadable data files and the web of live queryable
data. This approach retains the same benefit that SPARQL has:
Linked Data providers are able to publish data without know-
ing how it will be used beforehand. The result is a repeatable,
low-cost, open-source data publication process, that decreases
the cost for hosting queryable Linked Data.
1.5.2 Linked Data Developer
chapter 5
Laurens Rietveld and Rinke Hoekstra. The YASGUI Family of
SPARQL Clients. Semantic Web Journal, 2015
SPARQL remains the de-facto standard for Linked Data query-
ing, and it provides an alternative for those Linked Data
providers that do not want to sacrifice query complexity by us-
ing Triple Pattern Fragments. Because the size and complexity
of Linked Data and its technology stack makes it difficult to
query (Problem 3), access to Linked Data via SPARQL could be
greatly facilitated if it were supported by a tool with a strong
focus on usability. We improve the state-of-the-art by presenting
’Yet Another SPARQL Graphical User Interface’ (YASGUI), a
SPARQL query editor that provides Linked Data developers
with a robust, feature-rich SPARQL editor, that has seen a large
uptake in the community.
chapter 6
Laurens Rietveld, Wouter Beek, Stefan Schlobach, and Rinke
Hoekstra. Meta-Data for a lot of LOD. Semantic Web Journal,
To be published. http://semantic-web-journal.net/content/
meta-data-lot-lod
Because structural descriptions of datasets are often missing
or incomparable between datasets (Problem 4), we extend the
LOD Laundromat with a structural Meta-Dataset, that includes
a IRI and namespace to dataset index, dataset characteristics,
and provenance information about the performed processing
steps. This makes it a particularly useful Meta-Dataset for lo-
cating datasets based on structural and syntactic characteristics,
enabling data comparison, analytics, and global studies of the
Web of Data.
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1.5.3 Linked Data Scientist
chapter 7
Laurens Rietveld, Wouter Beek, and Stefan Schlobach. LOD Lab:
Experiments at LOD Scale. In Proceedings of the International Seman-
tic Web Conference (ISWC). Springer, 2015
and
Wouter Beek and Laurens Rietveld. Frank: The LOD Cloud at
your Fingertips. In Developers Workshop , Extended Semantic Web
Conference (ESWC), 2015
There are no resources that facilitate Linked Data research in the
large (Problem 5). Therefore, in this chapter we present LOD
Lab, a fundamentally different evaluation paradigm that en-
ables algorithmic evaluation against hundreds of thousands of
datasets. We show that existing research only evaluates against
a handful of datasets, and we present an alternative approach
that uses Frank, an interface for Linked Data documents that
connects to the large collection of files from the LOD Laun-
dromat. We illustrate the viability of the LOD Lab approach
by rerunning experiments from three recent Semantic Web re-
search publications. We show that simply rerunning existing
experiments within this new evaluation paradigm brings up in-
teresting research questions as to how algorithmic performance
relates to (structural) properties of the data.
chapter 8
Laurens Rietveld and Rinke Hoekstra. YASGUI: Feeling the Pulse
of Linked Data. In Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Manage-
ment, pages 441–452. Springer, 2014
Existing studies related to the use of Linked Data are restricted
by the low number of available query logs (Problem 5). In this
chapter we propose to track Linked Data usage at the client side,
using the YASGUI query editor from chapter 5 as a measur-
ing device for interactions with Linked Data. We show how the
queries collected by YASGUI enable us to investigate usage pat-
terns that are difficult to measure otherwise. For example, we
can determine what part of Linked Open Data is actually used,
what part is open or closed, the efficiency and complexity of
queries, how they differ from server-side logs, and how these
results relate to commonly used dataset statistics.
L I N K E D D ATA P R O V I D E R
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T H E L O D L A U N D R O M AT
In this chapter we describe the infrastructure needed to obtain a full
(or as-complete-as-possible) copy of the entire LOD Cloud, that presents
Linked Data providers with a cleaned and hosted version of their
datasets. We present the LOD Laundromat which crawls and cleans
many (649,834) Linked Data documents that are often syntactically in-
correct. We republish these documents as compressed RDF data files, cre-
ating a uniform and centralized point of entry to a collection of cleaned
siblings of existing datasets. Next to the re-publishing of documents, the
LOD Laundromat enables direct publishing as well via a Dropbox plu-
gin.
This chapter is an updated version of:
Wouter Beek, Laurens Rietveld, Hamid R Bazoobandi, Jan Wiele-
maker, and Stefan Schlobach. LOD Laundromat: A Uniform Way
of Publishing Other People’s Dirty Data. In Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Semantic Web Conference (ISWC), 2014
Contributions to this paper:
I co-created the LOD Laundromat with Wouter Beek.
2.1 introduction
Uptake of Linked Open Data (LOD) has seen a tremendous growth
over the last decade. Due to the inherently heterogeneous nature of
interlinked datasets that come from very different sources, LOD is
not only a fertile environment for innovative data (re)use, but also for
mistakes and incompatibilities [55,56].
problem Existing solutions for cleaning Semantic Web (SW)
data (standards, guidelines, tools) are targeted towards human data
providers. This means they can (and do) choose not to use them. A
large part of the Linked Data Cloud does not meet even a core set of
data publishing guidelines [55, 56]. Moreover, datasets that are clean
at creation, can deteriorate over time. Therefore, much of LOD is still
difficult to use today, mostly because of mistakes for which solutions
exist. This poses an unnecessary impediment to the (re)use of LOD.
Such stains in datasets not only degrade a dataset’s own quality,
but also the quality of other datasets that link to it (e.g. by using
owl:sameAs). There is thus an incentive to clean stains in LOD that
goes beyond that of the original dataset providers.
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contributions This chapter presents the LOD Laundromat,
which takes action by targeting the data directly. By cleaning dirty
LOD without any human intervention, LOD Laundromat is able to
make very large amounts of LOD more easily available for further
processing. The collection of cleaned documents1 that LOD Laun-
dromat produces are standards- and guidelines-compliant siblings
of existing, idiosyncratic datasets. The service enables Linked Data
providers to publish clean datasets via LOD Laundromat and pro-
vides Linked Data consumers with a valuable centralized and clean
data source.
The data-oriented approach of LOD Laundromat is complemen-
tary to existing efforts, since it is preferable that someday the original
dataset is cleaned by its own maintainers. However, we believe that
until that day, our complementary approach is necessary to make
LOD succeed while the momentum is still there. LOD Laundromat
is unlike any of the existing initiatives towards realizing standards-
compliant LOD in each of the following three ways:
1. The scale at which clean data is made available: LOD Laundro-
mat comprises hundreds of thousands of data files, and billions
of triples.
2. The speed at which data is cleaned and made available: LOD
Laundromat cleans about a billion triples a day and makes them
immediately available online.
3. The level of automation. LOD Laundromat automates the en-
tire data processing pipeline, from dataset collection to serial-
ization in a standards-compliant canonical format that enables
easy reuse.
LOD Laundromat implements existing standards in such a way that
the resultant data documents are specifically geared towards easy
reuse by further tooling. This includes simplifying certain aspects of
LOD that often cause problems in practice, such as blank nodes, and
significantly reducing the complexity for post-processors to parse the
data, e.g., through a syntax that is regular expression-friendly and by
producing lexicographically sorted files.
The LOD Laundromat is available at http://lodlaundromat.org.
The collection of datasets that it comprises is continuously being ex-
tended. Linked Data providers can add new seed points to the LOD
Basket by using a Web form, an HTTP GET request or by submitting
files via DropBox. The fully automated LOD Washing Machine takes
seed points from the LOD Basket and cleans them. Cleaned datasets
are disseminated in the LOD Wardrobe. Human data consumers are
1 We distinguish between the term Linked Dataset (a set of triples) and a LOD Laun-
dromat document (a single Linked Data file). One dataset may consist of several
documents, depending on the publisher’s (often implicit) definition.
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able to navigate a large collection of high-quality documents. Ma-
chine processors are able to easily load very large amounts of real-
world data, by selecting clean data documents through a SPARQL
query.
content This chapter is organized as follows: section 2.2 gives an
overview of related work. Section 2.3 specifies the requirements we
pose for clean and useful data, and explores alternative approaches
towards collecting large amounts of Linked Data. Section 2.4 details
the major operationalization decisions that allow the data cleaning
process to be fully automated. Section 2.5 elaborates on the way in
which LOD Laundromat makes data available for further processing.
We conclude in section 2.6.
2.2 related work
This section first discusses standards and best practices with respect
to Linked Data publishing. Secondly, it discusses existing Linked
Data collections and crawlers. Finally, we discuss available Linked
Data catalogs and their advantages and disadvantages.
2.2.1 Standards
The VoID standard [1] is a vocabulary for formal descriptions of
datasets. It supports general metadata such as the homepage of a
dataset, access metadata (e.g. which protocols are available), possible
links to other datasets, as well as structural metadata: structural meta-
data includes exemplary resources and statistics such as the number
of triples, properties and classes.
Bio2RDF presents a collection of dataset metrics that extends the
structural metadata of the VoID description, and provides more detail
(e.g. the number of unique objects linked from each predicate).
While such standards are useful from both the data publisher and
the data consumer perspective, uptake of VoID is limited.2 Addi-
tionally, from a data consumer perspective, the issue of findability
through fully automated means is not resolved.
A number of observations and statistics related to Linked Data pub-
lishing best practices are presented in [33], such as the type and num-
ber of encountered errors when parsing Linked Open Datasets.
In addition, [56] have analyzed over a billion triples from 4 million
crawled RDF/XML documents. [56] shows that on average 15.7% of
the RDF nodes in a dataset are blank nodes. Furthermore, it shows
that most Linked Data is not fully standards-compliant, corroborating
the need for sanitizing Linked Data. However, this study is purely ob-
2 An overview of VoID descriptions that can be found by automated means, is given
by the SPARQL Endpoint Status service: http://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at/
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servational, and the accessed data is not made available in a cleaned
form.
2.2.2 Data Crawlers
Sindice [79] is a Semantic Web indexer. The main question Sindice
tries to address, is where and how to find statements about certain
resources. It does so by crawling Linked Data resources, including
RDF, RDFa and Microformats, although large RDF datasets are im-
ported on a per-instance and manual opt-in basis. Sindice maintains
a large cache of this data, and provides access through a user inter-
face and API. Public access to the raw data crawler by Sindice is not
available, nor is access through SPARQL, restricting the usefulness
of Sindice for Semantic Web and Big Data research. Built on top of
Sindice, Sig.ma [104] is an explorative interactive tool, that enables
Linked Data discovery. Similar to Sindice, Sig.ma provides an exten-
sive user interface, as well as API access. Even though this service
can be quite useful for data exploration, the actual, raw data is not
accessible for further processing.
Contrary to Sig.ma and Sindice, data from the Billion Triple Chal-
lenge3 (BTC) 2012 are publicly available and are often used in Big
Data research. The BTC dataset is crawled via the DataHub dataset
catalog4, and consists of 1.4 billion triples. It includes large RDF
datasets, as well as data in RDFa and Microformats. However, this
dataset is not a complete crawl of the Linked Open Data cloud, and
includes syntactically invalid files. Additionally, the latest version of
this dataset dates back to 2012.
Freebase [22] publishes 1.9 billion triples, taken from manual user
input and existing RDF and Microformat datasets. Access to Free-
base is possible through an API, through a (non-SPARQL) structured
query language, and as a complete dump of N-Triples. However,
these dumps include many non-conformant, syntactically incorrect
triples. To give a concrete example, the data file that is the deref-
erence of the Freebase concept ‘Monkey’5 visually appears to con-
tain hundreds of triples, but a state-of-the-art standards-conformant
parser such as Raptor6 only extracts 30 triples. Additionally, knowing
which datasets are included in Freebase, and finding these particular
datasets, is not trivial.
LODCache7, provided by OpenLink, takes a similar crawling ap-
proach as Freebase does. However, it does not make the meta-data of
the crawling process available, and does not provide clean versions
3 http://km.aifb.kit.edu/projects/btc-2012/
4 http://datahub.io/
5 http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.08pbxl
6 Tested with version 2.0.9, http://librdf.org/raptor/rapper.html
7 http://lod.openlinksw.com/
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of the crawled datasets. LODCache does have a SPARQL endpoint, as
well as features such as entity IRI and label lookup.
The Open Data Communities service8 is the UK Department for
Communities and Local Government’s official Linked Open Data
site. Their datasets are published as data dumps, and are accessible
through SPARQL and API calls. Although this service supports a
broad selection of protocols for accessing the data, the number of
datasets is limited and restricted to domain of open government
data.
Finally, DyLDO [60] is a long-term experiment to monitor the dy-
namics of a core set of 80 thousand Linked Data documents on a
weekly basis. Each week’s crawl is published as an N-Quads file.
This work provides interesting insight in how Linked Data evolves
over time. However, it is not possible to easily select the triples from
a single dataset, and not all datasets belonging to the LOD cloud are
included. Another form of incompleteness stems from the fact that
the crawl is based on IRI dereferences: this does not guarantee that a
dataset is included in its entirety (see section 2.3).
2.2.3 Portals
Several Linked Data portals exist that try to improve the findability
of Linked Datasets. The Datahub lists a large set of RDF datasets and
SPARQL endpoints. This catalog is updated manually, and there is
no direct connection to the data: all metadata comes from user input.
This increases the risk of outdated dataset descriptions9 and missing
or incorrect metadata. vocab.cc [98] builds on top of the BTC dataset.
At the time of writing, it provides a list of 422 vocabularies. Access to
these vocabularies is possible through SPARQL and an API. This ser-
vice increases the ease of finding and re-using existing vocabularies.
It has the same incompleteness properties that the BTC has, and does
not (intend to) include instance data.
2.3 context
Due to the points mentioned above, the poor data quality of the LOD
cloud requires considerable effort from SW scientists and develop-
ers to consume. In practice, this means that LOD is less effectively
(re)used than it should and could be. We first enumerate the require-
ments that we pose on clean datasets in order to be easily (re)usable
(section 2.3.1). We then compare three approaches towards collecting
LOD, and evaluate each with respect to the completeness of their re-
sults (section 2.3.2).
8 http://opendatacommunities.org/
9 For example, DBpedia links to version 3.5.1 instead of 3.9: http://datahub.io/
dataset/dbpedia (12 May 2014)
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2.3.1 Requirements
Besides the obvious requirements of being syntactically correct and
standards-compliant, we also pose additional requirements for how
SW datasets should be serialized and disseminated. We enumerate
these additional requirements, and briefly explain why they result in
data that is more useful for Big Data researchers and LOD developers
in practice.
easy grammar We want LOD to be disseminated in such a way
that it is easy to handle by subsequent processors. These sub-
sequent processors are often non-RDF tools, such as Pig [77],
grep, sed, and the like. Such easy post-processing is guaranteed
by adherence to a uniform data format that can be safely parsed
in an unambiguous way, e.g. by being able to extract triples and
terms with one simple regular expression.
speed We want to allow tools to process LOD in a speedy way. Pars-
ing of data documents may be slow due to the use of inefficient
serialization formats (e.g., RDF/XML, RDFa), the occurrence of
large numbers of duplicate triples, or the presence of syntax er-
rors that necessitate a parser to come up with fallback options.
quantity We want to make available a large number of data docu-
ments (tens of thousands) and triples (billions), to cover a large
parts of the LOD cloud.
combine We want to make it easy to combine data documents, e.g.,
splitting a single document into multiple ones, or appending
multiple documents into a single one. This is important for
load balancing in large-scale processing, since the distribution
of triples across data documents is otherwise very uneven.
streaming We want to support streamed processing of triples, in
such a way that the streamed processor does not have to per-
form additional bookkeeping on the processed data, e.g. having
to check for statements that were already observed earlier.
completeness The data must be a complete representation of the
input dataset, to the extent that the original dataset is standards-
compliant.
2.3.2 Dataset completeness
The first problem that we come across when collecting large amounts
of LOD, is that it is difficult to claim completeness. Since there are
alternative approaches towards collecting large volumes of LOD, we
give an overview of the incompleteness issues that arise for each of
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those alternatives. At the moment, three options exist for collecting
large volumes of LOD:
1. Crawling resources
2. Querying endpoints
3. Downloading datadumps
Resource crawlers try to dereference IRIs to retrieve LOD. This ap-
proach has the following unknowns:
1. Datasets that do not contain dereferenceable IRIs are ignored.
In [55], 7.2% of the crawled IRIs were not dereferenceable.
2. For IRIs that can be dereferenced, back-links are not included in
50% of the datasets [56]. As a consequence of this, even datasets
that contain dereferenceable IRIs exclusively can still have parts
that cannot be reached by a crawler.
3. Even for datasets that have only dereferenceable IRIs that in-
clude back-links, the crawler can never be certain that the entire
dataset has been crawled (e.g. if the dataset contains more than
one component).
Querying endpoints is another way to collect large volumes of LOD.
The disadvantages of this approach are:
1. Datasets that do not have a query endpoint are ignored. While
hundreds of SPARQL endpoints are known to exist today, there
are at least thousands of Linked Datasets.
2. Datasets that have a custom API and/or that require an API
key in order to send queries, are not generally accessible and
require either appropriation to a specific API or the creation of
an account in order to receive a custom key.
3. For practical reasons, otherwise standards-compliant SPARQL
endpoints put restrictions on either the number of triples that
can be retrieved or the number of rows that can be involved
in a sort operation that is required for paginated retrieval. For
instance, Virtuoso, an often used triple store, by default limits
both the result set size and the number of rows within a sorting
operation. This makes dataset retrieval incomplete.
4. Existing LOD observatories show that SPARQL endpoints are
often inaccessible10 [26]. This may be a result of the fact that
keeping a SPARQL endpoint up and running requires consider-
ably more resources than hosting a Web document.
10 See http://sparqles.okfn.org/
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Downloading data dumps is the third approach to collecting large
volumes of LOD. Its main disadvantage is that (parts of) datasets that
are not available are ignored.
With the LOD Laundromat we want to clean existing datasets, not
create a new dataset that is a collection of parts coming from differ-
ent datasets (like BTC, for instance). For most datasets for which a
SPARQL endpoint exists, we are also able to find a datadump ver-
sion. We therefore believe that downloading datadumps is the best
approach for collecting large numbers of data documents for clean-
ing.
2.4 implementation : the lod washing machine
In the previous section we described the requirements that we believe
Linked Datasets should fulfill in order to be more useful in practice.
We also explained why we have chosen to download datadumps in
order to guarantee the best completeness. Here, we will make the
aforementioned requirements concrete in such a way that they can
be automatically applied to dirty Linked Datasets. The part of the
LOD Laundromat that performs automated data cleaning is called
the LOD Washing Machine.11
step a : collect urls that denote dataset dumps Before
we start laundrying data, we need some dirty data to fill our LOD
Basket. The LOD Washing Machine does not completely automate
the search for the initial seed points for collecting LOD. The are
four reasons for this. Firstly, catalogs that collect metadata descrip-
tions must be accessed by website-specific APIs. Secondly, standards-
compliant metadata descriptions are stored at multiple locations and
cannot always be found by Web search operations that can be auto-
mated. Thirdly, metadata descriptions of datasets, whether standards-
compliant or catalog-specific, are often outdated (e.g., pointing to an
old server) or incomplete. Finally, many datasets are not described
anywhere and require someone to know the server location where
the data is currently stored.
For these reasons, the LOD Washing Machine relies on catalog-
specific scripts that collect such seed URLs for washing. This scripts
uses e.g. the CKAN API12, that provides access to the datasets de-
scribed in the Datahub. This means that URLs that are not included
in a LOD catalog or portal are less likely to be washed by the LOD
Washing Machine. In addition, we have added several seed points
by hand for datasets that we know reside at specific server locations.
Anyone can queue washing jobs by adding such seed URLs to the
LOD Basket through the LOD Laundromat Website. The LOD Laun-
11 Code available at https://github.com/LODLaundry/LOD-Washing-Machine.
12 http://ckan.org/
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dromat provides DropBox integration well: users can publish Linked
Data dumps via their DropBox account. These dumps are then re-
published as clean data dumps by LOD Laundromat.
Some URL strings – e.g., values for the “URL” property in a cata-
log – do not parse according to the RFC 3986 grammar.13 Some URL
strings are parsed as IRIs but not as URLs, mostly because of un-
escaped spaces. Some URL strings parse per RFC 3986, but have no
IANA-registered scheme14, or the file scheme which is host-specific
and cannot be used for downloading. The LOD Washing Machine
uses only URLs that parse per RFC 3986 (after IRI-to-URL conversion)
and that have an IANA-registered scheme that is not host-specific.
step b : connect to the hosting server When processing
the list of URLs from the previous step, we must be careful with
URLs that contain the same authority part, since they are likely to
reside at the same server. Since some servers do not accept multiple
(near) simultaneous requests from the same IP, we must avoid par-
allel processing of such URLs. The LOD Washing Machine therefore
groups URLs with the same authority and makes sure they get pro-
cessed in sequence, not in parallel. This is implemented by handling
URLs with the same authority in a single thread.
At the level of TCP/IP, not all URL authorities denote a running
server or host. Some running servers do not react to requests (neither
reject nor accept), and some actively reject establishing a connection.
Some connections that are established are broken off during commu-
nication.
step c : communicate with the hosting server Once a
connection has been established over TCP/IP, the LOD Washing Ma-
chine sends an HTTP request, with SSL verification if needed (for se-
cure HTTP), and an accept header that includes a preference for LOD
content types. This includes standardized content types and content
types that occur in practice.
Some requests are unsuccessful, receiving either a server, existence,
or permission error. Some requests are unsuccessful due to redirect
loops.
step e : unpack archived data Many Linked Datasets are con-
tained in archives. The LOD Washing Machine supports the archive
filters and formats that are supported by the libarchive library15. The
LOD Washing Machine accesses archives in a stream. Since archive
entries can themselves be archives, this procedure is nested, resulting
in a tree of streams. The root node of the tree is the stream of the orig-
13 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986
14 http://www.iana.org/assignments/uri-schemes/uri-schemes.xhtml
15 https://code.google.com/p/libarchive/
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inal archive file, the leaf nodes are streams of non-archived files, and
the other non-leaf nodes are streams of intermediate archived files.
Some archives cannot be read by libarchive, which then throws an
exception. We have not been able to open these archives with any
of the standard unarchiving tools on Linux. Consequently, the LOD
Washing Machine gives up on such archived files, but does report the
exception that was thrown.
step f : guess serialization format In order to parse the con-
tents of the textual data that resides in the leaf nodes of the stream
tree, we need to know the grammar of that data. The LOD Wash-
ing Machine uses content types to denote the grammar that is used
for parsing. There are various ways in which the content type of a
streamed file can be assessed. The most reliable way is to parse the
whole file using each of the RDF serialization parsers, and take the
one that emits the least syntax errors and/or reads the most valid
RDF triples. A theoretical example of why one needs to parse the
whole file, not just a first segment of it, can be given with respect to
the difference between the Turtle and TriG formats. This difference
may only become apparent in the last triple that appears in the file,
by the occurrence of curly brackets (indicating a named graph).
Unfortunately, parsing every dataset with every parser is inefficient
(CPU) and requires either local storage of the whole file (disk space)
or multiple downloads of the same file (bandwidth).
In addition, we make the observation that the standardized RDF
serialization formats occur in two families: XML-like (RDF/XML,
RDFa) and Turtle-like (Turtle, TriG, N-Triples, N-Quads). The distinc-
tion between these two families can be reliably made by only looking
at an initial segment of the file.
In order to keep the hardware footprint low, the LOD Washing Ma-
chine tries to guess the content type of a file based on a parse of only
a first chunk of that file, in combination with the extension of the file
(if any) and the content type header in the HTTP response message (if
any). Using a look-ahead function on the stream, the LOD Washing
Machine can use the first bytes on that stream in order to guess its
content type, without consuming those bytes so that no redownload
is necessary. The number of bytes available in the look-ahead is the
same as the stream chunk size that is used for in-memory streaming
anyway.
As explained above, this method may result in within-family
mistakes, e.g., guessing Turtle for TriG or guessing N-Triples for N-
Quads. In order to reduce the number of within-family mistakes, we
use the content type and file extension. If these denote serialization
formats that belong within the guessed family, we use that format.
Otherwise, we use the most generic serialization format within the
guessed family.
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This approach ensures that the LOD Washing Machine uses a fully
streamed pipeline and relatively few hardware resources.
step g : syntax errors while parsing rdf serializations
The LOD Washing Machine parses the whole file using standards-
conforming grammars. For this it uses the parsers from the SemWeb
library [110]. This library passes the RDF 1.1 test cases and is actively
used in SW research and applications. Using this library, the LOD
Washing Machine is able to recognize different kinds of syntax errors
and recover from them during parsing. We enumerate some of the
most common syntax errors the LOD Laundromat is able to identify:
• Bad encoding sequences (e.g., non-UTF-8).
• Undefined IRI prefixes.
• Missing end-of-statement characters between triples (i.e.,
‘triples’ with more than three terms).
• Non-escaped, illegal characters inside IRIs.
• Multi-line literals in serialization formats that do not support
them (e.g., multi-line literals that are only legal in Turtle, also
occur in N-Triples and N-Quads).
• Missing or non-matching end tags (e.g., RDF/XML).
• End-of-file occurrence within the last triple (probably indicating
a mistake that was made while splitting files).
• IRIs that do not occur in between angular brackets (Turtle-
family).
The LOD Washing Machine reports each syntax error it comes across.
For data documents that contain syntax errors, there is no formal
guarantee that a one-to-one mapping between the original document
and a cleaned sibling document exists. This is an inherent characteris-
tic of dirty data and the application of heuristics in order to clean as
many stains as possible. In the absence of a formal model describing
all the syntactic mistakes that can be made, recovery from arbitrary
syntax errors is more of an art than a science. We illustrate this with
the following example:
ex:a1 ex:a2 $"" ex:b1 ex:b2 ex:b3 .
ex:c1 ex:c2 ex:c3 .
...
ex:z1 ex:z2 ex:z3 .
""" .
A standards-compliant RDF parser will not be able to parse this piece
of syntax and will give a syntax error. A common technique for RDF
parsers is to look for the next end-of-triple statement (i.e., the dot at
the end of the first line), and resume parsing from there. This results
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in parsing the collection of triples starting with 〈ex:c1, ex:c2, ex:c3〉
and ending with 〈ex:z1, ex:z2, ex:z3〉. The three double quotes that
occur at the end of the code sample will result in a second syntax
error.
However, using other heuristics may produce very different re-
sults. For instance, by using minimum error distance, the syntax er-
ror can also be recovered by replacing the dollar sign with a double
quote sign. This results in a single triple with a unusually long, but
standards-compliant, literal term.
step h : de-duplicate rdf statements The LOD Washing Ma-
chine loads the parsed triples into a memory-based triple store. By
loading the triples into a triple store, it performs deduplication of in-
terpreted RDF statements. Deduplication cannot be performed with-
out interpretation, i.e., on the syntax level, because the same RDF
statement can be written in different ways. Syntactically, the same
triple can look different due to the use of character escaping, the use
of extra white spaces, newlines and/or interspersed comments, the
use of different/no named prefixes for IRIs, and abbreviation mech-
anisms in serialization formats that support them (e.g., RDF/XML,
Turtle). Another source of the many-to-one mapping between syntax
and semantics occurs for RDF datatypes / XML Schema 1.1 datatypes,
for which multiple lexical expressions can map onto the same value.16
For example, the lexical expressions 0.1 and 0.10000000009map to the
same value according to data type xsd:float, but to different values
according to data type xsd:decimal.
While reading RDF statements into the triple store, the contents of
different data documents are stored in separate transactions, allowing
the concurrent loading of data in multiple threads. Each transaction
represents an RDF graph or set of triples, thereby automatically dedu-
plicating triples within the same file.
step i : save rdf in a uniform serialization format Once
the triples are parsed using an RDF parser, and the resulting RDF
statements are loaded into memory without duplicates, we can use a
generator of our choice to serialize the cleaned data. We want our gen-
erator to be compliant with existing standards, and we want to sup-
port further processing of the data, as discussed in section 2.3.1. The
LOD Washing Machine produces data in a canonical format that en-
forces a one-to-one mapping between data triples and file lines. This
means that the end-of-line character can be reliably used in subse-
quent processing, such as pattern matching (e.g., regular expressions)
and parsing. This also means that data documents can be easily split
without running the risk of splitting in-between triples. Furthermore,
the number of triples in a graph can be easily and reliably deter-
16 http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-2/
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mined by counting the number of lines in a file describing that graph.
Secondly, the produced documents are lexicographically sorted. This
often improves the compression ratio of these documents, and may
allow users to optimize the algorithm via which they consume these
documents. Thirdly, the LOD Washing Machine leaves out any header
information. This, again, makes it easy to split existing data docu-
ments into smaller parts, since the first part of the file is not treated
specially due to serialization-specific header declarations (e.g., RD-
F/XML, RDFa) and namespace definitions (e.g., RDF/XML, Turtle).
Fourthly, the LOD Washing Machine replaces all occurrences of blank
nodes with well-known IRIs17, in line with the RDF 1.1 specification18.
Effectively, this means that blank nodes are interpreted as Skolem con-
stants, not as existentially quantified variables. The Skolem constant
is an IRI that is based on the URL that was used to stream the RDF
data from, thereby making it a universally unique name at the mo-
ment of processing.19 This makes it easy to append and split data
documents, without the need to standardize apart blank nodes that
originate from different graphs.
From the existing serialization formats, N-Triples and N-Quads
come closest to these requirements. Since the tracking of named
graphs is out of scope for our initial version of the LOD laundry (see
section 2.6), we use a canonical form of N-Triples and N-Quads that
excludes superfluous white space (only one space between the RDF
terms in a triple and one space before the end-of-triple character),
superfluous newlines (only one newline after the end-of-triple char-
acter), and comments (none at all). Newlines that occur in multi-line
literals, supported by some serialization formats, are escaped accord-
ing to the N-Triples 1.1 specification. Also, simple literals are not
written, always adding the XML Schema string datatype explicitly.
step j : void closure After having stored the data to a canonical
format, we make use of the fact that the valid triples are still stored in
memory, by performing a quick query on the memory store. In this
query we derive any triples that describe Linked Datasets. Specifically,
we look for occurrences of predicates in the VoID namespace. We
store these triples in a publicly accessible metadata graph that can be
queried using SPARQL. For each dataset described in VoID triples, we
follow links to datadumps (if present), add them to the LOD Basket,
and clean those datadumps by using the LOD Washing Machine as
17 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5785
18 http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/REC-rdf11-concepts-20140225/
#section-skolemization
19 When a new file is disseminated at the same URL at a later point in time, the same
Skolem constant may be used to denote a different blank node. Using skolemization,
this becomes an instance of the generic problem that IRIs can denote different things
at different times, as the data document is updated.
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well. Since a dataset may describe a dataset that describes another
dataset, this process is recursive.
step k : consolidate and disseminate datasets for fur-
ther processing Since we want to incentivise the dataset
providers to improve their adherence to guidelines, we keep track
of all the mistakes that were discussed in this section. The mistakes
(if any) are asserted together with some basic statistics, e.g. num-
ber of triples, number of bytes processed, in the publicly queryable
metadata graph. For syntax errors we include the line and column
number at which the error occurred, relative to the original file. This
makes it easy for the dataset maintainers to improve their data and
turn out cleaner in a next wash, since the metadata descriptions
are automatically updated at future executions of the LOD Washing
Machine.
2.5 the lod laundromat web service
When the LOD Washing Machine has cleaned a data document, it is
ironed and folded and made available on a publicly accessible Web-
site that provides additional support for data consumers. We now
describe the components that make up this Website and lift out the
support features that make LOD Laundromat a good source for find-
ing large volumes of high-quality Linked Data.
2.5.1 LOD Wardrobe
The LOD Wardrobe (Figure 2.1) is where the cleaned datasets are
disseminated for human data consumers. The data documents are
listed in a table that can be sorted according to various criteria (e.g.,
cleaning data, number of triples). For every data document, a row in
the table includes links to both the old (dirty) and new (cleaned) data
files, as well as a button that brings up a pop-up box with all the
metadata for that data document. Furthermore, it is easy to filter the
table based on a search string and multiple rows from the table can
be selected for downloading at the same time.
2.5.2 SPARQL endpoint
All the metadata collected during the cleaning process is stored in an
RDF graph that is publicly accessible through the SPARQL endpoint
http://lodlaundromat.org/sparql. For human data consumers we
deploy the feature-rich SPARQL editor YASGUI (See chapter 5). For
machine consumption the SPARQL endpoint can be queried algorith-
mically. For instance, a SPARQL query can return URLs for down-
loading all clean data documents with over one million syntactically
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Figure 2.1: The LOD Wardrobe is available at
http://lodlaundromat.org/wardrobe
correct triples. In this way LOD Laundromat provides a very simple
interface for running Big Data experiments. The metadata stored by
the LOD Washing Machine includes information such as the number
of triples in a dataset:
• the number of removed duplicates,
• the original serialization format,
• various kinds of syntax errors,
• and more.
The metadata that the LOD Wardrobe publishes is continuously up-
dated whenever new cleaned laundry comes in.
2.5.3 Visualizations
Besides access to the datasets, the LOD Laundromat also provides
real-time visualizations of the crawled data. These visualizations are
small JavaScript widgets that use SPARQL queries on the metadata
SPARQL endpoint.
Purely for illustrative purposes, we include a snapshot of such a
widget in Figure 2.2. For a collection of 658,171 cleaned documents
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this widget shows the serialization format that was used to parse the
original file. The majority of documents from this collection, 69.2%
are formatted as Turtle. RDF/XML and N-Triples amount to 26.3%
and 3.2% respectively.
RDF_XML (26.3%)
N­Triples (3.2%)
Turtle (69.2%)
TOTAL
658,171
documents
Figure 2.2: RDF serialization formats for a collection of RDF docu-
ments. Illustrative example of a visualization widget at
http://lodlaundromat.org/visualizations.
As another example of the kinds of queries that can be performed
on the SPARQL endpoint, we take the HTTP Content-Length header
(See figure 2.3). Values for this header are often set incorrectly. Ideally,
a properly set Content-Length header would allow data consumers to
retrieve data more efficiently, e.g., by load-balancing data depending
on the expected size of the response. However, our results show that
around half of the documents return an invalid content length value,
thereby showing that in practice it is difficult to reliably make use
of this property. This shows that standard compliance for all stages
of the data publishing pipeline is hard. When taking factors into ac-
count such as the number of duplicates, invalid HTTP headers, and
parsing or HTTP errors, we notice that more than 50% of the docu-
ments fetched from a URL directly, contain errors20.
2.5.4 LOD Basket
In order to extend our collection of datasets over time, users can add
seed URLs to the LOD Basket. Seed points can be URLs that either
point to VoID descriptions, or to data dumps directly. Seed locations
can be added through a Web form, by selecting a file from the user’s
DropBox account, or through a direct HTTP GET request.
2.6 conclusion
In this chapter we presented the infrastructure needed to obtain a
complete-as-possible copy of the entire LOD cloud. Using LOD Laun-
dromat, we publish standards- and guidelines-compliant datasets
20 See SPARQL query http://yasgui.org/short/NyN9q49D. This query excludes docu-
ments extracted from compressed archives
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Figure 2.3: Differences between promised HTTP content lengths, and actual
content lengths
that are siblings of existing, idiosyncratic datasets, and provide
Linked Data providers with a platform to publish their datasets.
LOD Laundromat implements a Linked Data cleaner that contin-
uously crawls for additional datasets; the amount of data that we
publish (over 38 billion triples at the time of writing) already sur-
passes that of existing data collections, such as the Billion Triple
Challenge. In addition, the LOD Laundromat publishes metadata
for every cleaned document on a publicly accessible Web site, and
through machine-accessible Web services. Because anybody can
drop their dirty data in the LOD Basket, the coverage of the LOD
Laundromat will increase over time.
The LOD Laundromat is our solution to problem 1 from the intro-
duction of this thesis, where we observed that Linked Datasets do not
follow standards and best practices, and are difficult to consume. Our
solution presents Linked Data providers with a cleaned and hosted
version of their datasets, and provides feedback on any syntactic er-
rors they might have introduced. At the same time, this infrastructure
benefits Linked Data developers and researchers as well, as it pro-
vides a centralized service for accessing clean Linked Open Datasets
that are published in a very simple canonical form of N-Triples or N-
Quads. By using the LOD Laundromat, data consumers do not have
to worry about different serialization formats, syntax errors, encod-
ing issues, or triple duplicates. As a result, LOD Laundromat can act
as an enabler for Big Data and SW research, as well as a provider of
data for Web-scale applications.
.

3
R E D U C I N G S I Z E B Y R D F G R A P H S A M P L I N G
The previous section showed the large scale of published Linked Data
–both in terms of document size and document collection size. But
these LOD Laundromat documents are often not directly accessible
via a SPARQL triple-store –something that requires investments from
Linked Data providers in powerful hardware–. Random sampling of these
datasets would reduce this hardware footprint, but it would reduce the
answer coverage as well. In this chapter, we propose an automatic sam-
pling method that uses the graph topology, and is targeted at maximiz-
ing the answer coverage for applications using SPARQL querying. The
approach we present is novel: no similar RDF sampling approach ex-
ist. Additionally, the concept of creating a sample aimed at maximizing
SPARQL answer coverage, is unique. We empirically show that the rel-
evance of triples for sampling (a semantic notion) is influenced by the
topology of the graph (purely structural), and can be determined with-
out prior knowledge of the queries. Experiments show a significantly
higher recall of topology based sampling methods over random and naive
baseline approaches (e.g. up to 90% for Open-BioMed at a sample size of
6%).
This chapter is an updated version of:
Laurens Rietveld, Rinke Hoekstra, Stefan Schlobach, and Christophe
Guéret. Structural Properties as Proxy for Semantic Relevance in
RDF Graph Sampling. In The Semantic Web–ISWC 2014, pages 81–96.
Springer, 2014
Contributions to this paper:
I am the creator of SampLD and main author of the paper.
3.1 introduction
The Linked Data cloud grows every year [6, 26] and has turned into
a knowledge base of unprecedented size and complexity. As we
have seen in the previous chapter, the LOD Laundromat already
re-publishes 649,834 documents with over 38,606,408,433 triples. And
with datasets such as DBpedia (459M triples) and Linked Geo Data
(289M triples) that are central to many Linked Data applications,
this poses problems with respect to the scalability of our current
infrastructure and tools.
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problem As discussed in problem 2, providers have a difficult
time serving a stable public SPARQL endpoint [26], and publish-
ing large datasets requires investments in powerful hardware, where
cloud-based hosting is not free either. These costs are avoidable if we
know which part of the dataset is needed for our application, i.e. if
only we could a priori pick the data that is actually being used. Under
several circumstances, e.g. for prototyping, demoing or testing, devel-
opers and users are content with relevant subsets of the data, and
accept the possibility of incomplete results that comes with it.
contributions The approach discussed in this chapter is the
first of two orthogonal solutions (see chapter 4 for the other solu-
tion). Our analysis of five large datasets (larger than 50 million triples)
shows that for a realistic set of queries, at most 2% of the dataset is
actually used (see the ‘coverage’ column in Table 3.1): a clear oppor-
tunity for pruning RDF datasets to more manageable sizes. Unfortu-
nately, this set of queries is not always known: queries are not logged
or logs are not available because of privacy or property rights issues.
And even if a query set is available, it may not be representative or
suitable, e.g. it contains queries that return the entire dataset.
We define relevant sampling as the task of finding those parts of
an RDF graph that maximize a task-specific relevance function while
minimizing size. For our use case, this relevance function relies on
semantics: we try to find the smallest part of the data that entails as
many of the original answers to typical SPARQL queries as possible.
This chapter investigates whether we can use structural properties of
RDF graphs to predict the relevance of triples for typical queries.
To evaluate the approach, we represent “typical use” by means of a
large number of SPARQL queries fired against datasets of various size
and domain: DBpedia 3.9 [4], Linked Geo Data [7], MetaLex [53], Open-
BioMed1, Bio2RDF [14] and Semantic Web Dog Food [73] (see Table 3.1).
The queries were obtained from server logs of the triple stores hosting
the datasets and range between 800 and 5000 queries for each dataset.
Given these datasets and query logs, we then
1. rewrite RDF graphs into directed unlabeled graphs;
2. analyze the topology of these graphs using standard network
analysis methods –much like the network analysis measures
presented in chapter 6–;
3. assign the derived weights to triples;
4. generate samples for every percentile of the size of the original
graph.
These steps were implemented as a scalable sampling pipeline, called
SampLD2.
1 See http://www.open-biomed.org.uk/
2 See https://github.com/Data2Semantics/GraphSampling/
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Our results show that the topology of the graph alone helps to
predict the relevance of triples for typical use in SPARQL queries. In
other words, we show that without prior knowledge of the queries to
be answered, we can determine to a surprisingly high degree which
triples in the dataset can safely be ignored and which cannot. As a
result, we are able to achieve a recall of up to .96 with a sample size
as small as 6%, using only the structural properties of the graph. This
means that we can use purely structural properties of a knowledge
base as proxy for a semantic notion of relevance, allowing Linked Data
providers to reduce their hardware footprint significantly, with little
decreased recall.
content The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We first
discuss related work in Section 3.2, followed by the problem defini-
tion (Section 3.3) and a description of our approach (Section 3.4). Sec-
tion 3.5 discusses the experiment setup and evaluation, after which
we present the results (Section 3.6). Finally we discuss our conclu-
sions in Section 3.7.
3.2 related work
Except for random sampling [99], extracting relevant parts of Linked
Data graphs has not been done before. However, there are a number
of related approaches that deserve mentioning: relevance ranking for
Linked Data, generating SPARQL benchmark queries, graph rewrit-
ing techniques, and non-deterministic network sampling techniques.
network sampling [65] evaluates several non-deterministic
methods for sampling networks: random node selection, random
edge selection, and exploration techniques such as random walk.
Quality of the samples is measured as the structural similarity of
the sample with respect to the original network. This differs from
our notion of quality, as we do not strive at creating a structurally
representative sample, but rather optimize for the ability to answer
the same queries. Nevertheless, the sampling methods discussed
by [65] are interesting baselines for our approach; we use the random
edge sampling method in our evaluation (See Section 3.5.1).
relevance ranking Existing work on Linked Data relevance
ranking focuses on determining the relevance of individual triples
for answering a single query [3,10,36,54,63]. Graph summaries, such
as in [29], are collections of important RDF resources that may be pre-
sented to users to assist them in formulating SPARQL queries, e.g.
by providing context-dependent auto completion services. However,
summarization does not produce a list of triples ordered by relevance.
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TRank [103] ranks RDF entity types by exploiting type hierarchies.
However, this algorithm still ranks entities and not triples. In con-
trast, TripleRank [36] uses 3d tensor decomposition to model and
rank triples in RDF graphs. It takes knowledge about different link
types into account, and can be seen as a multi-model counterpart
to web authority ranking with HITS. TripleRank uses the rankings
to drive a faceted browser. Because of the expressiveness of a tensor
decomposition, TripleRank does not scale very well, and [36] only
evaluate small graphs of maximally 160K triples. Lastly, TripleRank
prunes predicates that dominate the dataset, an understandable de-
sign decision when developing a user facing application, but it has
an adverse effect on the quality of samples as prominent predicates
in the data are likely to be used in queries as well.
ObjectRank [10] is an adaptation of PageRank that implements a
form of link semantics where every type of edge is represented by
a particular weight. This approach cannot be applied in cases where
these weights are not known beforehand. SemRank [3] ranks relations
and paths based on search results. This approach can filter results
based on earlier results, but it is not applicable to a-priori estimation
of the relevancy of the triples in a dataset. Finally, stream-based ap-
proaches such as [42] derive the schema. This approach is not suitable
for retrieving the most relevant factual data either, regarding a set of
queries.
Concluding, existing approaches on ranking RDF data either re-
quire prior knowledge such as query sets, a-priori assignments of
weights, produce samples that may miss important triples, or focus
on resources rather than triples.
synthetic queries SPLODGE [41] is a benchmark query gen-
erator for arbitrary, real-world RDF datasets. Queries are generated
based on features of the RDF dataset. SPLODGE-based queries would
allow us to run the sampling pipeline on many more datasets, be-
cause we would not be restricted by the requirement of having a
dataset plus corresponding query logs. However, benchmark queries
do not necessarily resemble actual queries, since they are meant to
test the performance of Linked Data storage systems [2]. Furthermore,
SPLODGE introduces a dependency between the dataset features and
the queries it generates, that may not exist for user queries.3
rdf graph rewriting RDF graphs can be turned into networks
that are built around a particular property, e.g. the social aspects of co-
authorship, by extracting that information from the RDF data [108].
3 In an earlier stage of this work, we ran experiments against a synthetic data and
query set generated by SP2Bench [94]. The results were different from any of the
datasets we review here, as the structural properties of the dataset were quite differ-
ent, and the SPARQL queries (tailored to benchmarking triple-stores) are incompa-
rable to regular queries as well.
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Edge labels can sometimes be ignored when they are not directly
needed, e.g. to determine the context of a resource [54], or when
searching for paths connecting two resources [45].
The networks generated by these rewriting approaches leave
out contextual information that may be critical to assess the rele-
vance of triples. The triples 〈: bob, : hasAge, “50"〉 and 〈: anna, :
hasWeight, “50"〉 share the same literal ("50"), but it respectively de-
notes an age and a weight. Finally, predicates play an important role
in our notion of relevance. They are crucial for answering SPARQL
queries, which suggests that they should carry as much weight as
subjects and objects in our selection methodology. Therefore, our
approach uses different strategies to remove the edge labels, while
still keeping the context of the triples.
In [51], RDF graphs are rewritten to a bipartite network consisting
of subjects, objects and predicates, with a separate statement node
connecting the three. This method preserves the role of predicates,
but increases the number of edges and nodes up to a threefold, mak-
ing it difficult to scale. Additionally, the resulting graph is no longer
directed, disqualifying analysis techniques that take this into account.
3.3 context
In the previous section, we presented related work on RDF ranking
and network sampling, and showed that sampling for RDF graphs
has not been done before. This section introduces a very generic
framework for such RDF sampling. We elaborate on different RDF
sampling scenarios, and present the particular sampling scenario ad-
dressed in this chapter.
3.3.1 Definitions
A ‘sample’ is just an arbitrary subset of a graph, so we introduce a no-
tion of relevance to determine whether a sample is a suitable replace-
ment of the original graph. Relevance is determined by a relevance
function that varies from application to application. The following
definitions use the same SPARQL definitions as presented in [80].
Theorem 1 An RDF graph G is a set of triples. A sample G ′ of G is a
proper subset of G. A sample is relevant w.r.t. a relevance function F(G ′,G)
if it maximizes F while minimizing its size.
Finding a relevant sample is a multi-objective optimization problem:
selecting a sample small enough, while still achieving a recall which
is high enough. Moreover, there is no sample that fits all tasks and
problems, and for each application scenario a specific relevance func-
tion has to be defined. In this chapter, relevance is defined in terms
of the coverage of answers with respect to SPARQL queries.
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Theorem 2 The relevance function for SPARQL querying Fs(G ′,G) is
the probability that the solution µ to an arbitrary SPARQL query Q is also
a solution to Q w.r.t. G ′.
As usual, all elements T ∈ G are triples of the form (s,p,o) ∈ I× I×
(I∪ L), where s is called the subject, p the predicate, and o the object
of T . I denotes all IRIs, where L denotes all literals. For this chapter,
we ignore blank nodes.
In other words, a relevant sample of a RDF graph is a smallest subset
of the graph, on the basis of which the largest possible number of
answers that can be found with respect to the original RDF graph.
As common in multi-objective optimization problems, the solution
cannot be expected to be a single best sample, but a set of samples of
increasing size.
3.3.2 Problem Description
The next step is to determine the method by which a sample is made.
As briefly discussed in the introduction, this method is restricted
mostly by the pre-existence of a suitable set of queries. To what extent
can these queries be used to inform the sampling procedure? As we
have seen in the related work, sampling without prior knowledge –
uninformed sampling – is currently an unsolved problem. And in fact,
even if we do have prior knowledge, a method that does not rely on
prior knowledge is still useful.
With informed sampling, there is a complete picture of what queries
to expect: we know exactly which queries we want to have answered,
and we consequently know which part of the dataset is required to
answer these queries. Given the size of Linked Data sets, this part
can still be too large to handle. This indicates a need for heuristics or
uninformed methods to reduce the size even more.
If we have an incomplete notion of what queries to expect, e.g. we
only know part of the queries or only know their structure or features,
we could still use this information to create a semi-informed selection
of the data. This requires a deeper understanding of what features
of queries determine relevance, how these relate to the dataset, and
what sampling method is the best fit.
We focus on a comparison of methods for uninformed sampling,
the results of which can be used to augment scenarios where more
information is available. For instance, a comparison of query fea-
tures as studied in [81, 85], combined with performance of our un-
informed sampling methods, could form the basis of a system for
semi-informed sampling.
To reiterate, our hypothesis is that we can use standard network
metrics on RDF graphs as useful proxies for the relevance function.
To test this hypothesis, we implemented a scalable sampling pipeline,
SampLD, that can run several network metrics to select the top
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Dataset #Tripl.
Avg.
Deg.
Tripl. w/
literals
#Q Coverage
Q w/
literals
#Triple patt.
per query
(avg / stdev)
DBpedia 3.9 459M 5.78 25.44% 1640 0.003% 61.6% 1.07 / 0.40
LGD 289M 4.06 46.35% 891 1.917% 70.7% 1.07 / 0.27
MetaLex 204M 4.24 12.40% 4933 0.016% 1.1% 2.02 / 0.21
Open-BioMed 79M 3.66 45.37% 931 0.011% 3.1% 1.44 / 3.72
Bio2RDF/KEGG 50M 6.20 35.06% 1297 2.013% 99.8% 1.00 / 0.00
SWDF 240K 5.19 34.87% 193 39.438% 62.4% 1.80 / 1.50
Table 3.1: Data and query set statistics
ranked triples from RDF datasets and evaluate the quality of those
samples by their capability to answer real SPARQL queries.
3.3.3 Datasets
We evaluate the quality of our sampling methods for the six datasets
listed in the introduction: DBPedia, Linked Geo Data (LGD), Met-
aLex, Open-BioMed (OBM), Bio2RDF4 and Semantic Web Dog Food
(SWDF). These datasets were chosen based on the availability of
SPARQL queries. These datasets were the only ones with an available
corresponding large query set. The MetaLex query logs were made
available by the maintainers of the dataset. In the other five cases, we
used server query logs made available by the USEWOD workshop
series [16].
Table 3.1 shows that the size of these dataset ranges from 240K
triples to 459M triples. The number of available queries per dataset
ranges between 193 and 4933. Interestingly, for all but one of our
datasets, less than 2% of the triples is actually needed to answer the
queries. This indicates that only a very small portion of the datasets
is relevant, which corroborates our intuition that the costs for using
Linked Data sets can be significantly reduced by selecting only the
relevant part of a dataset. However, these low numbers make finding
this small set of relevant triples more difficult as well. Other relevant
dataset properties shown in this table are the average degree of the
subjects and objects, the percentage of triples where the object is a
literal, the percentage of queries of which at least one binding uses
a literal, and the average and standard deviation of the number of
triple patterns per query.
4 For Bio2RDF, we use the KEGG dataset [62], as this is the only Bio2RDF dataset for
which USEWOD provides query logs. KEGG includes biological systems informa-
tion, genomic information, and chemical information.
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Figure 3.1: Rewrite methods
3.4 sampling pipeline
The SampLD pipeline calculates and evaluates the quality of sam-
ples across different uninformed sampling methods for multiple large
datasets.5 The procedure consists of the following four phases:
1. rewrite an RDF graph to a directed unlabeled graph,
2. analyze the rewritten graph using standard network analysis al-
gorithms,
3. assign the node weights to triples, creating a ranked list of
triples,
4. generate samples from the ranked list of triples.
We briefly discuss each of the four phases here.
step 1 : graph rewriting Standard network analysis methods,
are not readily suited for labeled graphs, nor do they take into ac-
count that a data model may be reflected in the verbatim RDF graph
structure in many ways [43]. Since the edge labels (predicates) play
an important role in RDF, simply ignoring them may negatively im-
pact the quality of samples (see the related work). For this reason,
the SampLD pipeline can evaluate pairwise combinations of network
analysis techniques and alternative representations of the RDF graph,
and compare their performance across sample sizes.
SampLD implements five rewriting methods: a simple (S), unique
literals (UL), without literals (WL), context literals (CL), and path (P).
As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the first four methods convert every
triple (s,p,o) to a directed edge s → o. If several triples result in the
same edge (e.g. when only the predicate differs), we do not assert that
edge more than once. These first four methods differ primarily with
respect to their treatment of literal values (i.e. non-IRI nodes) in the
graph. It is important to note that for all approaches, any removed
literals are re-added to the RDF graph during the round-trip phase
detailed below. Since literals do not have outgoing edges they have a
5 The SampLD pipeline and evaluation procedure are available online at https://
github.com/Data2Semantics/GraphSampling/
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different effect on network metrics than IRIs, e.g. by acting as a ‘sink’
for PageRank.
The Simple (S) method retains the exact structure of the original
RDF graph. It treats every syntactically unique literal as a single node,
taking the data type and language tag of the literal into account. Two
occurrences of the literal 50"xsd:Integer result in a single node. The
Unique literals (UL) method converts every occurrence of a literal as
a separate node. The average degree drops, and the graph becomes
larger but will be less connected. The Context literals (CL) approach
preserves the context of literals, it groups literals that share the same
predicate together in a single node. This allows us to make sure that
the network metrics distinguish e.g. between integers that express
weight, and those that express age. This also results in fewer con-
nections and a lower average degree since predicate-literal pairs will
be less frequent than literals. The Without literals (WL) method sim-
ply ignores all occurrences of literals. As a result the graph becomes
smaller.
The fifth method, Path (P), is triple, rather than resource oriented.
It represents every triple (s,p,o) as a single node, and two nodes are
connected when they form a path of length 2, i.e. the first triple’s
object should be the second triple’s subject. Asserting edges between
triples that share any resource discards the direction of the triple, and
produces a highly verbose graph, cf. [51], as a resource shared be-
tween n triples would generate n(n−1)2 edges. Also, occurrences of
triples with rdf:type predicates would result in an extremely large
number of connections. The path method has the advantage that it re-
sults in a smaller graph with low connectedness, and that maintains
directedness, where we can assign weights directly to triples rather
than resources (as with the other methods).
step 2 : network analysis In the second step, SampLD applies
three common network analysis metrics to the rewritten RDF graph:
PageRank, in degree and out degree. These are applied “as is” on the
rewritten graphs.
step 3 : assign triple weights Once we have obtained the net-
work analysis metrics for all nodes in the rewritten graph, the (ag-
gregated) values are assigned as weights on the triples in the original
graph. For method P, we simply assign the value of the node that
corresponds to the triple. For the S, UL, WL and CL methods, we
retrieve the values for the subject and object of each triple, and as-
sign whichever is highest as weight to that triple6. When the object
of a triple is a literal, it has no corresponding node in the graph pro-
duced through the WL method: in such cases, the value of the subject
6 One can also use the minimum or average node weight. We found that the maximum
value performs better
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will function as weight for the triple as a whole. The result of this
assignment phase is a ranked list of triples, ordered by weight in de-
scending order. The distribution of triple weights typically follows
a ‘long tail’ distribution, where large numbers of triples may share
the same weight. To prevent potential bias when determining a sam-
ple, these triples with equal weights are added to the ranked list in
random order.
step 4 : generating samples Given the ranked list of triples,
generating the sample is a matter of selecting the desired top-k per-
cent of the triples, and removing the weights. The ‘best’ k value can
differ per use-case, and depends on both the minimum required qual-
ity of the sample, and the maximum desired sample size. For our
current purposes SampLD produces samples for each accumulative
percentile of the total number of triples, resulting in 100 samples each
for every combination of dataset, rewrite method and analysis algo-
rithm.
implementation Because the datasets we use are quite large,
ranging up to 459 Million triples for DBPedia, each of these steps
was implemented using libraries for scalable distributed computing
(Pig [38] and Giraph [8]). Scale also means that we are restricted in the
types of network metrics we could evaluate. For instance, Between-
ness Centrality is difficult to paralellize because of the need for shared
memory [101]. However many of the tasks are parallelizable, e.g. we
use Pig to fetch the weights of all triples.
Given the large number of samples we evaluate (over 15.000, con-
sidering all sample sizes, datasets and sampling methods), SampLD
uses a novel scalable evaluation method that avoids the expensive
procedure (in terms of hardware and time) of loading each sample in
triple-stores to calculate the recall.
3.5 experiment setup and evaluation
The quality of a sample is measured by its ability to return answers
on a set of queries: we are interested in the average recall taken over
all queries. Typically, these queries are taken from publicly available
server query logs, discarding those that are designed to return all
triples in a dataset, and focusing on SELECT queries, as these are the
most dominant. A naive approach would be to execute each query
on both the original dataset and the sample, and compare the results.
This is virtually impossible, given the large number of samples we
are dealing with: 6 datasets means 15.600 samples (one, for every
combination of dataset (6), sampling method (15) and baseline (1+10),
and percentile(100)), or 1.4 · 1012 triples in total.
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Instead, SampLD (a.) executes the queries once on the original
dataset and analyzes which triples are used to answer the query, (b.)
uses a cluster to check which weight these triples have. It then (c.)
checks whether these triples would have been included in a sample,
and calculates recall. This avoids the need to load and query each
sample. Below, we give a detailed description of this procedure.
terminology For each graph G we have a set of SELECT queries
Q, acting as our relevance measure. Each Q ∈ Q contains a set of vari-
ables V, of which some may be projection variables Vp (i.e. variables
for which results are returned). Executing a query Q on G returns a
result set Rgq, containing a set of query solutions S. Each query solu-
tion S ∈ S contains a set of bindings B. Each bindings B ∈ B is a
mapping between projection variable Vp ∈ V and a value from our
our graph: µ : Vp → (I∪ L)
required triples Rewriting a SELECT query into a CONSTRUCT
query returns a bag of all triples needed to answer the SELECT query.
However, there is no way to determine what role individual triples
play in answering the query: some triples may be essential in answer-
ing all query solutions, others just circumstantial. Therefore, SampLD
extracts triples from the query on a query solution level. It instantiates
each triple pattern, by replacing each variable used in the query triple
patterns with the corresponding value from the query solution. As a
result, the query contains triple patterns without variables, and only
IRIs and literals. These instantiated triple patterns (‘query triples’)
show us which triples are required to produce this specific query solu-
tion. This procedure is not trivial.
First, because not all variables used in a query are also projection
variables, and blank nodes are inaccessible as well, we rewrite ev-
ery SELECT query to the ’SELECT DISTINCT *’ form and replace blank
nodes with unique variable names. This ensures that all nodes and
edges in the matching part of the original graph G are available to
us for identifying the query triples. However, queries that already
expected DISTINCT results need to be treated with a bit more care.
Suppose we have the following query and dataset:
SELECT DISTINCT ?city WHERE {
?university :inCity ?city ;
:rating :high .
}
<university1> :inCity <London> .
<university1> :rating <high> .
<university2> :inCity <London> .
<university2> :rating <high> .
Rewriting the query to ‘SELECT DISTINCT *’ results in two query so-
lutions, using all four dataset triples. However, we only either need
at least the first two triples, or the last two, but not all four. SampLD
therefore tracks each distinct combination of bindings for the projec-
tion variables Vp.
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Secondly, when the clauses of a UNION contain the same variable,
but only one clause matches with the original graph G, the other
clause should not be instantiated. We instantiate each clause follow-
ing the normal procedure, but use an ASK query to check wether the
instantiated clause exists in G. If it does not exist, we discard the
query triples belonging to that clause.
Thirdly, we ignore the GROUP and ORDER solution modifiers, be-
cause they do not tell us anything about the actual triples required
to answer a query. The LIMIT modifier is a bit different as it indi-
cates that the user requests a specific number of results, but not ex-
actly which results. The limit is used in recall calculation as a cap on
the maximum number of results to be expected for a query. In other
words, for these queries we don’t check whether every query solution
for G is present for the sample but only look at the proportion of
query solutions.
Finally, we currently ignore negations in SPARQL queries since
they are very scarce in our query sets. Negations may increase the
result set for smaller sample sizes, giving us a means to measure pre-
cision, but the effect would be negligible.
calculate recall For all query triples discovered in the previ-
ous step, and for each combination of rewrite method and network
analysis algorithm, we find the weight of this triple in the ranked list
of triples. The result provides us with information on the required
triples of our query solutions, and their weights given by our sam-
pling methods. SampLD can now determine whether a query solu-
tion would be returned for any given sample, given the weight of
its triples, and given a k cutoff percentage. If a triple from a query
solution is not included in the sample, we mark that solution as unan-
swered, otherwise it is answered.
Recall is then determined as follows. Remember that query so-
lutions are grouped under distinct combinations of projection vari-
ables. For every such combination, we check each query solution, and
whenever one of the grouped query solutions is marked as answered,
the combination is marked answered as well. For queries with OP-
TIONAL clauses, we do not penalize valid query solutions that do
not have a binding for the optional variable, even though the binding
may be present for the original dataset.7 If present, the value for the
LIMIT modifier is used to cap the maximum number of answered
query solutions.
The recall for the query is the number of answered projection vari-
able combinations, divided by the total number of distinct projection
variable combinations. For each sample, SampLD uses the average re-
call, or arithmetic mean over the query recall scores as our measure
of relevance.
7 Queries with only OPTIONAL clauses are ignored in our evaluation
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Figure 3.2: Best performing sample methods per dataset
3.5.1 Baselines
In our evaluation we use two baselines: a random selection (rand) and
using resource frequency (freq). Random selection is based on 10 ran-
dom samples for each of our datasets. Then, for each corresponding
query we calculate recall using the 10 sampled graphs, and average
the recall over each query. The resource frequency baseline counts the
number of occurrences of every subject, predicate and object present
in a dataset. Each triple is then assigned a weight equal to the sum of
the frequencies of its subject, predicate and object.
3.6 results
This section discusses the results we obtained for each of the datasets.
An interactive overview of these results, including recall plots, signif-
icance tests, and degree distributions for every dataset, is available on-
line8. Figure 3.2 shows the best performing sample method for each
of our datasets. An ideal situation would show a maximum recall for
a low sample size.9 For all the datasets, these best performing sam-
pling methods outperform the random sample, with often a large
8 See http://data2semantics.github.io/GraphSampling/
9 Note that all the presented plots are clickeable, and point to the online interactive
version
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Figure 3.3: PageRank Sampling methods on DBPedia
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Figure 3.4: In Degree Sampling methods on DBPedia
difference in recall between both. The P rewrite method (see Figure
3.1) combined with a PageRank analysis performs best for Seman-
tic Web Dog Food and DBpedia (see also Figure 3.2). The UL method
combined with an out degree analysis performs best for Bio2RDF and
Linked Geo Data. For Open-BioMed the WL and out degree performs
best, where the naive resource frequency method performs best for
MetaLex. For each dataset, the random baseline follows an (almost)
linear line from recall 0 to 1; a stark difference with the sampling
methods.
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Figure 3.5: Out Degree Sampling methods on DBPedia
Figure 3.2 also shows that both the sample quality and method dif-
fers between datasets. Zooming in on sample sizes 10%, 25% and
50%, the majority of the best performing sampling methods have sig-
nificantly better average recall (α = 0.05) than the random sample.
Exceptions are LGD and Bio2RDF for sample size 10%, and MetaLex
for sample size 10% and 25%.
The dataset properties listed in Table 3.1 help explain results for
some sampling methods. The resource frequency baseline performs
extremely bad for OBM10: for all possible sample sizes, the recall is
almost zero. Of all objects in Open-BioMed triples, 45.37% are liter-
als. In combination with 32% duplicate literals, this results in high
rankings for triples that contain literals for this particular baseline.
However, all of the queries use at least one triple pattern consisting
only of IRIs. As most dataset triples contain a literal, and as these
triples are ranked high, the performance of this specific baseline is
extremely bad.
Another observation is the presences of ‘plateaus’ in Figure 3.2, and
for some sample sizes a steep increase in recall. This is because some
triples are required for answering a large number of queries. Only
once that triple is included in a sample, the recall can suddenly rise to
a much higher level. For the Bio2RDF sample created using PageRank
and the path rewrite method (viewable online), the difference in recall
between a sample size of 1% and 40% is extremely small. In other
words, choosing a sample size of 1% will result in more or less the
same sample quality as a sample size of 40%.
10 See http://data2semantics.github.io/GraphSampling/
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Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show the performance of the sampling meth-
ods for DBpedia. The P method combined with either PageRank or in
degree performs best on DBpedia, where both baselines are amongst
the worst performing sampling methods. A sample size of 7% based
on the P and PageRank sampling method already results in an av-
erage recall of 0.5. Notably, this same rewrite method (P) performs
worst on DBpedia when applied with out degree. This difference
is caused by triples with literals acting as sink for the path rewrite
method: because a literal can never occur in a subject position, that
triple can never link to any other triple. This causes triples with liter-
als to always receive an out degree of zero for the P rewrite method.
Because 2/3 of the DBpedia queries require at least one literal, the
average recall is extremely low. This ‘sink’ effect of P is stronger com-
pared to other rewrite methods: the triple weight of these other meth-
ods is based on the weight of the subject and object (see section 3.4).
For triples containing literals, the object will have an out degree of
zero. However, the subject may have a larger out degree. As the sub-
ject and object weights are aggregated, these triples will often receive
a non-zero triple weight, contrary to the P rewrite method.
Although our plots show striking differences between the datasets,
there are similarities as well. First, the out degree combined with
the UL, CL and S methods performs very similar across all datasets
and sample sizes11. The reason for this similarity is that these rewrite
methods only differ in how they treat literals: as-is, unique, or con-
catenated with the predicate. These are exactly those nodes which al-
ways have an out degree of zero, as literals only have incoming edges.
Therefore, this combination of rewrite methods and network analysis
algorithms performs consistently the same. Second, the in degree of
the S and CL rewrite methods are similar as well for all datasets with
only a slight deviation in information loss for DBpedia. The main
idea behind the CL is appending the predicate to the literal to pro-
vide context. The similarity for the in degree of both rewrite methods
might indicate only a small difference between the literals in both
rewrite methods regarding incoming links: adding context to these
literals has no added value. DBpedia is the only dataset with a differ-
ence between both rewrite methods. This makes sense, as this dataset
has many distinct predicates (53.000), which increases the chances
of a single literal being used in multiple contexts, something the CL
rewrite method is designed for.
What do these similarities buy us? They provide rules of thumb for
applying SampLD to new datasets, as it shows which combinations
of rewrite methods and network analysis algorithms you can safely
ignore, restricting the number of samples to create and analyze for
each dataset.
11 See our online results at http://data2semantics.github.io/GraphSampling/
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3.7 conclusion
In this chapter we introduced SampLD, a sampling methods suitable
for Linked Data publishers who are willing to sacrifice completeness
for more manageable data sizes.
We tested the hypothesis as to whether we can use uninformed,
network topology based methods to estimate semantic relevance of
triples in an RDF graph. We introduced a pipeline that uses network
analysis techniques for scalable calculation and selection of ranked
triples, SampLD. It can use five ways to rewrite labeled, directed
graphs (RDF) to unlabeled directed graphs, and runs a parallelized
network analysis (indegree, outdegree and PageRank). We further-
more implemented a method for determining the recall of queries
against our samples that does not require us to load every sample in
a triple store (a major bottleneck). As a result, SampLD allows us to
evaluate 15.600 different combinations of datasets, rewritten graphs,
network analysis and sample sizes.
RDF graph topology, query type and structure, sample size; each of
these can influence the quality of samples produced by a combination
of graph rewriting and network analysis. We do not offer a definitive
answer as to which combination is the best fit, because we cannot
predict the best performing sampling method given a data and query
set. Applying machine learning methods on the results for several in-
dependent data and query sets could provide more information here,
but although SampLD provides the technical means, the number of
publicly available query sets is currently too limited to learn signifi-
cant correlations (6 query sets in total for USEWOD 2013, only 3 in
2014)12. This limitation makes a large scale sampling evaluation on
e.g. the LOD Laundromat impossible. Without the proper relevance
measures (i.e. query sets), we cannot automatically determine which
sampling method performs well for a given dataset.
Our results, all of which are available online13, indicate that the
topology of RDF graphs can be used to determine good samples that,
in many cases, significantly outperform our baselines. Indeed, this
shows that we can mimic semantic relevance through structural prop-
erties of RDF graphs, without an a-priori notion of relevance. As a
result, publishers are able to decrease their hardware footprint (See
problem 2 from the introduction) for hosting queryable endpoints
with a minimal loss in completeness. The applicability of SampLD
can go beyond that of hosting: Linked Data publishers who want
to archive datasets but are limited by hardware constraints, can use
SampLD to select the most relevant subset of the data.
12 See http://data.semanticweb.org/usewod/2013/challenge.html and http:
//usewod.org/reader/release-of-the-2014-usewod-log-data-set.html, respec-
tively
13 Interactive plots of our results are available at http://data2semantics.github.io/
GraphSampling/.
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SampLD does come with a reduction in completeness of query re-
sults. For those publishers who are unwilling to sacrifice complete-
ness, we present our second solution for decreasing the hardware
footprint in the next chapter.
4
R E D U C I N G Q U E RY C O M P L E X I T Y
In the previous chapter we reduced the hosting hardware costs of
queryable endpoints by reducing the dataset size. In this chapter we
present Linked Data providers with an alternative approach where we
reduce the complexity of the query language itself. We do so by extend-
ing the LOD Laundromat, and by combining it with a low-cost server-
side interface called ’Triple Pattern Fragments’ [106]. In doing so, we
bridge the gap between the web of downloadable data files from the LOD
Laundromat, and the web of live queryable data.
The result is a repeatable, low-cost, open-source data publication process,
that decreases the cost for hosting queryable Linked Data. We demon-
strate its viability by republishing all 649,834 LOD Laundromat docu-
ments as queryable APIs.
This chapter is an updated version of:
Laurens Rietveld, Ruben Verborgh, Wouter Beek, Miel Vander Sande,
and Stefan Schlobach. Linked Data-as-a-Service: The Semantic Web
Redeployed. In Proceedings of the Extended Semantic Web Conference
(ESWC). Springer, 2015
Contributions to this paper:
This was joined work with 4 main authors and I am responsible for
integrating Triple Pattern Fragments into the LOD Laundromat.
4.1 introduction
In 2001 the Semantic Web promised to provide a distributed and het-
erogeneous data space, like the traditional Web, that could at the
same time be used as a machine-readable Web Services platform [17].
Data providers would open up their knowledge for potentially unan-
ticipated reuse by data consumers. Intelligent agents would navigate
this worldwide and heterogeneous data space in order to perform
intelligent tasks. In 2015 this promise remains largely unmet.
problem When we look at empirical data about the rudimentary
infrastructure of the Semantic Web today, we see multiple problems:
Millions of data documents exist that potentially contain information
that is relevant for intelligent agents. However, only a tiny percentage
of these data documents can be straightforwardly used by software
clients. Typically, online data sources cannot be consistently queried
over a prolonged period of time, so that no commercial Web Service
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would dare to depend on general query endpoint availability and
consistency. In practice, Semantic Web applications run locally on
self-deployed and centralized triple-stores housing data that has been
integrated and cleaned for a specific application or purpose. Mean-
while, the universally accessible and automatically navigable online
Linked Open Data Cloud remains structurally disjointed, unreliable,
and — as a result — largely unused for building the next generation
of large-scale Web solutions.
Those Linked Data providers willing to sacrifice completeness for
hardware footprint can choose to use sampling methods such as Sam-
pLD (chapter 3). Those publishers who do not choose to do so are
left no option than to increase their hardware footprint. The problem
here is sustainability. While it is technically possible to publish data
in a standards-compliant way, many data publishers are unable to
do so. While it is technically possible to pose structured live queries
against a large dataset, this is prohibitively expensive in terms of both
engineering effort and hardware support.
Take for instance the concept of federation, in which a query is
evaluated against multiple datasets at the same time. According to
the original promise of the Semantic Web, federation is crucial, since
it allows an automated agent to make intelligent decisions based on
an array of knowledge sources that are both distributed and hetero-
geneous. In practice, however, federation is extremely difficult [71]
since most datasets do not have a live query endpoint; the few query
endpoints that do exist often have low availability; the few available
live query endpoints sometimes implement constrained APIs which
makes it difficult to guarantee that queries are answered in a consis-
tent way (as discussed in chapter 2).
contributions This chapter presents a redeployment of the
LOD Cloud that makes the Semantic Web queryable on an unprece-
dented scale, while retaining its originally defined properties of
openness and heterogeneity. We provide an architecture plus work-
ing implementation which allows queries that span a large number
of heterogeneous datasets to be performed. The working implemen-
tation consists of a full-scale and continuously updating copy of
the LOD Cloud as it exists today. This complementary copy can be
queried by intelligent agents, while guaranteeing that an answer will
be established consistently and reliably. We call this complementary
copy Linked Data-as-a-Service (LDaaS).
LDaaS was created by tightly combining two existing state-of-the-
art approaches: the LOD Laundromat (see chapter 2) and Linked Data
Fragments [106]. While the integration itself is straightforward, we
show that its consistent execution delivers a system that is able to
meet a wide-spanning array of requirements that have not been met
before in both width and depth. This demonstrates the scalability and
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viability of the LDaaS publication process, and it retrains the same
benefits of SPARQL: Linked Data providers are able to publish data
without knowing how it will be used a-priori.
content This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 gives
an overview of the core concepts and related work. Section 4.3 details
the motivation behind LDaaS. Section 4.4 specifies the architecture
and design of LDaaS, which we evaluate in section 4.5. We conclude
in section 4.6.
4.2 core concepts & related work
4.2.1 Web Interfaces to RDF Data
In order to characterize the many possibilities for hosting Linked
Datasets on the Web, Linked Data Fragments (LDF) [107] was intro-
duced as a uniform view on all possible Web APIs to Linked Data.
The common characteristic of all interfaces is that, in one way or
another, they offer specific parts of a dataset. Consequently, by an-
alyzing the parts offered by an interface, we can analyze the interface
itself. Each such part is called a Linked Data Fragment, consisting of:
• data: the triples of the dataset that match an interface-specific
selector;
• metadata: triples that describe the fragment;
• controls: hyperlinks and/or hypermedia forms that lead to
other fragments.
The choices made for each of those elements influence the functional
and non-functional properties of an interface. This includes the effort
of a server to generate fragments, the cacheability of those fragments,
the availability and performance of query execution, and the party
responsible for executing those queries.
Using this conceptual framework, we will now discuss several in-
terfaces.
data dumps File-based datasets are conceptually the most simple
APIs: the data consists of all triples of the dataset. They are possibly
combined into a compressed archive and published at a single URL.
Sometimes the archive contains metadata, but controls—with the possi-
ble exception of HTTP IRIs in RDF triples—are not present. Query ex-
ecution on these file-based datasets is entirely the responsibility of the
client; obtaining up-to-date query results requires re-downloading
the entire dataset periodically or upon change.
linked data documents By organizing triples by subject,
Linked Data Documents allow to dereference the URL of entities.
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A document’s data consists of triples related to the entity (usually
triples where the subject or object is that entity). It might contain
metadata triples about the document (e.g. creator, date) and its con-
trols are the URLs of other entities, which can be dereferenced in turn.
Linked Data Documents provide a fast way to collect the authorita-
tive information about a particular entity and they are cache-friendly,
but predicate- or object-based queries are practically infeasible.
sparql endpoints The SPARQL query language allows to ex-
press very precise selections of triples in RDF datasets. A SPARQL
endpoint allows the execution of SPARQL queries on a dataset
through HTTP. A fragment’s data consists of triples matching the
query (assuming the CONSTRUCT form); the metadata and control sets
are empty. Query execution is performed entirely by the server,
and because each client can ask highly individualized requests, the
cacheability of SPARQL fragments is quite low. This, combined with
complexity of SPARQL query execution, likely contributes to the
low availability of public SPARQL endpoints [5,26]. To mitigate this,
many endpoints restrict usage, by reducing the allowed query execu-
tion time, limiting the number of rows that can be returned or sorted,
or not supporting more expensive SPARQL features [26].
triple pattern fragments The Triple Pattern Fragments (TPF)
API [105] has been designed to minimize server processing, while
at the same time enabling efficient live querying on the client side.
A fragment’s data consists of all triples that match a specific triple
pattern, and can possibly be paged. Each fragment (page) contains
the estimated total number of matches, to allow for query planning,
and contains hypermedia controls to find all other Triple Pattern
Fragments of the same dataset. The controls ensure each fragment is
self-describing: just like regular webpages do for humans, fragments
describes in a machine-interpretable way what the possible actions
are and how clients can perform them. Consequently, clients can use
the interface without needing the specification. Complex SPARQL
queries are decomposed by clients into Triple Pattern Fragments.
Since requests are less granular, fragments are more likely to be
reused across clients, improving the benefits of caching [105]. Be-
cause of the decreased complexity, the server does not necessarily
require a triple-store to generate its fragments.
other specific apis Several APIs with custom fragments types
have been proposed, including the Linked Data Platform [97], the
SPARQL Graph Store Protocol [76], and other HTTP interfaces
such as the Linked Data API1 and Restpark [69]. In contrast to
Triple Pattern Fragments, the fragments offered by these APIs are
1 See https://code.google.com/p/linked-data-api/
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not self-describing: clients require an implementation of the corre-
sponding specification in order to use the API, unlike the typically
self-explanatory resources on the human Web. Furthermore, no query
engines for these interfaces have been implemented to date.
4.2.2 Existing Approaches to Linked Data-as-a-Service
Sindice and LODCache, both discussed in chapter 2, provide access
to Linked Datasets via a centralized interface. Sindice does not sup-
port downloads of raw data versions, and access is granted through
a customized API. The LODCache SPARQL endpoint suffers from
issues such as low availability, presumably related to its enormous
size of more than 50 billion triples. There is no transparent proce-
dure to include data manually or automatically. Given the focus on
size, its main purpose is likely to showcase the scalability of the Virtu-
oso triple-store, rather than providing a sustainable model for Linked
Data consumption on the Web.
Other initiatives, such as Europeana [50], aggregate data from spe-
cific content domains, and allow queries through customized APIs.
DyLDO [60] is a long-term experiment to monitor the dynamics
of a core set of 80 thousand Linked Data documents on a weekly
basis. Each week’s crawl is published as an N-Quads file. This work
provides interesting insight in how Linked Data evolves over time. It
is not possible to easily select triples from a single dataset, and not all
datasets belonging to the Linked Data Cloud are included. Another
form of incompleteness stems from the fact that the crawl is based
on IRI de-referencing, not guaranteeing datasets are included in their
entirety.
Finally, Dydra2 is a cloud-based RDF graph database, which allows
users without hosting capabilities to publish RDF graphs on the Web.
Via their Web interface, Dydra provides a SPARQL endpoint, the op-
tion to configure permissions, and other graph management features.
However, access to Dydra is limited: free access is severely restricted,
and there are no public pay plans for paid services.
4.3 motivation
In this section, we motivate why there is a need for an alternative
deployment of the Semantic Web, and why we opt for a Linked Data-
as-a-Service approach.
2 See http://dydra.com
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4.3.1 Canonical form
One of the biggest hurdles towards Web-scale live querying is that —
at the moment — Semantic Web datasets cannot all be queried in the
same, uniform way (Problem 1).
Problem 1 In practice, there is no single, uniform way in which the LOD
Cloud can be queried today.
First of all, most Semantic Web datasets that are available online are
data dumps [33, 56], which implies that they cannot be queried live.
In order to perform structured queries on such datasets, one has to
download the data dumps and deploy them locally. Secondly, –as dis-
cussed in chapter 2– many data dumps that are available online are
not fully standards-compliant. This makes the aforementioned local
deployment relatively difficult, since it requires the use of tools that
can cope with archive errors, HTTP errors, multiple syntax formats,
syntax errors, etc. Thirdly, not all datasets that can be queried live
use a standardized query language (such as SPARQL). Indeed, some
require a data consumer to formulate a query in a dedicated query
language or to use a custom API. Fourthly, most custom APIs are
not self-describing, making it relatively difficult for a machine pro-
cessor to create such queries on the fly. Fifthly, most online datasets
that can be queried live and that are using standardized query lan-
guages such as SPARQL are imposing restrictions on queries that can
be expressed and results that can be returned [5, 26]. Finally, differ-
ent SPARQL endpoints impose different restrictions [26]. This makes
it difficult for a data consumer to predict whether, and if so how, a
query will be answered. The latter point is especially relevant in the
case of federated querying (see Section 4.3.4), where sub-queries are
evaluated against multiple endpoints with potentially heterogeneous
implementations.
For the last decade or so, Problem 1 has been approached by cre-
ating standards, formulating guidelines, and building tools. In addi-
tion, Semantic Web evangelists have tried to educate and convince
data producers to follow those guidelines and use those tools. This
may still be the long-term solution. However, we observe that this
approach has been taken for over a decade, yet leading to the het-
erogeneous deployment described above. We therefore introduce the
complementary Solution 1 that allows all Semantic Web data to be
queried live in a uniform way and machine-accessible way.
Solution 1 Allow all Semantic Web documents to be queried through a
uniform interface that is standards-compatible and self-descriptive.
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4.3.2 Scalability & availability
After the first 14 years of Semantic Web deployment there are at least
millions of data documents [30,39] but only 260 live query endpoints
[26]. Even though the number of endpoints is growing over time [5,
26], at the current growth rate, the gap between data dumps and
live queryable data will only increase (Problem 2). The number of
query endpoints remains relatively low compared to the number of
datasets, and many of the endpoints that do exist suffer from limited
availability [26].
Problem 2 Existing deployment techniques do not suffice to close the gap
between the Web of downloadable data documents and the Web of live
queryable data.
Several causes contribute to Problem 2 –a specific instantiation of
problem 2 from chapter 1. Firstly, it is difficult to deploy Seman-
tic Web data, since this currently requires a complicated stack of
software products. SampLD –presented in the previous chapter– re-
duces the hardware footprint for these deployments, but comes at
the cost of completeness. Secondly, existing query endpoints perform
most calculations on the server-side, resulting in a relatively high
cost and thus a negative incentive for the data publisher. Thirdly,
in the presence of dedicated query languages, custom APIs, and re-
stricted SPARQL endpoints, some have advocated to avoid SPARQL
endpoints altogether, recommending the more flexible data dumps in-
stead, thereby giving up on live querying. Solution 2 addresses these
causes.
Solution 2 Strike a balance between server- and client-side processing,
and automatically deploy all Semantic Web data as live query endpoints.
If clients desire more flexibility, they can download the full data dumps as
well.
4.3.3 Linked Data-as-a-Service
Even though software solutions exist to facilitate an easy deployment
of various Web-related services such as email, chat, file sharing, etc.,
in practice users gravitate towards centralized online deployments
(e.g., Google and Microsoft mail, Facebook chat, Dropbox file shar-
ing). We observe similar effects in the (lack of) popularization of Se-
mantic Web technologies (Problem 3). Even though multiple software
solutions exist for creating, storing, and deploying Semantic Web ser-
vices (e.g., RDF parsers, triple-stores, SPARQL endpoints), empirical
observations indicate that the deployment of such services with exist-
ing solutions has been problematic [56]. As a consequence, live query-
ing of Semantic Web data has not yet taken off in the same way as
other Web-related tasks have.
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Problem 3 Even though a technology stack for publishing Semantic Web
data exists today, there is currently no simplified Web Service that does the
same thing on a Web-scale.
While technologies exist that make it possible to publish a live query
endpoint over Semantic Web data, there is currently no simplified
Web Service that allows data to be deployed on a very large scale.
Under the assumption that take-up of traditional Web Services is an
indicator of future take-up of Semantic Web Services (an assumption
that cannot be proven, only argued for), it follows that many data
publishers may prefer a simplified Web Service to at least perform
some of the data publishing tasks (Solution 3).
Solution 3 Provide a service to take care of the tasks that have proven to be
problematic for data publishers, having an effective cost model for servicing
a high number of data consumers.
4.3.4 Federation
In a federated query, sub-queries are evaluated by different query
endpoints. For example, one may be interested in who happens to
know a given person by querying a collection of HTML files that con-
tain FOAF profiles in RDFa. At present, querying multiple endpoints
is problematic (Problem 4), because of the cumulating unavailability
of individual endpoints, as well as the heterogeneity of interfaces to
Linked Data.
Problem 4 On the current deployment of the Semantic Web it is difficult
to query across multiple datasets.
Given the heterogeneous nature of today’s Semantic Web deploy-
ment (Section 4.3.1), there are no LOD Cloud-wide guarantees as to
whether, and if so how, sub-queries will be evaluated by different
endpoints. In addition, properties of datasets (i.e., metadata descrip-
tions) may be relevant for deciding algorithmically which datasets
to query in a federated context. Several initiatives exist that seek
to describe datasets in terms of Linked Data (e.g., VoID, VoID-ext,
Bio2RDF metrics, etc.). However, such metadata descriptions are of-
ten not available, and oftentimes do not contain enough metadata in
order to make efficient query federation possible.
Solution 4 Allow federated queries to be evaluated across multiple datasets.
Allow metadata descriptions to be used in order to determine which datasets
to query.
4.4 workflow & architectural design
The scale of the LOD Cloud requires a low-cost data publishing
workflow. Therefore, the LOD Laundromat service is designed as a
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(re)publishing platform for data dumps, i.e. data files. As detailed in
Section 4.2.1, data dumps are the most simple API that can be offered.
To allow structured live querying, while still maintaining technical
and economical scalability, we have integrated the low-cost TPF API.
We first discuss the publishing workflow supported by the com-
bination of the LOD Laundromat and Triple Pattern Fragments. We
then elaborate on the architectural design of their integration, and
how we improved both approaches to keep LDaaS scalable.
4.4.1 Re-publishing Workflow
URI of RDF file
LOD Washing 
Machine
Triple Pattern 
Fragments
HDT File Gzip N-Triple /N-Quad File
Meta-data Triple-
Store
Download Service Meta-data SPARQL Endpoint
Data Input
Cleaning Process
Storage
Data 
Publication
Metadata + Provenance
TPF Integration
Original LOD 
Laundromat
Figure 4.1: LOD Laundromat (re)-Publishing Workflow
Figure 4.1 shows the re-publishing workflow of the LOD Laundro-
mat, extended with the Triple Pattern Fragment API. Here, we see
how the LOD Laundromat (1) takes a reference to an online RDF
document as input, (2) cleans the data in the LOD Washing Machine,
(3) stores several representations of the data, and publishes the data
through several APIs. The original workflow of LOD Laundromat
was already presented in chapter 2. There, we discuss the workflow
steps related to the LDaaS extension specifically.
storage Next to compressed LOD Laundromat Gzip files, the
datasets are stored as ‘Header, Dictionary Triples’ (HDT) files as well.
HDT files are compressed, indexed files, in a binary serialization for-
mat. HDT files are suitable for browsing and querying RDF data
without requiring to decompression and/or ingestion into a triple-
store [35].
data publication The LOD Wardrobe3 module provides sev-
eral APIs to access the data generated by the LOD Laundromat.
The first API supports complete control over the data: the HDT
and cleaned compressed N-Triples/N-Quads files are available for
download. An RDF dump of the LOD Laundromat metadata is avail-
able for download as well. The HDT files allows users to down-
3 See http://lodlaundromat.org/wardrobe/
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load datasets and either query them directly on the command-line
(via triple-pattern queries), or to publish these via a Triple Pattern
Fragment API. The low-level access to the compressed N-Triples/N-
Quads files allow bulk processing of such files, particularly consid-
ering the advantages that come with this canonical format: streamed
processing of a sorted set of statements.
The TPF API provides access via triple pattern queries, and uses
HDT files as storage type. This low-cost API, discussed in Section 4.2,
enables structured querying on the crawled datasets.
Finally, the third API is a SPARQL endpoint, which provides
SPARQL access to the metadata triple-store.
4.4.2 LDaaS Architectural Design
The architecture for crawling cleaning Linked Data is described in
chapter 2, where the architecture of TPF is described in [105]. Below
we discuss the measures we took to combine both systems, and the
improvements we made to the scalability of LDaaS.
tpf horizontal scalability The HDT library can read and
query HDT files that are larger than main memory by loading them
as memory-mapped files. This means the file is mapped byte-by-byte to
pages of virtual memory of the application, and regions of the file are
swapped in and out by the operating system as needed. This is not
horizontally scalable though: although this approach works for 30–40
large datasets, in practice, processes with hundreds or thousands of
memory-mapped files tend to become unstable.
Therefore, we extended the TPF architecture with an alternative
strategy in which only very large HDT files (> 10 GB) are mapped to
memory. In order to query the remaining majority of smaller files, an
out-of-process approach is used. When an HTTP request arrives, the
server spawns an external process that briefly loads the correspond-
ing HDT file, queries the requested triple pattern, and closes it again.
While this involves a larger delay than if the file were mapped to the
server process, the overhead is limited for such smaller files because
of the efficient HDT index format, and it guarantees the server pro-
cess’ stability. The few large files are still memory-mapped, because
spawning new processes for them would result in a noticeably longer
delay.
hdt file generation The original LOD Laundromat architec-
ture creates and serves clean compressed Gzipped N-Quads and N-
Triples files. To support the use of a TPF API, we extended this im-
plementation by generating HDT files as well. The HDT files are
automatically generated based on the clean compressed Gzipped N-
Quads and N-Triples files. Because the latest implementation of HDT
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does not support named graphs, the N-Quads files are processed as
regular triples, without the specified graph.
adding tpf datasets efficiently Datasets crawled by the
LOD Laundromat should become available via the TPF API in a
timely manner. The original TPF API applies several ‘sanity checks’
on the data documents before hosting them. However, with 650,000
documents in the configuration file, this process requires minutes of
processing time. Because the LOD Laundromat pipeline guarantees
‘sane’ HDT files, we avoid this issue by extending the TPF API with
an optimized loading procedure which disables these sanity checks.
As a result, re-loading the configuration whenever a new dataset is
cleaned, requires seconds instead of minutes.
4.5 evaluation
We use the architecture described in the previous section to present a
working implementation where we publish the LOD Cloud via Triple
Pattern Fragments. In this section, we evaluate this deployment and
validate the solutions from Section 4.3.
Solution 1 Allow all Semantic Web documents to be queried through a
uniform interface that is standards-compatible and self-descriptive.
Solution 1 is evaluated analytically. Currently, 650,000 datasets are
hosted as live query endpoints. Although this does not include all
existing Semantic Web data, these numbers show that our approach
can realistically be applied on Web scale (see Solution 3 for usage
numbers).
Since the Triple Pattern Fragments APIs are generated for all data
in the LOD Wardrobe, data queryable by LDaaS inherits the complete-
ness and data standards-compliance properties of the LOD Laundro-
mat for these compliance properties). Query standards-compliance —
on the other hand — is attained only partially, since the server-centric
paradigm of the SPARQL specification is purposefully deviated from
in the current approach in order to fulfill Solution 2.4 This primarily
involves those parts of the SPARQL standard that require the Closed
World Assumption (something the authors consider to be at odds
with the basic tenets of Semantic Web philosophy) and common data
manipulation functions that can be easily implemented by a client
(e.g., sorting a list, calculating a maximum value).
The Linked Data Fragments API is self-descriptive, employing the
Hydra vocabulary for hypermedia-driven Web APIs.5 Hydra descrip-
tions allow machine processors to detect the capabilities of the query
4 Even though there is a client-side rewriter that allows SPARQL queries to be per-
formed against an LDF server backend, the standards-compliance of this rewriter is
not assessed in this work.
5 See http://www.hydra-cg.com/spec/latest/core/
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Figure 4.2: Processing time is shared between client and server.
endpoints in an automated way. In addition, the LDaaS query end-
points do not impose restrictions on the number of operations that
may be performed or the number of results that can be retrieved. This
allows full data graphs to be traversed by machine processors. Also,
pagination is implemented in a reliable way, as opposed to SPARQL
endpoints which cannot guarantee consistency with shifting LIMIT
and OFFSET statements.
Finally, uniformity is guaranteed on two-levels: data and interface.
The former leverages the LOD Laundromat infrastructure as an en-
abler for homogeneous deployment strategies. Thus, when an agent
is able to process one data document, it is also able to query 600K+
data documents. The latter denotes that through Triple Pattern Frag-
ments, processing queries only relies on HTTP, the uniform interface
of the Web. Queries are processed in exactly the same way by all
endpoints, in contrast to the traditional Semantic Web deployment
where different endpoints implement different standards, versions or
features.
Solution 2 Strike a balance between server- and client-side processing,
and automatically deploy all Semantic Web data as live query endpoints.
If clients desire more flexibility, they can download the full data dumps as
well.
The SPARQL protocol relies on servers to do the heavy lifting: the
complete computational processing is performed on the server, and
the client is only responsible for sending the request and receiving
the SPARQL results. The TPF API, used by LDaaS, takes a different
approach. Executing SPARQL queries on the TPF API requires the
client to perform joins between triple patterns, and e.g. apply filters
or aggregations. As a result, the computational processing is shared
between the client and the server, putting less strain on the server.
To quantify this balancing act between server and client-side pro-
cessing of LDaaS, we evaluated a set of queries from the SP2B bench-
mark, on a (synthetic) dataset of 10 million triples6, added to the LOD
6 Experiments showed that these results do not differ greatly between SP2B datasets
of different sizes
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Laundromat. We measure the client-side and server-side processing
time, both running on the same hardware, and excluding network
latency. The results, shown in figure 4.2, confirm that the computa-
tion is shared between client and server. More specifically, the client
does most of the processing for the majority of these SP2B SPARQL
queries.
Solution 3 Provide a service to take care of the tasks that have proven to be
problematic for data publishers, having an effective cost model for servicing
a high number of data consumers.
Apart from facilitating common tasks (cleaning, ingesting, publish-
ing), the LOD Laundromat operates under a different cost model than
public SPARQL endpoints. Since its launch, the LOD Laundromat
served more than 4,343 users who downloaded 7,909,738 documents
and who issued more than 12,696,797 TPF API requests.
We consider the hardware costs of disk space and RAM usage be-
low.
disk space Currently, 649,834 datasets (38,606,408,433 triples) are
hosted as Triple Pattern Fragments. The required storage is 656GB
in the compressed HDT format, or on average 1.03MB per document
or 18.24 bytes per triple. The disk space used to store the equivalent
gzip-compressed N-Triples (or N-Quads) files is 313GB (0.49MB per
document or 8.70 bytes per triple). Such compressed archives do not
allow for efficient triple-pattern queries, which the HDT files can han-
dle at high speed.
memory usage The TPF server consists of 10 independent worker
processes. Because JavaScript is single-threaded, it does not have
a concurrency policy for memory access, so each worker needs its
own space to allocate resources such as the metadata for each of the
649,834 datasets. However, no further RAM is required for querying
or other tasks, since they are performed directly on the HDT files. We
have allocated 4 GB per worker process, which was experimentally
shown to be sufficient, bringing the total to 40 GB of RAM.
Solution 4 Allow federated queries to be evaluated across multiple datasets.
Allow metadata descriptions to be used in order to determine which datasets
to query.
Finally, we ran FedBench [93] to test the employability of the result-
ing TPF interfaces for answering federated SPARQL queries. A total
of 9 datasets7, excluding the isolated SP2B dataset, were added to the
LOD Laundromat, completing our publishing workflow. Also, we ex-
tended the existing TPF client to distribute each fragment request to
a predefined list of interfaces and aggregate the results.
7 https://code.google.com/p/fbench/wiki/Datasets
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Figure 4.3: All FedBench queries complete slowly, but successfully, with
high average recall (shown on top of each bar) when ran on the
deployed LDaaS.
We executed the Cross Domain (CD), Linked Data (LD), and Life Sci-
ence (LS) query sets in three runs, directly on ldf.lodlaundromat.org
from a desktop computer on an external high-speed university net-
work. Fig. 4.3 shows the average execution time for each query and
the corresponding recall. All queries were successfully completed
with an average result recall of 0.81, which confirms the ability to
evaluate federated queries. The imperfect recall is a result of an occa-
sional request timeout in queries (LS7, LD1, LD3, LD8, LD11), which,
due to limitations of the current implementation, can drop potential
results. Next, general execution time is magnitudes slower compared
to state-of-the-art SPARQL Endpoint federation systems [90]. How-
ever, this is expected considering a) the LDF paradigm which sacri-
fices query performance for low server cost, and b) the greedy imple-
mentation where the set of sent HTTP requests is a naive Cartesian
product between the set of fragments and the datasets. Nevertheless,
several queries (LD9, LS5, CD2, CD1, LS1, LD3, LS2) complete within
10s, which is promising for future development in this area.
4.6 conclusion
After the first 14 years of Semantic Web deployment the promise of
a single distributed and heterogeneous data-space remains largely
unfulfilled. Although RDF-based data exists in ever-increasing quan-
tities, large-scale usage by intelligent software clients is not yet a real-
ity. In other words, hosting data online is easy, but publishing Linked
Data via a queryable API such as SPARQL appears to be too difficult.
To decrease the Linked Data providers’ hardware costs (see prob-
lem 2 from chapter 1), we reduced the dataset size in chapter 3 using
SampLD. In this chapter, we reduced the query complexity instead.
We formulated sustainable solutions, which we proposed and imple-
mented as a redeployment architecture for the Linked Open Data
cloud. By combining the LOD Laundromat with a low-cost server-
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side interface (Triple Pattern Fragments), we were able to realize this
with minimal engineering.
In doing so, we a) closed the API gap by providing low-cost struc-
tured query capabilities to otherwise static datasets; b) did so via a
uniform, self-descriptive, and standards-compatible interface; c) en-
abled in turn federated queries across a multitude of datasets, and
d) provide a service for Linked Data providers to use. More impor-
tant than the deployment we provide is the wide applicability of the
open source technology stack, whose architecture is detailed in this
chapter.
However, this queryable LOD Laundromat API is not a full replace-
ment for the SPARQL query language: the simplicity of TPF makes it
technologically scalable, but reduces the query complexity to a large
extend. TPF is sufficient for e.g. resource look-ups and dataset brows-
ing. But efficiently querying for aggregate information, or using a
multitude of joins, still requires the more comprehensive SPARQL
language. Therefore, we see the TPF API and the SPARQL protocol
as two complementary approaches.
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5
T H E YA S G U I FA M I LY O F S PA R Q L C L I E N T S
The previous chapter detailed how we deployed the LOD Laundromat
documents via Triple Pattern Fragments. Where the scalability of Triple
Pattern Fragments has its benefits, SPARQL offers more flexibility and
is considered the de-factor standard. Because the size and complexity of
Linked Data and its technology stack makes it difficult to query, access to
Linked Data via SPARQL could be greatly facilitated if it were supported
by a query editor with a strong focus on usability.
In this chapter we present the YASGUI family of SPARQL clients, that
together compose a robust, feature-rich and developer friendly SPARQL
editor. The modular approach of YASGUI goes beyond the intended user
group of developers, and also enables Linked Data providers to re-use
YASGUI components and improve access to their endpoints.
We show that over the past years the YASGUI family has had significant
impact on the landscape of Linked Data management and consumption:
YASGUI components are integrated in state-of-the-art triple-stores and
Linked Data applications, and used as front-end by a large number of
Linked Data publishers. Additionally, we show that the YASGUI web
service – which provides access to any SPARQL endpoint – has a large
and growing user base among Linked Data consumers.
This chapter is an updated version of:
Laurens Rietveld and Rinke Hoekstra. The YASGUI Family of
SPARQL Clients. Semantic Web Journal, 2015
Contributions to this paper:
I am the main designer and creator of the YASGUI clients and main
author of the paper
5.1 introduction
Web developers can rely on advanced development tools such as
in-browser debugging, integrated development environments, high-
level libraries in all but the most austere programming languages,
and increasingly simple and lightweight web-services. These are es-
sential enablers for broad take up in industry, and vice versa the use
of web technology in industry drives the development of ever more
developer-friendly tools. Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies
have some catching up to do, and steps in this direction are under
way. An example is the recent start of the W3C Linked Data Platform
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working group1 that aims to bring triple-store querying closer to the
RESTful paradigm.
problem Several good Linked Data programming libraries ex-
ist, but uptake of these still relies on a thorough understanding of
SPARQL and the other members of the Semantic Web technology
stack. The situation for SPARQL is worse. Existing SPARQL clients
convey a rather narrow interpretation of what a SPARQL client inter-
face should do: POST (or GET) a SPARQL query string to an endpoint
URL. As a result, these implementations do not offer functionality
that goes far beyond a simple HTML form (see section 5.2).
The curious developer or potential enthusiast who wants to have a
first taste of Linked Data is easily scared away by the current set of
SPARQL clients. For Semantic Web developers designing and testing
SPARQL queries is often a cumbersome and painful experience: “All
who know the RDF namespace URI by heart raise their hands now!”,
and “Where is that Linked Data?”. Many will know the DBpedia
endpoint URL, but can perhaps recall only a handful of endpoints in
total.
Existing clients offer only a small selection of the features that we,
as a community, could offer to both ourselves as well as new users of
Semantic Web technology (See problem 3 from the introduction). We
propose to overcome this hurdle by means of simple, lightweight and
user friendly clients for interacting with Linked Data that integrate
with existing services in the field.
contributions This was our main motivation for designing and
building Yet Another SPARQL GUI (YASGUI), 2 first introduced in a
workshop paper [84]. YASGUI is a web-based SPARQL client that can
be used to query both remote and local endpoints. It integrates linked
data services and web APIs to offer features such as auto-completion
and endpoint lookup. It supports query retention – query texts persist
across sessions – and query ‘permalinks’, as well as syntax checking
and highlighting. YASGUI is easy to deploy locally, and it is robust.
Because of its dependency on third party services, we have paid extra
attention to graceful degradation when these services are inaccessi-
ble or produce unintelligible results. The YASGUI family of SPARQL
clients gives Linked Data developers a robust, feature-rich and user
friendly SPARQL editor, and enables Linked Data providers to im-
prove ease of access for their SPARQL endpoints.
Since its release in 2013, YASGUI has grown into a family of
reusable components, and now includes two new, fully client side
components (YASQE and YASR) that can be used independently.
YASGUI has had considerable impact in the field. Our components
1 See http://www.w3.org/2012/ldp
2 See http://yasgui.org
have found their way into several third-party tools, and are now
incorporated in three popular triple-stores. YASGUI is currently used
by several important data providers, and has shown to provide a
useful information source for further research (see chapter 8).
content This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 pro-
vides an overview of the features present in the current state of the
art in SPARQL user interfaces. Section 5.3 compares and explains the
features and design considerations of YASGUI, and its YASQE and
YASR components. Impact of the YASGUI family is discussed in sec-
tion 5.4. We conclude in section 5.5.
5.2 state of the art in sparql user interfaces
The features of SPARQL clients can be categorized under three main
headers: syntactic features (auto-completion, syntax highlighting and
validation), applicability features (endpoint or platform dependen-
t/independent) and usability (query retention, results rendering and
download, quick evaluation). Table 5.1 lists seventeen SPARQL clients
– that range from very basic to elaborate – and depicts what features
they implement. This section describes these features in more detail,
and discusses whether and how the clients of Table 5.1 implement
these features.
We excluded query interfaces that were not fully reproducible
(SPARQLinG [57], ViziQuer [111], SPARQLViz [24] and NITE-
LIGHT [96]) or only cover a subset of the SPARQL standard (iS-
PARQL 3)
5.2.1 Syntactic Features
Most modern applications that feature textual input support some
form of auto-completion. Examples are the Google website which
shows an auto-completion list for your search query, or your browser
which (based on forms you previously filled in) shows auto-complete
lists for text inputs. One advantage of auto-completion is that it
saves you from writing the complete text. Another advantage is the
increase in transparency, as the auto-completion suggestions may con-
tain information the user was not aware of. The latter is particularly
interesting for SPARQL, where users might not always know the ex-
act namespace prefix they would like to use, or where the user might
not know all available properties in a triple-store. Several SPARQL
interfaces offer naive auto-completion functionalities, such as the
Flint SPARQL Editor4 which auto-completes SPARQL syntax and
functions. Other interfaces offer more auto-completion functionali-
3 See http://dbpedia.org/isparql/
4 See http://openuplabs.tso.co.uk/demos/sparqleditor
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ties using external APIs, such as Squebi5 for prefix auto-completion,
and ClioPatria6 and Apache Jena7 for prefix and property/class
auto-completions. Editors such as SparQLed [28] and Gosparqled8
offer even more reliable auto-completions of resources, though this
requires a dedicated back-end server.
Syntax highlighting is a functionality that most programming lan-
guage editors have. It allows users to distinguish between different
elements of the language: properties, variables, strings, etc. The same
advantage can hold for query languages such as SPARQL, where you
would like to distinguish between literals, IRIs, query variables, func-
tion calls, etc. The few SPARQL editors that support syntax highlight-
ing are the Flint SPARQL Editor (or its derivatives) and Squebi, which
both use the CodeMirror JavaScript library9 to bring color to SPARQL
queries.
Most Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) provide feed-
back when code contains syntax errors (i.e. runtime syntax valida-
tion). Feedback is immediate, which means the user can spot syn-
tax errors in the code without having to execute them. Again, such
functionality is useful for SPARQL editing as well. Immediate feed-
back on a SPARQL syntax means the user can spot invalid queries
without having to execute it on a SPARQL endpoint. The quality
of such feedback is often better compared to endpoint error mes-
sages: an IDE can pinpoint the error location in the user interface,
where the returned errors from endpoints (depending on the triple-
store) can differ greatly in both specificity and quality. The Flint, Spar-
QLed, Gosparqled, Sesame Workbench, Apache Jena and ClioPatria
SPARQL editors support immediate live syntax checking by means
of JavaScript SPARQL parsers.
5.2.2 Applicability Features
There are only six clients that allow access to multiple endpoints.
Most triple-stores provide a client interface, linking to that specific
endpoint. They are endpoint dependent. Examples are 4Store [46],
ClioPatria, StarDog10, Apache Jena, OpenLink Virtuoso11, OpenRDF
Sesame Workbench [25] and SPARQLer12. More generic endpoint
independent clients are the Sesame2 Windows Client [25], Glint13,
5 See https://github.com/tkurz/squebi
6 See http://cliopatria.swi-prolog.org/
7 See https://jena.apache.org/
8 See https://github.com/scampi/gosparqled
9 See http://codemirror.net/
10 See http://stardog.com/
11 See http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
12 See http://www.sparql.org/
13 See https://github.com/MikeJ1971/Glint
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Twinkle14 and SparqlGUI15. Other applications only provide access
to some SPARQL endpoints. The Flint SPARQL Editor and Squebi
only connect to endpoints that are CORS enabled (i.e. support cross-
domain JavaScript access). This is a problem because we observe that
38% of all available endpoints16 are in-accessible via cross-domain
JavaScript. Other editors support only XML or JSON as query results,
such as SNORQL17 (part of D2RQ [21]), which only supports query
results in SPARQL/JSON format.
Platform In-dependence increases the accessibility of a SPARQL client.
The user can access the client on any operating system. Web interfaces
are a good example, as a site should work on any major browser (In-
ternet Explorer/Firefox/Chrome), and at least one of these browsers
is available for any type of common operating system. Examples are
the SPARQL interfaces of Virtuoso, 4Store and the Gosparqled. An-
other example of multi-platform support is the use of a .jar file (e.g.
Twinkle), as all major operating systems support java. Examples of
single-platform applications are Sesame2 Windows Client and Spar-
qlGUI: they require Windows.
Interfaces that are open-source and available as standalone library,
are easy to integrate into other projects and libraries. Most of the
presented interfaces are either closed source, or not published as an
independent library. The SPARQL interfaces that do enable such re-
use, are SparQLed, Gosparqled, Squebi and the Flint SPARQL Editor.
5.2.3 Usability Features
Query retention enables re-use of important or often used queries, and
allows users to close the application, and resume working on the
query later.
Quick evaluation or testing of a graph generated by the user should
not require the hassle of installing a local triple-store. Ideally, this
functionality would be embedded in the SPARQL client application
itself. Most applications that require a local installation on the users
computer support this feature, such as Twinkle. The Sesame Win-
dows Client supports file uploads as well, though it requires a local
triple-store that implements the OpenRDF SAIL API.
Query results (such as JSON or XML) for SELECT queries are often
relatively difficult to read and interpret, especially for a novice. A
rendering method which is easy to interpret and understand is a table.
All applications except 4Store support the rendering of query results
into a table. Because of the use of persistent URIs, we would expect
navigable results for resources, e.g. in the form of drawing the URIs
14 See http://www.ldodds.com/projects/twinkle/
15 See http://www.dotnetrdf.org/content.asp?pageID=SparqlGUI
16 See sparqles.okfn.org
17 See https://github.com/kurtjx/SNORQL/
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Figure 5.1: The YASGUI interface
as hyperlinks. This feature is not supported by some applications,
such as Virtuoso, Twinkle or SparqlGUI.
Rendering the results in a tabular fashion might not suit every
use case. Instead, aggregating and visualizing the SPARQL results as
charts may be preferable. Existing Chart solution exists, such as SgVi-
zler [95] (which indirectly uses Google Charts and D3.js), but none of
the existing SPARQL editors support such drawing of charts.
Downloading the results as a file allows for better re-use of these
results. A user might want to avoid running the same heavy query
more than once, and store the results locally instead. Additionally,
the results of CONSTRUCT queries are often used in other applications
or triple-stores. Saving the user from needing to copy & paste query
results clearly improves user experience as well. The only applica-
tions that do not support the downloading of results, are the Flint
SPARQL editor and SparQLed.
Most of the clients described above are restricted to one simple task:
accessing information behind a SPARQL endpoint. However, equally
important to this task is assisting the user in doing so. Looking at
the table, the most elaborate editors are Squebi, Flint, Gosparqled
and SparQLed. However, these all fall short in usability features, and
most importantly: the ability to access any SPARQL endpoint. We
conclude that currently no single endpoint independent, accessible,
user-friendly SPARQL client exists.
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5.3 the yasgui family
The preceding section shows how current SPARQL clients fall short
in supporting Linked Data access. This is both a publisher and con-
sumer problem. From a consumer perspective, Linked Data access is
difficult because available SPARQL interfaces simply do not suffice.
Publishers face the problem that no SPARQL interface libraries exist
that would facilitate access and lower the threshold for the potential
users of their data.
This section presents the open source18 YASGUI family of SPARQL
clients, consisting of components targeted at both publishers and con-
sumers. The main component is a rewritten, modularized and ex-
tended version of YASGUI, first published in [84]. YASGUI is a user-
friendly web-based interface for interacting with any SPARQL end-
point. It is targeted towards consumers of linked data, and is available
online at http://yasgui.org.
For publishers, we provide three JavaScript packages: the complete
YASGUI interface, the part of YASGUI responsible for writing the
SPARQL query (YASQE, or ‘Yet Another SPARQL Query Editor’),
and the part of YASGUI responsible for visualizing the SPARQL re-
sults (YASR, or ’Yet Another SPARQL Result-set visualizer). To in-
crease the ease of integration by publishers and developers, all the
JavaScript libraries are available via the NodeJS Package Manager
(NPM), the JavaScript dependency manager Bower, and via the Js-
Delivr19 and CDNjs20 Content Delivery Networks.
Below, we first discuss the YASQE and YASR components, the used
technology and services, and how the features of both JavaScript li-
braries compare to the tools presented in the previous section. We
then present how both libraries are combined to form the YASGUI
library.
5.3.1 YASQE
Figure 5.2: The YASQE interface
18 See https://github.com/YASGUI
19 See http://www.jsdelivr.com/
20 See https://cdnjs.com/
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YASQE21 (See Figure 5.2) is an extensive JavaScript library, targeted
at Semantic Web publishers. YASQE takes a simple HTML text area,
and – with one JavaScript command – transforms it into a full fea-
tured IDE-like SPARQL query editor.
YASQE is based on the CodeMirror JavaScript library22, an exten-
sive HTML text editor. Using CodeMirror and the JavaScript SPARQL
grammar from the Flint SPARQL Editor, YASQE is able to tokenize,
highlight, validate, and dissect SPARQL queries. If needed, users are
presented with immediate validation errors of their queries, and infor-
mation on the type of validation error. Additionally, YASQE provides
several auto-completion services: Full namespace IRIs are completed
as you type, using the Prefix.cc web service. Properties and classes
are auto-completed as well, using the Linked Open Vocabularies [9]
(LOV) API.
Using HTML 5 functionalities, YASQE stores that application state,
making it persistent between user sessions: a returning user will see
the screen as it was when she last closed the YASQE browser page.
Furthermore, YASQE provides query permalink functionality: For a
given query, YASQE generates a link. Opening the link in a browser
opens YASQE with the specified query filled in. We believe this is a
welcome feature for people working together with a need to share
queries.
Finally, YASQE has built-in support for submitting SPARQL
queries to endpoints. By providing an abstract layer on top of the
HTTP protocol, publishers and developers do not have to implement
their own (error-prone) HTTP requests to SPARQL endpoints.
YASQE is developed to cater for many different publishing use
cases, where not all features are needed all the time. To this end,
YASQE is both configurable and extensible. Configurable, because
publishers can toggle any of the above features on or off. And ex-
tensible, e.g. by modifying SPARQL auto-completion methods. The
extendability is concretely illustrated by the Gosparqled editor,23
which takes YASQE as its main component, and adds custom auto-
completion functionality.
5.3.2 YASR
The YASR JavaScript library24 (See Figure 5.3), aimed at publishers as
well, parses and visualizes any SPARQL query response.
The W3C specifies several SPARQL result formats, including XML,
JSON, CSV, Turtle and RDF/XML. To decrease the load on the pub-
lisher or developer, YASR consumes any of these data formats, by
21 See http://yasqe.yasgui.org
22 See http://codemirror.net
23 See https://github.com/scampi/gosparqled.
24 See http://yasr.yasgui.org
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Figure 5.3: The YASR interface
parsing the results and wrapping them in an internal data represen-
tation. A first parse attempt is based on the Content-Type specified
by the HTTP response. When such a Content-Type header is missing
or appears to be invalid, YASR tries to parse the SPARQL results on
a best-effort basis.
YASR has to deal with the wide variety of possible errors returned
by endpoints. The SPARQL protocol specifies what the endpoint re-
quest and response should look like, but leaves error handling un-
specified: what HTTP error code should be sent by an endpoint, and
how should error messages be communicated? As a result, triple-
stores come with various ways of conveying errors. Some endpoints
return the error as part of an HTML page (with the regular 200 HTTP
code), or as a SPARQL query result. Others only return an HTTP er-
ror code, where only some include a reason phrase together with the
error code. The latter is a best practice for RESTful services. The ab-
sence of a standard, and the failure to adhere to best practices, makes
a generic robust error handling solution messy and difficult to im-
plement. Developing such a solution requires coding and testing by
trial and error. YASR decreases the publishers and developers load by
wrapping such SPARQL errors in an internal data representation.
The result of the procedures described above is a JavaScript library
which is capable of handling any SPARQL response, moving the bur-
den of writing SPARQL result-set parsers and error handlers away
from the publisher.
As Table 5.1 shows, most SPARQL clients support both rendering
and downloading of query results to some extent, which YASR sup-
ports as well. Users are provided with an extensive number of vi-
sualizations: A table renderer for SELECT query responses, and an-
other renderer for visualizing the raw highlighted query response.
Next to these two simple visualizations, YASR supports visualization
via Google Charts, including line, bar and scatter plots, geographical
maps, and several others. YASR supports a pivot-table functionality
as well, allowing users to perform simple post-processing tasks on
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the SPARQL results. This functionality mimics functionality found in
office suites such as Microsoft Excel and OpenOffice Calc, as users
can cross-reference variables, aggregate on e.g. frequency counts or
values, and plot these aggregated numbers on charts.
Most of the YASR visualizations are available for download, en-
abling offline re-use. The download options include CSV for tabular
data, the as-is raw response, or the SVG renderings of charts.
Just as YASQE, YASR aims to be as extendable and configurable
as possible. Publishers can easily toggle several visualizations on and
off. Thanks to the modular architecture of YASR, adding a custom
visualization is easy, as developers can ignore the different SPARQL
response serializations and use the internal YASR response represen-
tation directly. This is illustrated by the Visu tool25, which extends
YASR by incorporating Google Chart visualizations. In turn, the Visu
features have been integrated into YASR.
5.3.3 YASGUI
5.3.3.1 JavaScript Library
The YASGUI JavaScript library26 (See Figure 5.1) includes YASQE and
YASR, adds user functionality, and wraps the libraries in a tabbed
graphical user interface. Next to the features described above, YAS-
GUI includes several usability features described below.
To increase the findability of SPARQL endpoints, YASGUI uses
the SPARQLES [26] service to provide endpoint search functionality.
SPARQLES is a web service which monitors the up-time and charac-
teristics of SPARQL endpoints, in effect providing a list of available
SPARQL endpoints. However, YASGUI only uses this information in
a static fashion, as SPARQLES does not publish this information dy-
namically via e.g. a SPARQL endpoint or regular API. Other services
and endpoint catalogs exist such as DataHub.io, but these include
endpoints which are often down and unavailable, and these catalogs
do not publish their data via an API accessible by JavaScript.
YASGUI also supports user-configurable requests. For instance,
some endpoints may only support the XML results format, or allow
the use of additional request parameters such as the ‘soft-limit’ of
4Store or different reasoning levels of StarDog. Such endpoints can
only be used to their full potential if users are able to specify these
additional arguments manually. Therefore, YASGUI supports the
specification of an arbitrary number of request parameters for every
endpoint.
Where YASQE and YASR make the application states persistent be-
tween browser sessions, YASGUI goes a step further. YASGUI keeps
25 See https://github.com/jiemakel/visu
26 See http://doc.yasgui.org
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track of queries and endpoints you have accessed in the past, and
allows you to restore these queries from your local history.
The features described above are all bundled in the YASGUI
JavaScript library. For those publishers that require more elaborate
features going beyond the possibilities of client-side JavaScript, we
provide a server-side back-end as well. This light-weight back-end is
written in JavaScript and runnable as a NodeJS server.
As mentioned in section 5.2.2, client-side web applications such as
the FLINT SPARQL Editor are endpoint independent, but only work for
endpoints that enable Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)27. To
overcome this limitation, YASGUI (optionally) includes this server-
side proxy to access SPARQL endpoints which are otherwise not
accessible via client-side JavaScript. For endpoints which do support
cross domain JavaScript, YASGUI executes the queries from the
clients side directly.
The YASGUI server also acts as a URL shortener. Web develop-
ers deploying YASGUI can choose to use this shortener, or configure
YASGUI to use one of the available web URL shorteners. The rational
behind a custom YASGUI shortener is that common web shorteners
can suffer from link rot (they might disappear), they often require
API key access, are not accessible from client-side JavaScript directly,
and often have a limitation to the number of characters in a URL.
5.3.3.2 Web Service
Other than enabling Linked Data publishers to improve access to
their SPARQL endpoints, we provide a running YASGUI instance as
a web service as well28. This YASGUI instance, which includes a back-
end server for CORS-disabled endpoints, presents users with a single
usable editor for all SPARQL endpoints. This web service functions
much like a local application: just as the regular YASGUI library, it
can access SPARQL endpoints installed locally. Even more, in modern
browsers, this application is still accessible when disconnected from
the internet.
5.4 impact
In our earlier work [84, 85] we voiced our expectation that YASGUI
will fill a void in the tool chain of Linked Data consumers and pub-
lishers. As in the previous sections, we tried to substantiate this ex-
pectation by giving an in depth comparison with other, similar tools,
and showing that YASGUI is substantially more feature rich than the
competition. Nonetheless, it was just an expectation: because YAS-
GUI hadn’t been around for very long, we could not show that this
27 See http://www.w3.org/TR/cors/
28 See http://yasgui.org
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expectation rang true. This section gives a brief overview of the im-
pact the YASGUI family has had on the landscape of Linked Data
management.
5.4.1 Integration in Triple-stores
Making YASQE and YASR available as highly configurable, lightweight,
JavaScript-based front-ends for SPARQL interfaces has turned out to
significantly lower the threshold for bundling YASGUI functionality
with triple stores. YASQE and YASR have now made their way into
three major triple stores:
apache jena
Includes both YASQE and YASR in the new Apache Jena-Fuseki
2 SPARQL interface
openrdf sesame
Includes YASQE as its main query editor.
cliopatria
Includes both YASQE and YASR as query editor
5.4.2 Integration in Other Applications
The YASGUI family reduces the effort required from other develop-
ers to program against the idiosyncrasies of SPARQL endpoints and
SPARQL responses. It thereby enables developers of SPARQL appli-
cations to kick-start their user interfaces by integrating or building
on top of the YASGUI tools. Until now, we have been able to find the
following usage of our work in five other applications:
gosparqled
An extension of YASQE, which provides (via a back-end server)
smart, context-dependent auto-completions for properties and
classes.
visu
The first library to extend YASR with Google Chart functionality.
Now published together with the YASQE editor.
snapper 29
An online Turtle and N-Triples editor, connecting to APIs which
implement the SPARQL Graph Store Protocol. The tool uses sev-
eral SPARQL queries to e.g. fetch items for auto-completions.
Snapper allows users to configure such queries by means of
YASQE.
29 See http://jiemakel.github.io/snapper
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sefarad 30
A data exploration tool-set which includes a SPARQL editor for
templated SPARQL queries. This SPARQL editor is based on
YASQE and YASR
brwsr 31
A lightweight Linked Data browser which incorporates YASQE
and YASR to provide SPARQL access
5.4.3 Linked Data Providers
YASGUI components are used by a large number of Linked Data
providers, in both open and closed, and non-profit and for-profit
environments. Below we present a (non-exhaustive) list of Linked
Data providers that use YASGUI components. We excluded those
providers that already publish YASGUI components via their default
endpoint interface, as discussed in Section 5.4.1.
healthdata .gov 32
A US federal government website managed by the department
of Health & Human Services. Access to the healthcare data is
provided via YASGUI.
smithsonian 33
The Smithsonian American Art museum publishes art and art-
work collections data as Linked Open Data [100]. YASGUI is
used to provide access to the corresponding SPARQL endpoint.
zbw 34
The German National Library of Economics provides access to
catalog information using YASQE and YASR.
linked open vocabularies 35
Linked Open Vocabularies is a vocabulary catalog, which pub-
lishes their data via SPARQL endpoint and via regular APIs.
As discussed in section 5.3, YASQE uses the LOV API for auto-
completion functionality. In turn, LOV uses both YASQE and
YASR to provide access to their SPARQL endpoint.
lod laundromat 36
The LOD Laundromat meta-data SPARQL endpoint –presented
30 See https://github.com/gsi-upm/Sefarad/
31 See https://github.com/Data2Semantics/brwsr
32 See http://www.healthdata.gov/sparql
33 See http://americanart.si.edu/collections/search/lod/about/sparql.cfm
34 See http://zbw.eu/labs/en/blog/publishing-sparql-queries-live and http://
zbw.eu/beta/sparql-gui/
35 See http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/sparql
36 See http://lodlaundromat.org/sparql/
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in chapter 6– uses the YASGUI client as part of the user inter-
face.
metalex 37
The MetaLex [53] service hosts almost all Dutch national reg-
ulations as Linked Data, and publishes these via a SPARQL
endpoint. The SPARQL endpoint is accessible via the YASGUI
interface.
cedar project 38
The CEDAR project publishes Dutch census data via a SPARQL
endpoint, accessible via YASQE and YASR.
building bits 39
A Semantic Web technology company which, for one of their
customers, uses YASQE internally for accessing their triple-
store.
kennisnet 40
Kennisnet is a Dutch institute responsible for the basic educa-
tion IT infrastructure. Some of the data that Kennisnet manages
and publishes are exposed via regular APIs, but internally ac-
cessible via SPARQL, using YASQE and YASR
5.4.4 Use by Consumers
Netherlands
United States
France
Germany
United Kingdom
Spain
Italy
Japan
Other
24.8%
24%
23.5%
8.1%
Figure 5.4: Locations of YASGUI users
The YASGUI web service is publicly available since October 2012,
and we have gathered usage statistics from January 2013 onward.
Over this period, we tracked (if permitted to do so) at least 6,670
37 See http://doc.metalex.eu/query
38 See http://lod.cedar-project.nl/cedar/data.html
39 See http://www.buildingbits.nl/
40 See http://www.kennisnet.nl/
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unique visitors from over 96 countries (See figure 5.4), who executed
91,008 queries on around 1,645 endpoints.
We observe that the use of the YASGUI web service is increasing:
we tracked 4.300 user sessions in 2013, which doubled to 8.400 user
sessions in 2014. Note that these are conservative statistics, as only
56% of the users allowed us to track their information.
5.4.5 Research Impact
As the USEWOD challenge [15] shows, query logs enable research
in the area of the use of Linked Data. This challenge distributes
server SPARQL query logs from 6 endpoints (including DBpedia and
Bio2RDF), and has seen an impact beyond the workshop as several
research papers have been published using the USEWOD query log
collection.
The YASGUI service query logs contribute to this research area for
two reasons. First, the YASGUI logs are solely written by real persons,
allowing us to distinguish man-made queries from (routine) machine
use. This is something that cannot be done using server logs alone.
Secondly, the USEWOD logs cover only 6 public endpoints, while
the YASGUI logs cover both open and closed Linked Data; i.e. all
endpoints listed by SPARQLES as well as local, private endpoints.
5.5 conclusion
The size and complexity of the Semantic Web make it difficult to
query, and requires tools with an extensive feature set (Problem 3).
In this chapter we presented the state of the art in SPARQL user in-
terfaces, and showed most of these are rather austere clients with lit-
tle focus on usability, extendability, and feature completeness. Most
striking is that their functionality is largely complementary: we have
the SNORQL client for associative browsing, the Squebi editor for
highlighted queries, several libraries which are accessible as SPARQL
interface libraries, and other tools whose major selling point is access
to any SPARQL endpoint. This large collection of tools, each with
their own specific ‘area of expertise’, makes it hard for Linked Data
developers to find and use the right tool for their task. Increasing
user accessibility to the Semantic Web would require a tool-set which
combines as much of these features as possible.
This is why we introduced the YASGUI family, which allows
Linked Data developers to access any SPARQL endpoint – both
remote and local –, and includes all the features present in the
JavaScript libraries such as auto-completions, endpoint lookup, per-
sistent user sessions, and syntax validation.
Since its launch more than two years ago, three triple-stores inte-
grated YASGUI in their endpoint front-end, and several developers
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either adapted or included YASGUI components in new Linked Data
applications. A large number of Linked Data providers use YASGUI
components as their SPARQL endpoint interface, and close to a hun-
dred thousand queries have been executed via the YASGUI web ser-
vice on hundreds of SPARQL endpoints. The logs collected from this
web service proved to be a useful data source for further research.
This shows that the YASGUI family made a large impact on the land-
scape of Linked Data management.

6
M E TA - D ATA F O R A L O T O F L O D
In chapter 2 we described an infrastructure for collecting and publishing
a centralized copy of the LOD Cloud, accessible via a single service: the
LOD Laundromat. However, we do not know what kind of data we re-
publish. Even simple statistics such as a dataset’s size in bytes or triples,
or more structural network measurements, are unknown. And finding
a particular LOD Laundromat document for a given IRI is problematic
as well. Linked Data developers who are interested in stress-testing ap-
plications against datasets with certain structural properties, or who are
interested in datasets describing a particular IRI, are consequently still
left in the dark.
Therefore, in this chapter we extend the LOD Laundromat with a Meta-
Dataset that includes a IRI/namespace → dataset index, structural
dataset characteristics, and provenance information about the performed
processing steps.
This chapter is an updated version of:
Laurens Rietveld, Wouter Beek, Stefan Schlobach, and Rinke
Hoekstra. Meta-Data for a lot of LOD. Semantic Web Jour-
nal, To be published. http://semantic-web-journal.net/content/
meta-data-lot-lod
Contributions to this paper:
I am the main creator and designer of the Meta-Dataset and main
author of the paper.
6.1 introduction
Chapter 2 showed that using multiple Linked Open Datasets cur-
rently requires the hassle of finding a download location, hoping the
downloaded data dumps are valid, and parsing the data in order to
analyze or compare it based on some criterion. It is even more dif-
ficult to search for datasets based on characteristics that are relevant
for machine-processing, such as syntactic conformance and structural
properties such as the average outdegree of nodes. What is needed is
a uniform representation of the dataset and a uniform representation
of dataset descriptions.
The LOD Laundromat realizes the first: it (re)publishes the largest
(collection of) dataset(s) on the Web of Data (over 38 billion triples
and counting). The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset presented in this
chapter realizes the second.
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problem Currently, the creation of meta-data describing the
datasets is left to the original data publisher. We see that many data
publishers do not publish a dataset description that can be found
by automated means, and that those data descriptions that can be
found do not always contain all (de-facto) standardized meta-data.
More importantly, the meta-data values are generally not comparable
between datasets since different data publishers may interpret and
calculate the same meta-data property differently. For instance, it
is not generally the case that a dataset with a higher value for the
void:triples property contains more triples: this value might be
outdated with respect to the original dataset, or it might have been
incorrectly calculated. Because of such incompatibilities between
existing dataset descriptions, it is difficult to reliably analyze and
compare datasets on a large scale.
contributions Therefore, next to the uniform dataset representa-
tions that are published by the LOD Laundromat, we need the same
uniform representation for publishing dataset meta-data. In addition
to uniformity, even straightforward meta-data should come with
provenance annotations that describe how meta-data was generated.
Such provenance annotations provide the context under which the
meta-data was generated, and allow consumers meaningfully com-
pare meta-data descriptions. The here presented LOD Laundromat
Meta-Dataset brings exactly this: a uniform collection of dataset
metadata that describes the structural properties of very many (over
650,000) Linked Data Documents containing over 38 billion triples.
This Meta-Dataset is unique in its scale (both in terms of the 650,000
datasets it describes, and the number of meta-data properties), the
consistent way in which meta-data properties are calculated, the
explicit description of the computational processes used to calculate
these properties, and the use cases it supports. As a result, it uniquely
facilitates the analysis and comparison of very many datasets.
content In section 6.2 we give an overview of comparable
datasets. In section 6.3 we identify shortcomings in existing meta-
data standards and collections, and formulate a set of requirements
for a dataset that would allow large collections of datasets to be
analyzed, compared, and used. Section 6.4 presents the meta-data we
publish, the model that is used to publish it, the external vocabular-
ies used, a discussion in the context of the five stars of Linked Data
Vocabulary use, and a clarification of how the LOD Laundromat
Meta-Dataset is generated and maintained. Section 6.5 shows the
applications and use cases that the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset
supports. We conclude with section 6.6.
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6.2 comparable datasets
SPARQL Endpoint Status1 [26] presents an overview of dataset de-
scriptions that can be found by automated means. These results show
that even the uptake of the core meta-data properties (such as the
ones from the VoID specification) is still quite low: only 12.9% of
the analyzed SPARQL endpoints are described using VoID. Because
of this apparent lack of LOD meta-data, several initiatives tried to
fill this gap by creating uniform metadata descriptions for multiple
datasets.
Firstly, LODStats provides statistical information for all Linked
Open Datasets that are published in the CKAN-powered2 Datahub
catalog. It offers a wide range of statistics, e.g., including the number
of blank nodes in a dataset and the average outdegree of subject
terms. Unfortunately, only a small subset of those statistics are them-
selves being published as Linked Data. Secondly, Sindice provides
statistical information similar to LODStats, but mostly analyzes
smaller datasets that are crawled from Web pages. The meta-data
provided by Sindice are similar to those in the VoID specification but
they are not published in a machine-readable format such as RDF.
Although Sindice and LODStats provide a step in the right direc-
tion by uniformly creating metadata descriptions for many Linked
Datasets, they only support a subset of existing metadata properties,
they do not publish exhaustive metadata descriptions as Linked Data,
and they do not publish structural information on the meta-data gen-
eration procedure. Also, they are constrained to Linked Datasets that
are published in only certain locations.
6.3 meta-data requirements
In this section we present a requirements analysis for a dataset that
satisfies our goal of supporting the meaningful analysis, comparison,
and use, of very many datasets.
We explain problems with respect to meta-data specifications
(section 6.3.1), dataset descriptions (section 6.3.2) and collections of
dataset descriptions (section 6.3.3). Based on these considerations,
the requirements are presented in section 6.3.4.
6.3.1 Meta-data specifications
Existing dataset vocabularies include VoID [1], VoID-ext [68], DCAT3,
and Bio2RDF [14]. VoID is a vocabulary for expressing metadata
about Linked Datasets. It supports generic meta-data (e.g., the home-
1 See http://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at/
2 http://ckan.org/
3 See http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
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page of a dataset), access meta-data (e.g., which protocols are avail-
able), links to other datasets, exemplary resources, as well as dataset
statistics (e.g., the number of triples). Only some of the VoID meta-
data properties can be automatically generated. Others can only be
given by human authors, –such as exemplary resources– since they
depend on interpretation. Bio2RDF presents a collection of dataset
meta-data properties that extends the set of VoID properties and pro-
vides more detail. For example, Bio2RDF includes properties that de-
scribe how often particular types are used in the subject position and
in the object position for a given property; e.g. property ex:livesIn
links 10 subjects of type ex:Person to 6 objects of type ex:City. The
use of such descriptive properties can increase the size of a Meta-
Dataset significantly when the described dataset has a large number
of classes and properties. VoID-ext extends the set of meta-data prop-
erties that are found in VoID as well. It includes the in- and outde-
gree of entities, the number of blank nodes, the average string length
of literals, and a partitioning of the literals and IRIs based on string
length. The Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) is a vocabulary for de-
scribing datasets on a higher level. I.e., it includes properties such as
the dataset title, description and publishing/modification date. Such
information is difficult to reliably extract from the dataset in an auto-
mated fashion.
We observe the following problems with these existing meta-data
specifications:
First, some existing meta-data properties are subjective. For exam-
ple, void:entities is intended to denote a subset of the IRIs of a
dataset based on “arbitrary additional requirements” imposed by the
authors of the dataset description. Since different authors may im-
pose different requirements, the number of entities of a dataset may
vary between zero and the number of resources.
Secondly, some existing meta-data properties are defined in terms
of undefined concepts. For example, LODStats specifies the set of vo-
cabularies that are reused by a given dataset. The notion of a ‘reused
vocabulary’ is itself not formally defined but depends on heuristics
about whether or not an IRI belongs to another dataset. LODStats cal-
culates this set by using relatively simple string operations according
to which IRIs of the form http://<authority>/<string>/<value> are as-
sumed to belong to the vocabulary denoted by
http://<authority>/<string>. Although this is a fair attempt at iden-
tifying reused vocabularies, there is not always a bijective map be-
tween datasets and IRI substrings that occur in datasets. The number
of links to other datasets suffers from the same lack of a formal defi-
nition.
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6.3.2 Dataset descriptions
We observe the following problems with existing dataset descrip-
tions: First, uptake of dataset descriptions that can be found by au-
tomated means is still quite low (section 6.2). Secondly, for reasons
discussed above, the values of meta-data properties that do not have
a well-founded definition cannot be meaningfully compared across
datasets. E.g., if two dataset descriptions contain different values for
the void:entities property it is not clear whether this denotes an in-
teresting difference between the two datasets or whether this is due
to the authors having different criteria for identifying the set of en-
tities. Thirdly, even the values of well-defined meta-data may have
been calculated in different ways by different computational proce-
dures. We observe that there are significant discrepancies between
meta-data which occurs in the original dataset description and those
from the LOD Laundromat. For example, a dataset about a Greek
fire brigade contains 3,302,302 triples according to its original VoID
description4, but 4,134,725 triples according to the LOD Laundromat
Meta-Dataset5.
Similar discrepancies exist between meta-data values that occur in
different dataset description collections, e.g. between LODStats and
the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset.6
Since it is difficult to assess whether a computational procedure
that generates meta-data is correct, we believe it is necessary that all
generated meta-data is annotated with provenance information that
describes the used computational procedure. Although relatively ver-
bose, this approach circumvents the arduous discussion of which ver-
sion of what tool is correct/incorrect for calculating a given meta-data
value. We assume that there will always be multiple values for the
same meta-data property. The fact that there are different values, and
that these have been derived by different means, is something that
has to be made transparent to the consumer of this meta-data. The
onus is on the data consumer to trust one computational procedure
for calculating a specific meta-data value more than another. This re-
quires provenance that details the mechanism behind the calculated
meta-data.
6.3.3 Dataset description collections
We observe two problems with existing collections of dataset descrip-
tions: Firstly, even though the meta-data may be calculated consis-
tently within a collection, the computational procedure that is used is
4 See http://greek-lod.auth.gr/Fire/void.ttl
5 See http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/0ca7054f382b29319c82796a7f9c3899
6 E.g., according to LODStats the dataset located at http://www.open-biomed.org.uk/
open-biomed-data/bdgp-images-all-20110211.tar.gz contains 1,080,060 triples
while the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset states 1,070,072.
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not described in a machine-processable format (if at all). This means
that values can only be compared within the collection, but not with
dataset descriptions external to the collection (e.g. occurring in other
collections). Secondly, meta-data that is calculated within existing col-
lections is not always published in a machine-interpretable format
(e.g. LODStats).
6.3.4 Requirements
Based on the above considerations, we formulate the following re-
quirements which allow multiple datasets to be meaningfully com-
pared based on their meta-data:
1. The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset must cover very many
datasets in order to improve data comparability.
2. The Meta-Dataset should reuse official and de-facto meta-data
standards as much as possible, in order to be compatible with
other dataset descriptions and to promote reuse.
3. The Meta-Dataset must be generated algorithmically in order
to assure that values are calculated in the same way for every
described dataset.
4. Only those meta-data properties must be used that can be cal-
culated efficiently, because datasets can have peculiar properties
that may not have been anticipated when the meta-data proper-
ties were first defined.
5. The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset must contain provenance
annotations that explain how and when the meta-data was cal-
culated.
6. The meta-data must be disseminated as LOD and must be ac-
cessible via a SPARQL endpoint.
7. The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset must be able to support
a wide range of real-world use cases that involve analyzing
and/or comparing datasets such as Big Data algorithms that
process LOD.
6.4 the lod laundromat meta-dataset
In this section we present the meta-data we publish, the model we
use, and how we generate this dataset.
6.4.1 Published Meta-Data
The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset is generated in adherence to the
requirements formulated in section 6.3. Since there are multiple ways
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in which these requirements can be prioritized and made concrete, we
will now discuss the considerations that have guided the generation
of the meta-data.
Firstly, there is a trade-off between requirements 2 and 3: since the
Meta-Dataset has to be constructed algorithmically, only well-defined
meta-data properties can be included.
Secondly, there is a conflict between requirements 1 and 4 on the
one hand, and requirement 2 on the other: since the LOD Laundro-
mat Meta-Dataset must describe many datasets, some of which are
relatively large, and we want calculations to be efficient, we chose to
narrow down the set of meta-data properties to those that can be cal-
culated by streaming the described datasets. This excludes properties
that require loading (large parts of) a dataset into memory, e.g. in
order to perform joins on triples.
Thirdly, because of the scale at which the LOD Laundromat Meta-
Dataset describes datasets, it is inevitable that some datasets will have
atypical properties. This includes datasets with extremely long liter-
als, datasets where the number of unique predicate terms is close
to the total number of predicate terms, or datasets where the num-
ber of unique literal datatype equals the total number of literals. It
is only when meta-data is systematically generated on a large scale,
that one finds such corner cases. These corner cases can make dataset
descriptions impractically large. This is especially true for meta-data
properties that consist of enumerations. E.g., for some datasets the
partition of all properties, as defined by VoID-ext and Bio2RDF, is
only (roughly) a factor 3 smaller than the described dataset itself
(and this is only one meta-data property). Or, take as example the
void-ext:subjectPartition, that refers to a partition that contains
triples for a certain subject. Using such partitions for all the subjects
in a dataset would generate a Meta-Dataset that equals the size of
the original dataset. Therefore, in order to keep data descriptions rel-
atively small w.r.t. the dataset described, the Meta-Dataset does not
include properties whose values are dataset partitions.
Under these restrictions, the Meta-Dataset is able to include a large
number of datasets while still being relatively efficient to construct.
Implementation-wise, the generation of the Meta-Dataset takes into
account the many advantages that come from the way in which LOD
Laundromat (re)publishes datasets. LOD Laundromat allows datasets
to be opened as gzip-compressed streams of lexicographically sorted
N-Triples and N-Quads. Since these streams are guaranteed to con-
tain no syntax error nor any duplicate occurrences of triples, they
can be processed on a line-by-line / triple-by-triple basis, making it
convenient to generate meta-data for inclusion in the LOD Laundro-
mat Meta-Dataset. Because of these advantages, the meta-data server
(with 5TB SSD Disk space, 8-core CPU and 256GB memory) manages
to stream and analyze 400.000 triples per second.
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Table 6.1 gives an overview of the meta-data properties included
in the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset, together with those that are
included in existing dataset description standards. As can be seen
from the table, the only meta-data properties that are excluded from
our dataset (because of computational issues) are the distinct number
of classes that occur in either the subject, predicate, or object posi-
tion, as specified in VoID-ext. These three meta-data properties can-
not be calculated by streaming the data a single time. In addition, all
meta-data properties whose values must be represented as partitions
are excluded in order to preserve brevity for all dataset descriptions,
and to maintain scalability. Considering these limitations, the meta-
data properties presented in Bio2RDF are similar to those in VoID
and VoID-ext. Therefore, Bio2RDF is not referenced in our vocabu-
lary. The generation of several statistics (e.g. the distinct number of
IRIs) requires in-memory lists. To reduce this memory consumption,
we use an efficient in-memory dictionary (RDF Vault [11]).
Since we want the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset to be maximally
useful for a wide range of use cases (requirement 7), we have added
several meta-data properties that do not occur in existing specifica-
tions:
1. Next to the number of distinct IRIs, blank nodes and literals (i.e.,
types), we also include the number of (possibly non-distinct) oc-
currences (i.e., tokens).
2. Existing vocabularies specify the number of properties and
classes (although they do so incorrectly, see section 6.3). The
Meta-Dataset also includes the number of classes and properties
that are defined in a dataset, such as <prop> rdf:type rdf:Property
3. Existing dataset description vocabularies such as VoID-ext use
arithmetic means to describe number series such as the literal
lengths in given document. The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset
uses more detailed descriptive statistics, that include the me-
dian, minimum, maximum and standard deviation values as
well.
4. Similar statistics are provided for network characteristics such
as Degree, In Degree and Out Degree.
Considering that only 0.5% of the datasets publish a corresponding
dataset license via RDF, we exclude this information for now. We
expect these dataset licenses to increase in use and popularity though,
and will include this meta-data in a future crawl.
Figure 6.1 illustrates one of the published meta-data properties: the
average out degree of datasets. The figure illustrates our previous re-
mark that analyzing many datasets will inevitably include datasets
with atypical properties or ‘corner cases’. E.g., the dataset with the
highest average out degree, contains 10.004 triples, and only one sub-
ject, thereby strongly skewing the dataset distribution. Such a-typical
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Figure 6.1: Average out degree distribution of LOD Laundromat documents
properties of datasets are potentially important as e.g. a means of ex-
plaining deviating evaluation results between datasets –as shown in
chapter 7. Note, that generating the data behind this figure requires
the following SPARQL query, illustrating the ease of use:
SELECT * {[] llm:outDegree/llm:mean ?mean}
Besides publishing the meta-data, and in line with requirement 5,
the Meta-Dataset contains a provenance trail of how the meta-data
was generated. The provenance trail includes a reference to the code
that was used to generate the meta-data. For this we use a Git com-
mit identifier in order to uniquely identify the exact version that was
used. The provenance trail also includes all the steps that preceded
the calculation of the meta-data:
1. Where the file was downloaded (either the original URL or the
archive that contained the file).
2. When the file was downloaded (date and time).
3. Metadata on the download process, such as the status code and
headers from the original HTTP reply. For archived data the ap-
plied compression techniques (possibly multiple ones) are enu-
merated as well.
4. Detailed metadata on the data preparation tasks performed by
the LOD Laundromat in order to clean the data. This includes
the number of bytes that were read (not necessarily the same
as the value for Content-Length HTTP header) and syntax errors
that were encountered (e.g., malformed syntax, unrecognized
encoding, undefined prefixes).
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Figure 6.2: Dependencies of LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset vocabulary
5. The number of duplicate triples in the original dataset.
6. A reference to the online location where the cleaned file is
stored, and from which the meta-data is derived.
Other relevant meta-data includes links between IRIs (13 billion) or
namespaces (184 million) and the documents these occur in, as this
greatly increases the findability of Linked Datasets. Publishing this
meta-data via RDF and SPARQL would require significant hardware
resources. Instead, we store these indexes in the scalable disk-based
column-store RocksDB7, hosted on SSD hard disks for fast access.
6.4.2 Model
The meta-data is specified in the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset vo-
cabulary8. Of the 26 meta-data properties that are included, 22 are
linked to one or more other dataset description vocabularies. Fig-
ure 6.2 shows the dependencies between our Meta-Dataset vocabu-
lary and other vocabularies. The referenced dataset description vocab-
ularies are VoID and VoID-ext. Figure 6.3 shows an example dataset
description that illustrates the structure of this Meta-Dataset9. The
Meta-Dataset also includes information about the vocabulary itself,
such as its license (Creative Commons10), last modification date, cre-
ators, and homepage. As such, it implements the first 4 of the 5 stars
for vocabulary re-use [59]. The fifth star (re-use by other vocabularies)
is not reached yet because the vocabulary is quite recent. However,
the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset has been submitted to the Linked
7 See http://rocksdb.org/
8 See http://lodlaundromat.org/metrics/ontology/
9 For brevity, only a subset of the available meta-data properties are included in this
figure
10 See http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Table 6.1: An overview of dataset meta-data properties, grouped by the vo-
cabularies that define them and dataset description collections
that include them. For brevity’s sake, properties whose values are
dataset partitions and properties that require manual intervention
are excluded
Meta-data Property VoID Bio2RDF VoID-ext
LOD
Laundromat
Triples v v v v
Entities v v v v
Distinct Classes v v v v
Distinct Properties v v v v
Distinct Subject v v v v
Distinct Objects v v v v
Distinct RDF Nodes v v
Distinct IRIs v v
IRIs v
Distinct Blank Nodes v v
Blank Nodes v
Distinct Literals v v v
Literals v
Distinct URIs in subject position v v
Distinct Blank Nodes in subject pos. v v
Distinct URIs in object position v v
Distinct Blank Nodes in object pos. v v
Distinct Literal Data-Types v v
Distinct Literal Languages v v
Length statistics of IRIs v v
Length statistics of IRIs in subject pos. v v
Length statistics of IRIs in predicate pos. v v
Length statistics of IRIs in object pos. v v
Length statistics of Literals v v
Degree Statistics v
Indegree Statistics v
Outdegree Statistics v
Defined Classes v
Defined Properties v
Distinct Classes in the subject pos. v
Distinct Classes in the predicate pos. v
Distinct Classes in the object pos. v
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llo:...
"..."
"..."
lldr:d74a99d3
lldr:d74a99d3/metrics
llm:metrics
llm:Dataset
rdf:type
"24546"^^xsd:integer
llo:...
llo:byteCount
_:BN01llm:IRILength
rdf:type
llm:statistics
rdfs:subPropertyOf
"5"^^xsd:longllm:mean
llm:value
rdfs:subPropertyOf
llm:DescriptiveStatistics
"8"^^xsd:double
void:classes
"157"^^xsd:double
void-ext:distinctLiterals
"1193"^^xsd:double
llm:IRIs
void:entities
rdfs:subPropertyOf
void-ext:averageIRILength
(inferred)
Figure 6.3: Example (partial) dataset meta-data description, color-coded us-
ing vocabularies from Figure 6.2
Open Vocabulary catalog 11, thereby hopefully supporting its re-use
and findability.
The provenance information of datasets is described using the
PROV-O vocabulary [64], a W3C recommendation. Figure 6.4
presents an overview on how PROV-O is used by the LOD Laundro-
mat Meta-Dataset. Similar vocabularies exist, such as the VoiDp [78]
vocabulary which matches the provenance of Linked Datasets with
the VoID vocabulary. However, because VoiDp uses a predecessor of
the PROV-O standard, we model our provenance in PROV-O directly.
The Provenance Vocabulary [49] aims to describe the provenance of
Linked Datasets as well, but is too specific for our use considering
the wide range of provenance (see below) we describe.
As the LOD Laundromat cleaning process is part of the provenance
trail, we model this part of the dataset using separate vocabular-
ies: Firstly, the LOD Laundromat vocabulary12 describes the crawling
and cleaning process of LOD Laundromat. This description includes
the download time and date of the original document, and therefore
specifies which version of the original document is described by the
Meta-Dataset. Secondly, the HTTP vocabulary13 describes HTTP sta-
tus codes. Thirdly, the error ontology14 models all exceptions and
warnings, and is used by the LOD Laundromat vocabulary to repre-
sent errors that occur during the crawling and cleaning process. Each
of these vocabularies are linked to other vocabularies. E.g., the HTTP
vocabulary is an extension of the W3C HTTP in RDF vocabulary15.
11 http://lov.okfn.org/
12 http://lodlaundromat.org/ontology/
13 http://lodlaundromat.org/http/ontology/
14 http://lodlaundromat.org/errors/ontology/
15 http://www.w3.org/2011/http
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Figure 6.4: Provenance model illustration
6.4.3 Naming Scheme
The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset uses the following naming
scheme. As a running example, we take a Semantic Web Dog Food
file that is crawled by LOD Laundromat16.
• The LOD Laundromat document identifier for this dataset is
generated by appending an MD5 hash of the data source IRI to
http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/17.
• The calculated structural properties of this dataset are accessi-
ble by appending /metrics to the LOD Laundromat document
identifier18.
• Provenance that describes the procedure behind the metrics cal-
culation is accessible by appending metricCalculation to the
LOD Laundromat identifier19.
6.4.4 Dissemination
The LOD Laundromat continuously crawls and analyses Linked Data
dumps. In order to get a maximum coverage of the LOD Cloud, it
searches both linked data catalogs and the LOD Laundromat datasets
themselves for references to datadumps. Because it does not claim to
have a complete seed list that links to all LOD in the world, users
have the option to manually or algorithmically add seed-points to
the LOD Basket20.
16 See http://data.semanticweb.org/dumps/conferences/iswc-2013-complete.rdf
17 See http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/05c4972cf9b5ccc346017126641c2913
18 See http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/05c4972cf9b5ccc346017126641c2913/
metrics
19 See http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/05c4972cf9b5ccc346017126641c2913/
metricCalculation
20 http://lodlaundromat.org/basket/
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The code21 used to generate the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset
runs immediately after a document is crawled and cleaned by the
LOD Laundromat, and is directly published via a public SPARQL
endpoint22. SPARQL is preferred over HDT as publishing method,
because HDT files are static and do not support updates. In line with
requirement 6, each daily version of the Meta-Dataset is extracted
from the SPARQL endpoint and published as data dump23, in the
same standardized N-Quad serialization format of the LOD Laundro-
mat.
Considering some meta-data is too verbose and expensive to host
as RDF, we publish non-RDF data as well. Specifically, we publish the
mapping between all the IRIs and namespaces to the corresponding
LOD Laundromat documents these occur in. We provide access to
this meta-data via a custom RESTful API24.
6.4.5 Dataset Statistics
Since the release of LOD Laundromat in September 2014 and the
release of the Meta-Dataset in January 2015, we registered 2,119,218
document downloads, and 20,606,194 SPARQL queries on the Meta-
Dataset. As mentioned before, the LOD Laundromat crawled and re-
publishes over 650,000 documents containing over 38 billion triples.
The meta-data of these crawled documents are published in the LOD
Laundromat Meta-Dataset, and now contains over 110 million triples,
accessible via a data dump and SPARQL endpoint.
6.5 use cases
The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset is intended to support a wide
array of non-trivial use cases. And where we focused on the Linked
Data developer specifically, other Linked Data consumers can benefit
from this Meta-Dataset as well:
The first use case we present is the evaluation of Semantic Web (SW)
algorithms. In contemporary SW research novel algorithms are usu-
ally evaluated against only a handful of – often the same – datasets
(i.e., mainly DBpedia, Freebase, and Billion Triple Challenge). The
risk of this practice is that – over time – SW algorithms will be op-
timized for datasets with specific distributions, but not for others.
In chapter 7 we re-evaluate parts of three SW research papers using
Frank, a bash interface that connects with the LOD Laundromat. We
show how the LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset can be used to relate
datasets to their overall structural properties, and how SW evalua-
21 Publicly available at https://github.com/LODLaundry/LODAnalysis
22 http://lodlaundromat.org/sparql
23 http://download.lodlaundromat.org/dump.nt.gz
24 See http://index.lodlaundromat.org/
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tions can be performed on a much wider scale, leading to results that
are more indicative of the entire LOD Cloud. This use case combines
the strength of both the collection of the LOD Laundromat and the
LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset.
Similarly to evaluating SW algorithms, the LOD Laundromat Meta-
Dataset can also be used to tune Linked Data applications or prune
datasets with the desired property at an early stage, i.e., without hav-
ing to load and interpret them. An example of this is PrefLabel25,
an online service that returns a human-readable label for a given
resource-denoting IRI. The index behind the PrefLabel Web service
is populated by streaming and analyzing LOD Laundromat datasets
for RDFS label statements in datasets. PrefLabel uses the LOD Laun-
dromat Meta-Dataset by pruning for datasets that do not contain
RDF literals at all. This crude way of using the Meta-Dataset already
excludes 20% of all the triples that are in the LOD Laundromat to-
day, thereby significantly optimizing the algorithm. The following
SPARQL query is used by PrefLabel to prune the list of documents:
SELECT ?doc WHERE {
?doc llm:metrics/llm:literals ?lit;
FILTER(?lit = 0)
}
Another use case involves using the LOD Laundromat Meta-
Dataset to analyze and compare datasets, e.g., in order to create an
overview of the state of the LOD Cloud at a given moment in time.
A common approach (see e.g. [52,61,91]) is to crawl Linked Data via
dereferenceable URIs using tools such as LDspider [58], and/or to
use catalogs such as datahub to discover the Linked Datasets. Both
dereferenceable URIs and dataset catalogs come with limitations:
most Linked Data URIs are not dereferenceable, and the dataset cata-
logs only cover a subset of the LOD Cloud. The LOD Laundromat on
the other hand provides access to more than dereferenceable URIs
only, and aims to provide a complete as possible dataset collection.
The corresponding Meta-Dataset provides a starting point for e.g.
selecting datasets by Top Level Domain, serialization format, or
structural properties such as number of triples. In chapter 7 we re-
evaluate (part of) exactly such a Linked Data Observatory paper [91],
where we use the Meta-Dataset and LOD Laundromat to find the
documents and extract namespace statistics.
Next to the structural meta-data properties, the provenance meta-
data provides an interesting data source as well. It enables e.g. an
overview of common HTTP exceptions for Linked Data files, as
shown in figure 6.5. Related visualizations are available online26,
including their corresponding SPARQL queries.
25 http://preflabel.org
26 See http://lodlaundromat.org/visualizations
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timeout error (5.1%)
archive error (9.0%)
TOTAL
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documents
Figure 6.5: Frequent HTTP exceptions during the LOD Laundromat crawl-
ing process
6.6 conclusion
The current state-of-the-art for dataset descriptions leaves a lot to be
desired: data providers often do not publish dataset meta-data, cata-
logs are incomplete, and meta-data descriptions often lack structural
information about the meta-data generation procedure. As a result,
datasets are difficult to locate and dataset descriptions are difficult to
compare (Problem 4).
The LOD Laundromat Meta-Dataset improves this state-of-the-art
by providing access to a large set of uniformly represented datasets
descriptions, acting as an enabler for Linked Data developers: finding
or comparing linked datasets with certain structural properties is now
possible by executing a SPARQL query, and finding documents for
any given IRI or namespace is as easy as issuing a simple HTTP GET
request. And even better: because the dataset descriptions are linked
to their uniform dataset representations, the underlying data is easily
accessible as well.
L I N K E D D ATA S C I E N T I S T
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L O D L A B : E X P E R I M E N T S AT L O D S C A L E
Typically, Linked Data research evaluates and optimizes algorithms for
only a handful of datasets such as DBpedia, BSBM, DBLP and only a
few more. Considering the potential impact of structural properties on
experiment results (as we showed in SampLD, chapter 3), current prac-
tice does not generally take the true variety of Linked Data into account.
With hundreds of thousands of datasets out in the world today the results
of Semantic Web evaluations are less generalizable than they should and
— this chapter argues — can be. In this chapter we present LOD Lab:
an evaluation paradigm that uses the LOD Laundromat, together with
the Meta-Dataset presented in the previous chapter, to make algorithmic
evaluation against hundreds of thousands of datasets the new norm.
This chapter is an combined version of:
Laurens Rietveld, Wouter Beek, and Stefan Schlobach. LOD Lab:
Experiments at LOD Scale. In Proceedings of the International Semantic
Web Conference (ISWC). Springer, 2015
and
Wouter Beek and Laurens Rietveld. Frank: The LOD Cloud at your
Fingertips. In Developers Workshop , Extended Semantic Web Conference
(ESWC), 2015
Contributions to these papers:
I created the Frank interface, evaluated the three discussed publica-
tions, and I am the main author of the paper.
7.1 introduction
While the exact size of the Linked Data Cloud is unknown, there
is broad agreement that the volume of data published according to
Linked Open Data standards has to be counted in tens, if not hun-
dreds, of billions of triples by now, originating from hundreds of
thousands of datasets from various domains and provenance. This
amount and broadness of information makes the Linked Open Data
Cloud ideal for testing various types of algorithms and an exciting ob-
ject of study. As this is widely recognized it is no surprise that many
research papers have been published in the recent past that use parts
of this enormous and rich collection.
problem Unfortunately, true large-scale evaluation, both in terms
of volume and variety have proven to be much harder to come by than
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one would expect. One of the main reasons for this is the heterogene-
ity and user-unfriendliness of the most wide-spread dissemination
strategy for Linked Data today: datadumps. Most researchers will rec-
ognize the problem of dealing with various serialization formats and
juggling with syntax errors as well as other data document-specific
idiosyncrasies. With the core research being on algorithms and evalu-
ations, data collection, cleaning and harmonization can easily become
a barrier too high to overcome.
To avoid these tedious and painful efforts of integrating hun-
dreds of thousands of heterogeneous datasets most current studies
with evaluations focus on data published through APIs, e.g., using
SPARQL. Although this often provides high-volume datasets for
testing, this leads to a strange imbalance in current practice: of the
hundreds of thousands of available datasets [13], only around 260
are available through live query endpoints [26], and of the latter
less than 10% dominate the evaluation landscape (see Section 7.2).
As such, question-marks have to be put on the generalizability and
maybe even validity of many of the results.
contributions The technological developments presented in
the previous chapters have changed the situation significantly:
LOD Laundromat (Chapter 2) presents a wealth of clean standards-
compliant documents and accessible as queryable interfaces (Chap-
ter 4), and disseminates the related meta-data via SPARQL and other
RESTful APIs (Chapter 6). While these Web Services provide a good
interface for some use cases, e.g. downloading a specific data docu-
ment, the large-scale evaluation of a Semantic Web algorithm against
thousands of data documents is still relatively time consuming.
This is why we present LOD Lab: an integrated approach towards
running Linked Data evaluations in the large. The LOD Lab approach
is implemented by pairing the LOD Laundromat backend with Frank,
an open-source1 and simple yet flexible programming interface for
conducting large-scale experiments over heterogeneous data.
Since the LOD Lab approach defaults to running Semantic Web
evaluations against hundreds of thousands of data documents, it
introduces a problem that would have been considered a luxury
problem even two years ago: now that 650,000 datasets are available,
choosing suitable ones for specific experiments becomes a non-trivial
task. Fortunately, Frank facilitates informed selection by filtering on
domain vocabularies and by using metadata about the scraping and
cleaning process as well as metadata about the structural properties
of the data.
In this chapter we present a new way of conducting Linked Data
experiments that incorporates both volume and variety while at the
same time allowing the set of considered data documents to be lim-
1 See https://github.com/LODLaundry/Frank
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Figure 7.1: Overview of datasets used in evaluations of papers accepted in
the ISWC 2014 research track. For each dataset the number of
articles that use it is shown. chart
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ited according to structural constraints. This chapter demonstrates
the viability of the LOD Lab evaluation approach by rerunning three
experiments reported in recent Semantic Web conference publica-
tions, but now by using hundreds of thousands of data documents.
content This chapter is structured as follows. In section 7.2 we
present the motivation behind our approach, and in section 7.3 we
present related work on Linked Data evaluation methods at scale.
Section 7.4 presents the usage, functionality and implementation of
Frank, which is used for running large-scale Linked Data evaluations
from the command-line. We demonstrate the viability of the LOD Lab
evaluation approach in section 7.5, by rerunning three experiments
reported in recent Semantic Web conference publications, but now
by using hundreds of thousands of data documents. We conclude in
section 7.6.
7.2 motivation
Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the datasets that are used in 20 pa-
pers that were accepted in the ISWC 2014 research track. It only in-
cludes papers that evaluate Linked Datasets, excluding ones that eval-
uate algorithms on relatively small ontologies, non-RDF datasets or
streamed data. The figure shows that 17 datasets are used in total.
The number of datasets per article varies between 1 and 6 and is 2 on
average.
The figure shows that most evaluations are conducted on only a
handful of datasets. Even the total collection of datasets that are used
in these 20 papers is not very large. This implies that many papers
evaluate against the same datasets, most often DBpedia. This means
that it is generally unclear to what extent published results will trans-
fer to other datasets, specifically those that are only very rarely eval-
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uated against. This is the problem of the generalizability of Semantic
Web research results (Problem 1).
Problem 1 By using very few datasets in scientific evaluations, the gener-
alizability of Semantic Web research results is often unknown.
The reason for Problem 1 is that current evaluation practice does
not scale over heterogeneous data, i.e. we face a problem of variety.
The problem is no longer with the volume of the data since most of the
datasets that are never evaluated against are smaller than some of the
datasets that are currently used in evaluations. While it is sufficiently
easy to obtain, load and evaluate one dataset, contemporary practice
shows that it is still difficult to do the same thing for very many
datasets.
One critique that may be leveled against our identification of Prob-
lem 1 is that the most often used datasets are evaluated most often
and that evaluation practice is simply in line with data usefulness
or relevance. However, most of the algorithms and approaches that
are evaluated in Semantic Web research target generic applicability.
Specifically, none of the above 20 papers claims to develop a dataset-
specific approach. Moreover, that a dataset is popular does not imply
that results obtained over it are indicative of Linked Data in general
and can be transferred to other datasets. This is especially true for
Linked Data where the expressiveness of the language allows datasets
to differ considerably.
Empirical surveys have documented the restricted state of today’s
Semantic Web deployment. [26, 56] Many datasets are only available
as data dumps, lack dereferenceable IRIs, cannot be downloaded due
to HTTP errors, cannot be unpacked due to archive errors, or can-
not be loaded into Semantic Web tools due to syntax errors. These
idiosyncrasies imply in practice that the human costs to run exper-
iments usually increases linearly with the number of datasets. This
implies that eager researchers can use one, two, or even six datasets
in their evaluations. There is no way, though, to expect hundreds,
thousands or even hundreds of thousands of datasets in their evalua-
tions. This lack of variety is due to the fact that the use of every single
dataset requires some manual operations (and often repeatedly very
similar operations) in order to overcome the aforementioned idiosyn-
crasies (Hypothesis 1).
Hypothesis 1 The main reason why experiments are run on very few
datasets is that for every dataset a certain amount of manual labor is needed.
If Hypothesis 1 is correct, then the solution to Problem 1 is to make
the human cost of using datasets independent from the number of
datasets that is used (Solution 1). The human cost involved in eval-
uating against datasets should not only be independent of the num-
ber of datasets, but should also be low. Both these features can be
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achieved by fully automating the tasks of obtaining, loading, and
using datasets. The LOD Laundromat solves this problem by pro-
viding a fully automated infrastructure for disseminating heteroge-
neous datasets in a unifom and standardized format. It (re)publishes
data as cleaned datadumps and, more recently, through Web Services.
Neither method is suitable for large-scale evaluation, which requires
tools support for fetching, selecting and application of custom algo-
rithms over the appropriate subset of datasets from the LOD Laun-
dromat.
Solution 1 Make the human effort needed to obtain, load, and use a collec-
tion of datasets independent from the size of the collection.
While running more evaluations against hundreds of thousands
of datasets will increase the generalizability of Semantic Web ap-
proaches, it also creates a new problem: selectivity (Problem 2). Not
every evaluation needs to be, should be nor can be performed on all
the available datasets published through the LOD Laundromat. So
the question arises which datasets to choose.
Problem 2 There are currently no means to select those datasets that are
pertinent to a given algorithm or approach based on properties of the data.
The ability to select datasets based on properties of the data also
relates to another problem. It is well known, and supported by our
results in Section 7.5 that evaluation outcomes sometimes differ radi-
cally for different datasets. Even though this is an interesting observa-
tion in itself, it is more pertinent to inquire as to why and how perfor-
mance differs over datasets. This is a topic that has traditionally not
been touched upon very often in the context of Semantic Web evalua-
tions. LOD Lab will radically simplify future studies in the Semantic
Web community to gain insight in how the performance of Semantic
Web approaches relates to properties of the data (Problem 3).
Problem 3 Current evaluations do not relate evaluation outcomes such as
the performance of the evaluated algorithm or approach to properties of the
data.
The solution to Problems 2 and 3 is to allow datasets to be selected
based on various criteria (Solution 2). These criteria should include a
dataset’s metadata (e.g., when it was crawled) and structural proper-
ties of the data (e.g., the number of unique triples it contains).
Solution 2 Allow datasets to be selected based on their properties, includ-
ing the dataset metadata, and structural properties of the data.
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7.3 related work
7.3.1 Evaluation Frameworks and Benchmarks
Evaluation frameworks and benchmarks have played an important
role in Semantic Web research. Many of the previous efforts focused
on evaluation of storage and query answering, e.g., in the area of RDF
processing and SPARQL query answering, such as the Berlin Bench-
mark [20], SP2Bench [92], LUBM [44] and Fedbench [93] or LDBC [23].
Those benchmarks usually provide datasets and corresponding query
sets, in order to level the playing field and allow for a fair compar-
isons between tools. Such approaches are a useful source for partic-
ular Linked Data research areas. However, most of these approaches
present a static or even synthetic dataset. LOD Lab differs from the
above by allowing experiments over an extremely high percentage of
the real datasets that were published.
Relevant is the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative [34]
(OAEI) which presents datasets, and gold standards to relate results
to, and a framework for doing so. Most importantly, the OAEI has
been using the SEALs2 evaluation platform for years now. SEALs
supports experiments on ontology alignment with similar function-
ality as the LOD Lab supports scalability analytic experiments over
multiple various heterogeneous data sources.
7.3.2 Dataset Collections
The most common large dataset collection to date is a Linked Data
crawl published as the Billion Triple Challenge [48] (BTC). The key
goal of the Billion Triple Challenge is ‘to demonstrate the scalability
of applications, as well as the capability to deal with the specifics of data
that has been crawled from the public web’. BTC has indeed proven to
facilitate such research, and it has been used in a wide range of pa-
pers. The latest BTC dataset collection was published in 2012, and
contains 1.4 billion triples. But lets be frank: where this volume used
to be ‘large’, it has now suffered from inflation and is superseded
by several larger datasets. Additionally, BTC suffers from the same
idiosyncrasies found in other parts of the LOD Cloud: several BTC
files contain a sizable number of duplicates and serialization errors3.
Although the BTC has proven successful for testing algorithms for
‘large’ data, it lacks the meta-data for dealing with variety: neither
dataset characteristics or detailed crawling provenance are available.
Another collection of datasets is LODCache, a Linked Data crawl
published via a SPARQL endpoint, exposing (at the time of writing)
34.5 billion triples. Though an interesting source of data, the limita-
2 http://www.seals-project.eu/
3 See http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/c926d22eb49788382ffc87a5942f7fb3
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tions that the endpoint imposes makes extracting and downloading
these datasets difficult. Additionally, no information is published on
the crawl mechanism behind it, and the web service lacks meta-data
of both the crawl and datasets as well. I.e., this service provides data
in a large volume, but lacks the meta-data to select datasets.
7.3.3 Collecting data on scale
Some resort to crawling Linked Data themselves considering the lack
of available dataset collections. A common tool for this approach is
LDspider [58], a Linked Data crawler which supports a wide range of
RDF serialization formats, and traverses the Linked Data cloud auto-
matically. This approach requires a large seed list of dataset locations,
considering an automatic crawl would need many dereferenceable
IRIs to automatically discover new datasets. Therefore, LDspider is
suitable for some, but crawling larger parts of the LOD Cloud both
requires manual effort for curating the seed list, as well as a signifi-
cant hardware investment.
7.4 implementation
LOD Laundromat provides a wealth of data, including the corre-
sponding metadata such as crawling provenance and structural prop-
erties of data documents –as described in chapter 6. LOD Laundro-
mat data can be accessed by writing a custom script that queries the
metadata endpoint to fetch pointers to the relevant data documents.
Those pointers either give access to the complete data document or
to the Linked Data Fragment API for that particular document. The
problem with this approach is that a user needs to be acquainted with
the scraping and structural metadata schema used by LOD Laundro-
mat. Since the latter is quite elaborate, designed with versatility rather
than usability in mind, the Web Services do not implement Solution
1.
We therefore introduce Frank, a Bash interface that makes it easy
to run evaluations against very large numbers of datasets. By imple-
menting Frank in Bash it can be used by all except Windows users
who do not want to install Cygwin4. Since Frank is a plain text file it re-
quires no installation and no inclusion in a software repository or app
store, nor does it depend on a specific programming paradigm. As
with any Bash script, in- and output can be straightforwardly piped
from and to other programs and scripts.
Frank implements Solution 1 since it allows evaluations over hun-
dreds of thousands of data documents to be run by typing a single
command (see Section 7.5 for the commands that were use to scale-up
existing experiments). Frank implements Solution 2 by offering mech-
4 See https://www.cygwin.com/
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TPF SPARQLCompressed Data Dumps
LOD Laundromat
./frank documents ./frank meta./frank statements
My Algorithm
Frank
Resource + namespace 
Index
Figure 7.2: The implementation architecture for Frank and its dependencies
on the LOD Laundromat Web Services.
anisms to select datasets according to their metadata, and structural
properties (see below for the concrete properties that are supported).
Below, we discuss the three main features of Frank: streamed triple
retrieval, streamed document retrieval, and metadata retrieval. For
brevity, we sometimes abbreviate document identifiers (MD5 hashes)
and use common RDF prefix shortening in results.
7.4.1 Streamed triple retrieval
frank statements allows individual atomic statements or triples to
be retrieved. When called without arguments this outputs all 38 bil-
lion triples by fetching and unpacking the Gzipped LOD Laundromat
data dumps in a streaming fashion. Access to a single statement is
possible by using the power of Bash streams and pipes:
$ ./frank statements | head -n 1
<http://csarven.ca/#i> foaf:givenName "Sarven" .
In the above example, Frank is asked for any instantiation for the
subject, predicate and object. The results are returned in a stream of
arbitrary length, containing an arbitrary number of solutions. Since
Frank uses the standard conventions for output handling, other pro-
cesses can utilize the resultant triples by simply reading from stan-
dard input. Because Frank returns answers with anytime behavior,
i.e., one-by-one, processes that utilize its output are able to run flex-
ibly. Specifically, no cumbersome writing to file and/or waiting for
complete result sets is needed.
If called with the command-line flags --subject, --predicate,
and/or --object, only triples that contain the specified subject-,
predicate- and object-term are returned. These three flags mimic the
expressivity of the Linked Data Fragment Web API, discussed in
chapter 4. They are expressively equivalent to SPARQL queries with
a single-line Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) [47]. LDF supports streamed
processing though a self-descriptive API that uses pagination in
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order to serve large results in smaller chunks. If called with a subject,
predicate and/or object flag, frank statements interfaces with the
LOD Laundromat index, discussed in chapter 6, which contains a
mapping between all LOD Laundromat resources and documents.
For these documents, Frank connects with the Linked Data Fragments
API for, handling the LDF pagination settings in order to ensure a
constant stream of triples. For example, in order to retrieve only
persons:
$ ./frank statements \
--predicate rdf:type \
--object foaf:Person \
--showGraph \
| head -n 2
<http://csarven.ca/#i> rdf:type foaf:Person ll:85d...33c.
dbp:Computerchemist rdf:type foaf:Person ll:0fb...813.
Notice that we have instantiated the predicate and object terms and
have requested the graph from which a triple originates. Or, in this
case, the graph from which a person was retrieved. These graphs
are the LOD Laundromat identifiers that stand for the cleaned doc-
uments containing the respective FOAF persons. To query a specific
graph (or a specific collection of graphs), these LOD Laundromat doc-
ument identifiers can be added as arguments to frank statements:
$ ./frank statements
--predicate rdf:type \
--object foaf:Person \
http://lodlaundromat.org/resource/85d...33c
<http://csarven.ca/#i> rdf:type foaf:Person .
...
7.4.2 Streamed document retrieval
Besides querying for individual triples, Frank can also load entire data
documents. The advantage of loading documents is that a document
is a collection of triples that is published with a certain intent. Even
though data documents can — in theory — be assembled randomly,
in pratice there is some cohesion present in a document that cannot
be found in a random collection of triples (this may be called a social
aspect of RDF data).
frank documents interfaces with the LOD Laundromat SPARQL
endpoint and index in order to find data documents. The following
selection mechanisms are supported:
• Flags --minTriples and --maxTriples filter data documents
based on the number of unique triples they contain.
• Filtering on the average minimum and maximum degree (as
well as in and out degree), e.g. --minAvgDegree
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• Flag --namespace connects to the LOD Laundromat namespace
index, and only returns documents using that particular names-
pace. This allows for coarse selectivity of domains. For instance
datasets that are possibly relevant to the bioinformatics domain
can be filtered based on the drugbank and chebi namespaces.
The namespace flag accepts both full URIs and de-facto RDF
prefixes5 that denote namespaces.
• Flag --sparql allows an arbitrarily complex SPARQL query to
be evaluated against the LOD Laundromat backend. While not
very user-friendly, this flag allows less often used selection cri-
teria to be applied. Since we log SPARQL queries at the back-
end, we are able to add flags to Frank based on often requested
queries.
Data documents are identified in the following two ways:
1. The URI from which the data document, cleaned by the LOD
Laundromat, can be downloaded (--downloadUri). These clean
data documents are disseminated by the LOD Laundromat
as Gzipped N-Triples or N-Quads. The statements are unique
within a document so no bookkeeping with respect to dupli-
cate occurrences needs to be applied. Statements are returned
according to their lexicographic order. These statements can
be processed on a one-by-one basis which allows for streamed
processing by Frank.
2. The Semantic Web resource identifier assigned by LOD Laun-
dromat for this particular document (--resourceUri).
When neither --downloadUri nor --resourceUri are passed as ar-
guments Frank returns both separated by a white-space.
The streaming nature of Frank enables combinations of streamed
triple and document retrieval. The following command returns a
stream of documents with an average out-degree of 15 that contain
at least 100 unique RDF properties. The stream consists of N-Quads
where every triple ends in a newline and within-triple newlines are
escape according to the N-Quads standard. The graph name of each
quadruple is the LOD Laundromat document identifier.
$ ./frank documents \
--resourceUri \
--minAvgOutDegree 15 \
--sparql "?doc llm:metrics/llm:distinctProperties ?prop.
(FILTER ?prop > 100)"
| ./frank statements --showGraph
5 Prefixes are taken from http://prefix.cc.
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7.4.3 Metadata
frank meta retrieves the metadata description of a given data docu-
ment. It interfaces with the SPARQL endpoint of LOD Laundromat
and returns N-Triples that contain provenance and structural proper-
ties for that particular document.
For example, the following returns metadata for one particular doc-
ument.
$ ./frank documents --resourceUri | head -n 1 | frank meta;
ll:85d...33c ll:triples "54"^^xsd:int .
ll:85d...33c llo:added "2014-10-10T00:23:56"^^xsd:dateTime .
...
These structural properties include:
• VoID description properties such as the number of triples, enti-
ties, and the number of used properties and classes
• Additional properties not included in VoID directly, such as the
number of defined properties and classes, and the number of
literals, IRIs, and blank nodes.
• Network properties such as degree, in degree and out degree.
For each of these properties we present descriptive statistics in-
cluding the minimum, maximum, median, mean and standard
deviation.
• Details on the IRI and literal lengths, with similar descriptive
statistics.
• LOD Laundromat provenance information such as the original
download location, warnings and errors
7.5 evaluation
To illustrate the use of the LOD Lab for evaluation purposes, we re-
evaluate parts of three previously published papers. A paper present-
ing an efficient in-memory RDF dictionary (Section 7.5.1), a paper
compressing RDF in a binary representations (Section 7.5.2), and a
paper exploring Linked Data best practices (Section 7.5.3). We do not
aim to completely reproduce these papers, as we merely intend to
illustrate LOD Lab and how Frank can be used by others.
Below we discuss these papers in detail and highlight the parts
of their experiment we reproduce. For these experiments we illus-
trate how we used Frank, and we present the reevaluated results. The
source-code of these evaluations are publicly available6.
6 See https://github.com/LaurensRietveld/FrankEvaluations
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7.5.1 Paper 1: RDF Vault
‘A Compact In-Memory Dictionary for RDF data‘ [11] is a recent
paper from the 2015 Extended Semantic Web Conference, which
presents RDF Vault. RDF Vault is an in-memory dictionary, which
takes advantage of string similarities of IRIs, as many IRIs share the
same prefix. The authors take inspiration from conventional Tries
(tree structures for storing data), and optimize this method for RDF
data.
The authors measure the average encoding time per entity (time it
takes to store a string in RDF Vault), average decoding time per entity
(time it takes to get this string), and the memory use. Additionally,
the authors make a distinction between these measurements for liter-
als and IRIs, considering literals often lack a common prefix. In the
original paper, RDF vault is compared against several baselines (e.g. a
classical in-memory dictionary), and evaluated against the following
4 datasets: Freebase, the Billion Triple Challenge datasets, DBpedia
and BioPortal.
We use Frank to re-evaluate the encoding time of RDF Vault (us-
ing the original implementation) against a larger number of datasets:
for each document, we measure the average encoding time of literals,
IRIs, and both combined. In order to compare these results mean-
ingfully with the results from the original paper, we group the doc-
uments by number of entities, and present the encoding/decoding
time for each group.
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Figure 7.3: Average encoding time per entity (ns)
In figure 7.3 we present the original RDF vault results on the left
side, and the results obtained via Frank on the right side. We collected
the results from frank by piping all documents to the evaluation script
as follows, where
./rdfVaultEncodeDocument.sh is a Bash script that reads the Frank
documents from the standard input, and applies RDF Vault for each
of these documents.
$ ./frank documents --downloadUri | ./rdfVaultEncodeDocument.sh
Both figures show the average encoding time of IRIs, Literals, and
both combined. Our results are based on 100,000 LOD Laundromat
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documents7, where we grouped documents in buckets by the num-
ber of encoded entities. The original results differ between datasets:
the average encoding time of IRIs in BioPortal are 1/3 of the DBpedia
encoding times. Our results show the influence of the dataset size on
the encoding times (particularly considering the y log scale). Smaller
datasets of less than 1,000 entities may take up to 30.000 nano sec-
onds per entity. Similarly, datasets with between 1,000 and 100,000
entities show longer encoding times than the original paper as well.
For dataset sizes which correspond to the original paper, the results
are similar. The re-evaluation of these results clearly show the effect
of the dataset size on encoding times. That effect was not investigated
in the original paper, because the experiments were only done on a
handful of datasets. As we have shown, Frank trivially allows to run
the original experiments on hundreds of thousands datasets, imme-
diately giving an insight in the unexpected non-monotonic relation
between dataset size and encoding time per entity.
Other structural dimensions might be relevant for this paper as
well, such as the number of literals in a dataset or the standard devia-
tion of IRI or literal lengths. All these dimension are accessible using
the LOD Laundromat meta-data and the Frank interface. E.g., to run
the vault experiments for dataset with a high standard deviation in
IRI lengths, run:
$ ./frank documents \
--downloadUri \
--query "{?doc llm:metrics/llm:IRILength/llm:std ?std .
FILTER(?std > 50)}"
| ./rdfVaultEncodeDocument.sh
7.5.2 Paper 2: RDF HDT
‘Binary RDF Representation for Publication and Exchange (HDT)’ [35]
is an often cited paper (56 at the time of writing) from the journal of
Web Semantics. HDT is a compact binary RDF representation which
partitions RDF datasets in three components: Header information, a
dictionary, and the actual triples structure. The important gain of
HDT is that the HDT files are queryable in their compressed form using
simple SPARQL triple patterns.
In the original paper, the performance of HDT is evaluated by mea-
suring the compression ratio of HDT compared to other compression
algorithms (e.g. Gzip and Bzip2), the compression time, and by mea-
suring the number of entries in the dictionary compared to the total
number of triples. The datasets used in this evaluation are Geonames,
Wikipedia, DBTune, Uniprot and DBpedia-en. A part of the evalua-
tion is evaluated against the 400 largest datasets in the Billion Triple
7 Due to the runtime of RDF Vault and time constraints we were unable to re-evaluate
this on the complete LOD Laundromat set
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Challenge (BTC). This is a fairly complete evaluation, considering the
number of datasets, and the use of BTC datasets.
The results we re-evaluate8 are the compression ratios presented
in [35] which were evaluated on Uniprot datasets from different sizes
(1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 million triples). We re-evaluate this particular
research result using Frank by finding dataset of similar sizes (± 10%)
and by measuring the compression ratio.
The LOD Laundromat documents are fetched using Frank and fil-
tered to match the Uniprot dataset sizes. E.g., to select LOD Laun-
dromat documents matching the 1 million Uniprot dataset, Frank
searches for documents of 1 million with a deviation of 10%, and
streams these document to a shell script which downloads and com-
presses these documents using HDT.
$ ./frank documents --minTriples 950000 --maxTriples 1050000
| ./hdtCompressDocument.sh
Original: Uniprot LOD Lab
Triples
(millions)
# docs
Size
(MB)
Compression
Ratio
# docs
Average
Size
(MB)
Average
Compression
Ratio
1 1 89 3.73% 179 183 11.23%
5 1 445 3.48% 74 800 4.99%
10 1 893 3.27% 50 1,643 5.43%
20 1 1,790 3.31% 17 3,329 4.15%
30 1 2,681 3.27% 19 4,880 5.09%
40 1 3,575 3.26% 8 6,587 7.25%
Table 7.1: HDT Compression rates: Results from [35] on Uniprot (left side)
vs. results from Frank (right side)
Table 7.1 shows the compression ratio for Uniprot datasets on the
left side, and the average compression ratio for LOD Laundromat doc-
uments on the right side. There is a large difference between Uniprot
and the LOD Laundromat datasets in both compression ratio and
average document size. Another interesting observation is the high
average compression ratio of LOD Laundromat documents around 1
million, compared to other LOD Laundromat documents.
To better understand such differences, we use Frank to evaluate
RDF HDT along another dimension: the average degree of documents.
We did so by searching for three buckets of datasets. Those with a low
8 We re-evaluated the latest HDT version accessible at https://github.com/rdfhdt/
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(1-5), medium (5-10) and high (10+) average degree, all with at least
1 million triples:
$ ./frank documents --minAvgDegree 5 --maxAvgDegree 10 \
--minTriples 1000000
| ./hdtCompressDocument.sh
Avg. Degree # docs
Compression
Ratio
1-5 92 21.68%
5-10 80 6.67%
10-∞ 99 4.85%
Table 7.2: HDT Compression rates grouped by avg degree
The results (See Table 7.2) show that an increase in degree of a docu-
ment comes with a decrease in compression ratio.
These experimentation on a large numbers of datasets across a
large number of dimensions is made easy by Frank, and allows re-
searchers to both tune their algorithms to different document charac-
teristics, as well as better understand their algorithms behavior under
different conditions.
7.5.3 Paper 3: Linked Data Best Practices
Other than using the LOD Lab for empirical evaluations, we show
how it can be used for explorative and observational papers as well.
The most cited paper of the International Semantic Web Conference
2014 is ‘Adoption of the Linked Data Best Practices in Different
Topical Domains‘ [91], where the authors analyze Linked Data best
practices by crawling the LOD Cloud (using LDspider [58]). Seed
items for this crawl come from public catalogs, the Billion Triple
Challenge, and datasets advertised on public LOD mailing lists. The
crawl included 900,129 documents (IRIs that were dereferenced) and
8,038,396 resources. Documents are grouped to 1014 datasets using
information from catalogs, or Pay-Level-Domain (PLD) otherwise.
The paper presents a large and diverse set of statistics, including:
1. The number of resources per document
2. Datasets grouped by topical domain. These domains are fetched
from online catalogs if any, and manually annotated otherwise
3. Indegree and outdegree of datasets
4. The links occurring between datasets, and the type of predicates
used for linking
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5. The use of vocabularies in datasets
The crawling mechanism behind these statistics strongly relies
on dereferenceable IRIs. As a consequence, there is a strong link
between a crawled document and the IRI it is crawled from:
we know which IRI is the ‘authority’ for a document. This of-
fers opportunities for e.g. grouping the datasets by PLD and
finding links between datasets. This crawling mechanism differs
from the LOD Laundromat, which mostly consists of (often com-
pressed) data dumps. As a result, in LOD Laundromat, the URL
http://data.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/dbpedia/2014/en/
(the official DBpedia download location) does not directly match
with http://dbpedia.org/resource/Amsterdam, making it difficult
to know the authoritativeness of the download dump IRI. I.e., the
LOD Laundromat crawls many more documents and triples (includ-
ing those not accessible as dereferenceable IRI), but lacks information
on the authoritativeness of IRIs. Vice versa, the used crawl in [91]
crawls only a fraction of the LOD Laundromat size, but retains the
notion of authority. As a result, the original paper has statistics on
DBpedia as a whole, where the LOD Lab results are separate for each
independent DBpedia data dump.
These differences in features between both crawling mechanisms
restricts the ability of Frank to reproduce all of the statistics from [91].
However, we chose to focus on re-evaluating the used vocabularies
on the LOD Cloud, which does not suffer from these difference in
crawling mechanisms. Instead, Frank offers a more complete perspec-
tive on the use of vocabularies, considering the number of crawled
triples.
We reproduced this experiment by simply streaming all the LOD
Laundromat download URIs to a script counting the namespaces9:
$ ./frank documents --downloadUri \
| ./countNamespacesForDocument.sh
Table 7.3 shows the 10 most frequent occurring namespaces in doc-
uments. In the original paper these counts are grouped by dataset
(i.e. groups of documents), where we present these statistics on a doc-
ument level alone.
This table shows striking differences: where the time namespace
is used in 68.20% of the LOD Laundromat documents, it does not
occur in the top 10 list of [91]. Similarly, the cube namespace occurs
in 23.92% of LOD Laundromat documents, and is missing from the
original top 10 list as well.
The crawling method behind both approaches, and the method
used by [91] to group documents as datasets can explain these dis-
crepancies. Therefore, we do not claim to have the right answer for
9 Using the namespace list of http://prefix.cc, similar to the original paper
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Original [91] LOD Lab
Prefix #datasets % datasets Prefix #docs % docs
rdf 996 98.22% rdf 639,575 98.40%
rdfs 736 72.58% time 443,222 68.19%
foaf 701 69.13% cube 155,460 23.92%
dcterm 568 56.01% sdmxdim 154,940 23.84%
owl 370 36.49% worldbank 147,362 22.67%
wgs84 254 25.05% interval 69,270 10.66%
sioc 179 17.65% rdfs 30,422 4.68%
admin 157 15.48% dcterms 26,368 4.06%
skos 143 14.11% foaf 20,468 3.15%
void 137 13.51% dc 14,423 2.22%
Table 7.3: Top 10 namespaces used in documents
these kind of statistics. Instead, we show that the LOD Lab approach
allows for large scale comparisons for these kinds of Linked Data
observational studies.
7.6 conclusion
The distributed nature of the Semantic Web, the wide range of seri-
alization formats, and the idiosyncrasies found in datasets, make it
difficult for Linked Data scientists to use the Semantic Web as a true
large-scale evaluation platform. As a consequence, most research pa-
pers are only evaluated against a handful of datasets, and do not take
the true variety of Linked Data into account (Problem 5).
In this chapter we presented LOD Lab, a new way of conducting
Linked Data experiments that incorporates both volume and variety
while at the same time allowing the set of considered data docu-
ments to be limited according to domain-specific and/or structural
constraints. This is achieved by using the LOD Laundromat backend
together with the simple yet versatile programming interface Frank
that allows large-scale Linked Data evaluations to be run from the
command-line.
The viability of the LOD Lab approach was demonstrated by scal-
ing up three experiments reported in recent Semantic Web conference
publications. These re-evaluations show that evaluations over Linked
Data can now be performed without the human effort having to in-
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crease linearly in terms of the number of datasets involved. In addi-
tion, the re-evaluations show that the combination of volume, variety
and selectivity facilitates a more detailed analysis of Semantic Web
algorithms and approaches by relating evaluation outcomes to prop-
erties of the data.
8
YA S G U I A S A M E A S U R I N G D E V I C E F O R L I N K E D
D ATA U S E
Where the previous chapter analyzed Linked Data from a data-centric
perspective, this chapter takes a usage perspective. Information and re-
search about the use of Linked Data by consumers is limited. An impor-
tant reason behind this lack of information is the unavailability of con-
sumer usage data. This problem became evident in our SampLD (chap-
ter 3) experiment setup, where the breadth of the evaluation was strongly
restricted by the low number of available query logs. The low number of
available query logs restrict the possibilities of Linked Data scientists to
study the use of Linked Data at large.
In this chapter we track Linked Data usage at the client side, using the
YASGUI query editor from chapter 5 as a measuring device for interac-
tions with the Linked Data Cloud. It enables us to determine what part
of the Linked Data Cloud is actually used, what part is open or closed,
the efficiency and complexity of queries, and how these results relate to
commonly used dataset statistics.
This chapter is an updated version of:
Laurens Rietveld and Rinke Hoekstra. YASGUI: Feeling the Pulse
of Linked Data. In Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management,
pages 441–452. Springer, 2014
Contributions to this paper:
I am responsible for the main contributions of this paper and the
analysis of query logs.
8.1 introduction
As the Linked Data cloud grows both in size and complexity, it be-
comes increasingly interesting to study how, and what parts are be-
ing used for which purpose. There are currently two approaches: the
study of query logs, such as provided by the USEWOD series, and of
gathering dataset statistics [18,31].
problem Both approaches only partially fulfill their intended pur-
pose because 1) they are restricted to a small number of datasets and
2) the information is collected at the publisher rather than the user-
end of the development pipeline. What is missing for analytics over
the Linked Data cloud is a dataset independent data collection point,
which can act as a kind of observational lens.
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Take as analogy the query logs collected by search engines, such as
Google or Yahoo. These have become the primary proxies for study-
ing information need on the World Wide Web. This has to do with
the unique position those engines have as the central filters through
which users access the otherwise distributed information. Indeed, the
business model of web search giants is founded on their ability to ade-
quately target advertisements to users, based on their search behavior.
For the Web of Data, not a single such entry point currently exists.
contributions This chapter uses statistics generated by the YAS-
GUI service from the previous section, which has the potential for be-
coming such an observational lens for the Linked Data cloud. When
given permission to do so, it acts as a measuring device for Linked
Data, by tracking the actions of users. This provides insight in how
we interact with Linked Data. As YASGUI works for every SPARQL
endpoint, it can collect information on more than the Linked Data
cloud we were previously aware of, including endpoints inaccessible
from the internet. We show how the information collected through
this SPARQL interface increases our knowledge of Linked Data, such
as which part of the Linked Data cloud is actually used, what part
is open and accessible, the complexity of man-made queries, and the
most commonly used namespaces.
The matter of uptake is the critical factor as to whether or not YAS-
GUI will eventually collect sufficient, valid, and unbiased data, and
can become a proper observational lens. In Section 8.3 we argue that
there are sufficient incentives for users to use it as their point of entry
for the Linked Data cloud as it is the most user friendly, intuitive and
interactive interface to date.
content This chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 dis-
cusses related approaches to the study of the Linked Data cloud. Sec-
tion 8.3 outlines our methodology. Section 8.4 discusses how the use
of YASGUI allows us to analyze the Linked Data cloud, and what we
can observe from the data we gathered since its launch. We conclude
in section 8.5.
8.2 related work
where is the linked data The most well known depiction of
Linked Data is a “cloud” of 311 connected (“linked”) datasets [18].
The size of circles depends on the size of the datasets, and links rep-
resent the reuse of identifiers between datasets. Not only is the latest
version outdated (November 2011), it is also rather limited in that it
is based on metadata that were manually registered in the Datahub
CKAN catalog and which have an open license. This makes the anal-
ysis quite unreliable and static: there is no check as to whether the
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size and number of links registered correspond to reality, and there
is no indication of whether the data is actually being used.
LODStats assesses the availability of the information in the
Datahub. It attempts to access or download registered datasets,
and extracts structure and schema characteristics. Results show that
for various reasons, only a fraction of the registered data is accessible
in practice. Similar to Ding et al. [32], LODStats provides statistics of
the popularity of namespaces (and thus vocabularies) across a large
body of RDF. However, counting namespace occurrence does not give
insight in the spread of a namespace: is it popular within an isolated
cluster of interlinked datasets, or is its use evenly spread out?
Hogan et al. [56] performed an in depth analysis of the quality of
Linked Data that was crawled from the Web as part of the Billion
Triple Challenge in 20111, focusing in particular on the adherence
of the datasets to Linked Data principles such as dereferenceability
of IRIs. These efforts show that accessibility is hampered by the reli-
ability of services hosting the data. Also, the quality and standards-
compliance of Linked Data published is relatively low, given the num-
ber of tools that support Linked Data manipulation [13]. SPARQL
Endpoint Status continuously tracks the up-time of SPARQL end-
points, which features they support, and which endpoints publish
dataset statistics. This is useful for observing the current state of ac-
cessible SPARQL endpoints, though again, the set of endpoints is lim-
ited to those published on CKAN. Sindice collects data from the Web
of Data by crawling web pages for RDFa and Microformat markup. It
also collects data from endpoints through a manual procedure (only 8
out of 311 CKAN datasets are indexed). Sindice provides an extensive
amount of information about the Web of Data, taking a broader per-
spective than focusing on SPARQL endpoints alone. In short, we have
an incomplete knowledge of what Linked Data is, and how much re-
sides where.
usage of linked data To better understand the usage of Linked
Data, the USEWOD [16] workshop series initiated a challenge to
analyze server logs from six well known SPARQL query endpoints
(datasets): DBpedia, Semantic Web Dog Food, BioPortal, Bio2RDF,
Open-BioMed, and Linked Geo Data.2 Clearly this only covers a small
portion of the number of datasets registered in the Datahub, mak-
ing it difficult to extrapolate to the full size of the Web of Data.
Also, the query logs make no distinction between ‘machine queries’
– queries executed by applications – and manual interaction with
Linked Data [72]. In previous work [85], we quantified exactly this
difference, by comparing the YASGUI set of man-made queries with
1 See http://km.aifb.kit.edu/projects/btc-2011/.
2 See http://dbpedial.org, http://data.semanticweb.org, http://bioportal.
bioontology.org/, http://www.open-biomed.org.uk/, and http://linkedgeodata.
org, respectively.
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queries taken from server logs (containing mostly machine queries).
We showed that queries from each sets differ greatly in size, the range
of SPARQL features they use, and complexity.
8.3 methodology
The discussion of related work shows that we can only sketch a reli-
able picture of the Linked Data cloud that includes both the presence
and use of datasets if we tap into where interaction with the Linked
Data cloud occurs: on the client side. For this purpose, YASGUI is
a knife that cuts both ways: it is a tool that makes it easier to inter-
act with Linked Data, and it allows us to gather an unprecedented
wealth of usage data if users opt-in. Other SPARQL clients are in a
position to track user queries specifically, but –as we showed in chap-
ter 5– they lack the feature richness needed to study SPARQL usage
across datasets and to attract sufficient numbers of users. To the best
of our knowledge, none of these clients track and analyze user data at
scale. And despite the increasing number of publishers who improv-
ing their user interface using YASQE and YASR, we have only seen an
increase in the number of user sessions on the yasgui.org web service.
Our method follows two steps, we 1) developed the YASGUI
SPARQL client that can attract users and allows access to all SPARQL
endpoints, we then 2) ask permission to log user queries, and analyze
these queries along various dimensions such as type, namespaces,
endpoints, complexity, etc. We discuss these dimensions in more
detail below.
We use Google Analytics3 to log the actions of users that explic-
itly allow us to do so: every user is presented with an opt-out form
in which users may choose to disable logging completely, or to dis-
able logging of endpoints and queries only. User actions include the
queries a user executes, the endpoint they use, the time it takes to get
the query response4, the use of the URL shortener service, and more
general information such as (an estimate of) the user’s location and
the local time.
Given these logs we can study the following:
1. How do the SPARQL endpoints registered in CKAN relate to
the endpoints used in YASGUI? How big is the overlap?
2. Looking at the datasets hosted by these endpoints, what part
of the dataset is actually needed to answer the queries posed
against it?
3. What namespaces are most commonly used in the the queries?
3 See http://www.google.com/analytics/
4 Logging the execution time of queries is added recently. Therefore, these results are
not included in this chapter
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Queries
Total Queries 91,008
Valid Queries 64,643
Unique Queries 40,347
SELECT 95.48%
DESCRIBE 0.61%
ASK 1.69%
CONSTRUCT 2.22%
INSERT 0.00%
Complexity
> 1 joins 49.08%
> 1 VCC pattern 52.66%
> 1 VCV pattern 49.47%
> 1 VVV pattern 13.78%
> 1 CVV pattern 11.69%
> 1 VVC pattern 10.64%
> 1 CCV pattern 9.38%
> 1 CCC pattern 0.66%
> 1 CVC pattern 0.3%
Accessible endpoints # %
CKAN endpoints 129 72.36%
Not in CKAN 222 8.30%
Inaccessible endpoints # %
Probably incorrect 799 1.12%
Private (local) endpoint 248 16.70%
Only contains public data 247 2.65%
Figure 8.1: Statistics on the use of Linked Data as measured from the
YASGUI logs
4. How complex are the queries, how many are there, what tasks
are they used for?
At a more fine-grained level, we analyze the complexity of the query
sets, using the methods described in [37,81]. We look at two aspects:
the triple pattern structure and the number of joins. The number of
triple patterns used in queries, as well as the structure of these triple
patterns is a good indication of the complexity of queries. We use the
method described in [37] to determine types of joins, and the number
of joins per query. Each element in a triple can be a variable (V), or
a constant (C). For instance, [] rdf:type ?object can be classified
as V C V. When two triple patterns have one variable in common, the
query engine would need to join both. Given the features of YASGUI
compared to other clients, we expected that our queries have a higher
complexity than SPARQL queries obtained from server-side logs.
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http://dbpedia.org/sparql
rdf:
rdfs:
Figure 8.2: Usage of datasets in the ‘Linking Open Data’ cloud by YASGUI
users, and non-listed endpoints, related to namespaces. Red cir-
cles are namespaces, grey circles are datasets registered at the
Datahub, blue circles are datasets that appear in YASGUI queries
(not all of which are in the Datahub). The size depends on the
number of links stated in the Datahub, combined with the num-
ber of links with namespaces.
8.4 results
Since the public launch of YASGUI 2 years ago, it has attracted 6,670
unique visitors from over 96 countries5. Until now, 1,700 (56%) of
our users allow full logging, 37% disabled logging of endpoints and
queries only, where the remaining 7% disabled logging altogether.
Of the 56% who allowed logging, we tracked 91,008 queries, exe-
cuted against 1,645 SPARQL endpoints. This means that in total, an
estimated additional 70,000 queries were executed through YASGUI
without our knowledge. To give some context to the number of visi-
tors: the Semantic Web Dog Food project lists 11,184 unique persons.6
5 Statistics are from July 2015
6 Number taken from http://data.semanticweb.org/ (July 2015)
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8.4.1 Endpoint Usage
In the well known Linked Open Data cloud [18], edges between
datasets indicate links between resources of both datasets, and
the node size indicates the number of triples of the dataset. As
mentioned in section 8.2, this dataset catalog has strong curation
limitations. With our logs, we can observe the actual usage of end-
points in the LOD-cloud. The datasets in Figure 8.2 are retrieved from
CKAN using the same code of the original LOD diagram7. The gray
endpoints have never been accessed via YASGUI, where the blue
nodes are, indicating that only a small part (20%) of the endpoints
in this particular LOD-cloud representation is used. Note, however,
that not all datasets in CKAN are hosted online, which means that
this overlap may be larger in reality.
We divide the endpoints into five categories (See Table 8.1). To fil-
ter typographic errors, we reduce the list of 1,645 to a list of 846
endpoints that are accessed more than two times. For this list, we
check whether each endpoint is accessible and whether it occurs in
the Datahub catalog. Inaccessible datasets do not only contain private
or closed data: users might store a copy of a CKAN dataset locally for
analysis. Therefore, we analyze the namespaces in the corresponding
queries of these endpoints: whenever a namespace does not occur
in the prefix.cc8 collection, we assume this endpoint contains private
data. This gives us 248 endpoints, from which we can derive that
16.70% of all queries are executed on an endpoint containing private
data. In other words, from the YASGUI usage perspective, 80.66% of
the Linked Data Cloud is open, where the other 19.34% is closed.
8.4.2 Dataset Usage
We take inspiration from our experiment setup in SampLD (Sec-
tion 3.5), where rewrite SPARQL SELECT queries to CONSTRUCT queries
to measure what part a data set is touched by queries. We apply this
same methodology on a larger scale, using the public SPARQL end-
points logged in YASGUI. This gives us, for each pair of query and
endpoint, the triples needed to answer the original SELECT query (see
Figure 8.3). We performed this analysis for the 27 most often used
public datasets, of which 17 endpoints were or became inaccessible
during our experiments. This shows that for most endpoints, less
than 0.2% of the dataset is actually needed to answer our queries.
DBpedia (the most popular endpoint) requires only 0.18% of its size,
to answer 54,614 queries.
7 See https://github.com/lod-cloud/datahub2void (6 May 2014)
8 See http://prefix.cc
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Figure 8.3: Query coverage of 10 most frequently used and accessible
datasets in YASGUI (log scale). Endpoints not available through
the Datahub are anonymized
8.4.3 Namespace Usage
The query logs allow us to see what type of information from the
Web of Data is used. Namespaces are good candidates to look at, as
they reflect the use of often domain specific vocabularies. Table 8.1
shows the 10 most common namespaces used in all the queries. The
RDF type and RDF schema namespaces are the most popular ones.
Table 8.2 compares the pre-LOD statistics of [32] with that of users on
Prefix.cc and YASGUI (Prefix.cc provides no numbers, only a rank-
ing). Six out of eight original namespaces are still high ranked in the
Linked Data age. The highly ranked RSS namespace in Prefix.cc can
be explained by (non-semantic) web developers.
Table 8.3 compares the namespace use between YASGUI queries
and LOD Laundromat documents. The higher ranked RDF Schema
and OWL namespace (8th) in the YASGUI ranking indicates that
users do rely on schema information. Using the pairing of names-
paces and datasets, we can create a map of the commonalities be-
tween datasets. Where table 8.2 showed that DBpedia-based names-
paces are frequently used in queries, table 8.3 shows that they are less
frequently used across datasets.
8.4.4 Query Analysis
Table 8.1 shows a number of statistics based on a total of 91,008
queries collected via YASGUI. After filtering invalid queries using the
Jena9 query parser, this number drops to 64,643 queries. This large
number of invalid queries is partly due to the strict parsing of Jena.
Some queries may not conform to the SPARQL standard, but return
valid SPARQL results for certain endpoints regardless. For example,
9 See http://jena.apache.org/
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Namespace # %
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 29,219 45.20%
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 28,451 44.01%
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/ 18,223 28.19%
http://dbpedia.org/property/ 16,395 25.36%
http://dbpedia.org/resource/ 16,146 24.98%
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 7,851 12.15%
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# 5,602 8.67%
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# 4,904 7.59%
http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 4,624 7.15%
http://dbpedia.org/ 3,739 5.78%
Table 8.1: YASGUI: Top 10 namespaces occurring in queries
Namespace
Ding
et al.
prefix.cc YASGUI
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns 1 2 2
http://www.foaf-project.org
(or http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/)
2 3 6
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1 3 5 13
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema 4 6 1
http://webns.net/mvcb 5 39 none
http://purl.org/rss/1.0 6 9 none
http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0
(or http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns)
7 32 19
http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1 8 52 1,015
Table 8.2: Top 8 namespace rankings, comparing Ding et al. [32], Prefix.cc
and YASGUI.
a query containing a ‘bif:’ IRI, supported by Virtuoso endpoints, is
marked as invalid. When we remove duplicate queries from the query
set, 40,347 queries remain. The numbers below involves the complete
list (i.e. including duplicates ) of valid queries.
We observe that the majority of queries executed via YASGUI are
SELECT queries. Both ASK and DESCRIBE queries, amount to a fraction
of the YASGUI query logs (1.69% and 0.61% respectively). We believe
this shows that users prefer the more common SELECT keyword in-
stead. Rather than the boolean value returned by an ASK query, the
user may evaluate the query results from the SELECT query as-is. We
expect this is due to the familiarity users have with SELECT queries;
only a few of them will opt for an ASK or DESCRIBE query. Interest-
ingly, the number of executed CONSTRUCT queries amounts to only
2.22%, which might indicate that data re-use via SPARQL queries
is uncommon. The YASGUI logs show that roughly 5% out of the
SELECT queries is accounted for by SNORQL-style queries.
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Namespace LOD
Laundromat
YASGUI
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/
22-rdf-syntax-ns# 1 98.40% 2 70.84%
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/
rdf-schema#
2 68.19% 1 72.99%
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 3 23.92% 6 17.44%
http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 4 23.84% 9 10.42%
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# 5 22.67% 8 10.99%
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/
wgs84_pos# 6 10.66% 12 6.72%
http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns# 7 4.68% 893 0.00%
http://webns.net/mvcb/ 8 4.06% none 0.00%
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 9 3.15% 10 8.15%
http://rdfs.org/ns/void# 10 2.22% 44 0.63%
Table 8.3: LOD Laundromat: Top 10 namespaces based on occurrences in
documents
Another observation concerns the complexity of SPARQL queries.
Figure 8.1 shows that 49.08% of the queries contain one or more
joins, and the most common triple patterns consists of VCC and VCV
triple patterns. Such statistics can be used for optimizing man-made
queries, and tell us more about how people query Linked Data. When
we take a closer look at the individual queries contained in the logs,
we see that we can glean information about more than the queries
only. First, following [67], which recommends to minimize unneces-
sary OPTIONAL clauses, we observe that 72.66% of executed queries
that contains the optional OPTIONAL keyword are inefficient: we com-
pared query results with and without the OPTIONAL to detect these.
This high percentage may be partly explained if we consider that
SPARQL clients are often used for exploratory tasks. Finding task-
trails in query logs [109] will allow us to better detect this behavior.
8.5 conclusion
Where chapter 7 takes a data-centric approach for increasing the vari-
ety in Linked Data research, this chapter takes a different angle and
uses YASGUI as a measuring device to increase the variety from a
usage perspective.
Only 2 years after the release of YASGUI, we have collected a query
log that spans a larger part of the web of Linked Open Data compared
to other query catalogs. This gives unprecedented insight into how
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we actually use the Linked Data cloud, and what part of the Linked
Data cloud we use. Using the collected data, we were able to analyze
the efficiency of queries, what part of the used Linked Data cloud is
open or closed, what part of these datasets we use, the complexity of
queries, and the shared use of namespaces over all the endpoints. We
are aware the results presented in this chapter are not (yet) fully repre-
sentative and unbiased. However, alternative dataset statistics suffer
from the same problem: these are either based on (outdated) dataset
catalogs, or on an opt-in basis, making these statistics incomplete.
The number of yasgui.org user sessions increases each year, despite
data providers hosting their own version of YASGUI (or the related
YASQE and YASR libraries). Therefore we believe that with an in-
crease in uptake of YASGUI, we will be able to make our claims even
stronger and understand the use of Linked Data even better. More
data allows us to recognize more fine-grained patterns, e.g. to iden-
tify a relation between the structure of a dataset and its queries, which
categories of queries exist, and how these query categories relate to
typical tasks. This chapters shows first steps in this direction.
To conclude, this chapter introduces a tool, dataset and methodol-
ogy that increase our knowledge of the use of Linked Data. The query
catalog is an improvement in variety over other public query catalogs,
and allows for analyzing the Linked Data cloud in the broadest sense:
what datasets exist, how are they used, and for what purpose? The
amount of data we gathered in this short period of time, and the
increasing uptake of YASGUI, promises an even clearer picture of
Linked Data in the future.

9
C O N C L U S I O N S
This chapter summarizes and discusses our results, and presents di-
rections for future work.
9.1 results
The key contribution of this thesis is a number of advancements
that enables Linked Data publishing, consumption and research. We
decreased the hardware costs and human effort of Linked Data pub-
lishing, and increased the utility and accessibility for Linked Data
consumption. In the introduction (Chapter 1) we introduced five
problems to structure these contributes. These problems were stud-
ies from the perspective of three different stakeholders:the Linked
Data provider, Linked Data developer, and Linked Data scientist. In
this section, we discuss how we addressed these five problems, the
limitations of our solutions, and the future work on each of these
problems.
9.1.1 Impractical Linked Data re-use (Problem 1)
The number of Linked Datasets that do not follow standards and
best practices makes Linked Data re-use impractical.
Publishing Linked Data as static files seems straightforward, but as
we showed in chapter 2, even this method can be difficult in practice:
many Linked Datasets still do not adhere to standards and best prac-
tices. And although the state-of-the-art in standards, guidelines and
tools may incrementally improve the state of Linked Data, they do
not offer an immediate solution for publishing clean and standards-
compliant Linked Data.
We developed a centralized service called the LOD Laundromat,
that re-publishes a clean version of as many Linked Open Datasets as
possible. The republished files are served in a canonical compressed
N-Triples or N-Quads format, and either crawled via Linked Open
Datasets or manually added by users. This approach presents Linked
Data providers with a cleaned and hosted version of their datasets.
We focused on this problem from the Linked Data providers view-
point, though chapters 4, 6 and 7 showed that the LOD Laundromat
finds a broader usage: developers are presented with a wealth of uni-
form clean data, and scientists can now study and use Linked Data
at large with minimum effort.
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There are no inherent limitations with respect to the variety and
quantity of Linked Data that LOD Laundromat re-publishes: the low
hardware footprint of the published compressed data files (313GB in
disk space) scale linearly with the number of crawled triples, and can
be hosted on most consumer-grade hardware.
LOD Laundromat takes a pragmatic approach towards dataset dy-
namics: dataset snapshots are re-published, but future versions of
that dataset that are published under the same URL may not neces-
sarily be included. Several research problems have to be solved in
order to store multiple incremental versions of datasets, including
detecting whether a dataset changes (HTTP last-modified headers
are often incorrect), and storing delta’s between several versions of
the same dataset. Particularly blank nodes are cumbersome in this
respect, as multiple serializations of the same dataset can result in syn-
tactically different files. These problems are difficult to solve, without
losing a key feature that keeps LOD Laundromat scalable: streamed
conversion of Linked Datasets to their clean siblings.
The LOD Laundromat is not the solution for publishing Linked
Data, nor does it intend to be. The distributed nature of Linked Data
results in many different dataset owners, thus many different places
to introduce errors. This is similar to the World Wide Web, which
suffers from an enormous amount of publishers, each hosting possi-
bly non-standards-compliant websites. Web browser companies have
learned to deal with processing such websites on a best-effort basis.
Most RDF parsers though are less flexible and may return a fraction
of the triples from the original (syntactically invalid) document. The
Linked Data community therefore needs a better overview and bench-
mark on how RDF parsers resolve syntax errors, and how to resolve
syntactic problems on a best-effort basis with minimum information
loss.
9.1.2 Queryable Linked Data is expensive to host (Problem 2)
The expressivity of SPARQL demands powerful triple-stores, and
makes large Linked Datasets expensive to host.
The de-facto standard for hosting queryable Linked Data is the
SPARQL endpoint. Its flexibility and rich querying language offers
advantages for Linked Data providers, but comes at a cost: these
SPARQL triple-stores are expensive to host. We presented two solu-
tions to this problem.
First, we presented a sampling method called SampLD (Chapter 3),
that reduces the dataset size, and thus reduces the hardware costs for
hosting a SPARQL endpoint. SampLD aims at finding the smallest
part of the data that entails as many of the answers to typical SPARQL
queries as possible. SampLD includes a number of sampling methods,
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each using different properties of the graph structure. Our evaluation
showed that we can determine to a surprisingly high degree which
triples in the dataset can safely be ignored and which cannot. This
approach is suitable for Linked Data providers that would like to
host Linked Data via the flexible SPARQL language, and who are
willing to sacrifice completeness.
A second, orthogonal, solution is to reduce query language com-
plexity instead of reducing the completeness of query results (Chap-
ter 4). We did so by combining the LOD Laundromat with a Triple Pat-
tern Fragment API that only supports simple triple pattern queries.
This resulted in a low cost Linked Data API that consumes a fraction
in memory and processing power compared to SPARQL triple-stores.
This publishing process provides opportunities beyond that of the
Linked Data provider: developers can build applications on top of a
wide range of LOD Laundromat datasets and APIs, where scientists
can browse, query and analyze Linked Datasets that are otherwise
only hosted as static files.
Both approaches come with their limitations. Where SampLD cre-
ates datasets that are cheap to host, it requires significant hardware
resources to generate the sample. And where Triple Pattern Frag-
ments allows for scalable Linked Data querying, it requires effort
from clients to answer questions more complex than triple patterns.
Additionally, both approaches do not support incremental updates
to the dataset.
Research towards scalable solutions for hosting queryable Linked
Data mostly focus on the efficiency of SPARQL triple-stores. The two
approaches we presented take a completely different perspective to
this problem, and provides several opportunities to investigate fur-
ther. This includes questions on how to propagate incremental dataset
changes to the corresponding sample, and how to update the HDT
file used by Triple Pattern Fragments in an incremental fashion.
The Triple Pattern Fragments approach offers interesting oppor-
tunities to distribute the computation between clients and servers.
Where Linked Data is distributed by nature, the computation always
takes place on the server side. Recent attempts [74] show that Triple
Pattern Fragments can be used to answer SPARQL queries, where
complex operations such as joins are performed on the client instead
of the server. Such developments can help Linked Data providers by
offering cheap scalable backends with SPARQL expressivity, where
clients do the heavy lifting.
9.1.3 Formulating SPARQL queries is difficult (Problem 3)
The expressivity and complexity of SPARQL makes formulating
queries difficult.
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The complexity and expressiveness of SPARQL makes it an unfor-
giving and difficult query language. But as we showed in chapter 5,
the state-of-the-art in query editors does not provide the tooling and
features that web developers are accustomed to. We improved the
state-of-the-art by developing YASGUI, a SPARQL query editor ac-
cessible from the browser, that has many features known to web
developers such as syntax highlighting, syntax checking, and auto-
completion functionality.
The service we provide cuts both ways: it provides Linked Data
developers, scientists and providers with an interface that improves
accessibility to SPARQL triple-stores, but it also presents a unique
opportunity to monitor Linked Data usage (See chapter 8) via the
centralized YASGUI service.
The flexible schema of Linked Datasets and SPARQL make it diffi-
cult to know the data behind a SPARQL endpoint a-priori. YASGUI
attempts to improve accessibility of SPARQL triple-stores by using
auto-completion services such as the Linked Open Vocabulary API.
However, this does not completely solve the black-box problem of
SPARQL endpoints: the suggested auto-completions are not based
on the dataset in question, and are not related to the query that is be-
ing executed. Ideally, YASGUI provides these suggestions using the
SPARQL endpoint itself (something that SPARQL in principle sup-
ports), but experience shows that several SPARQL triple-stores are
not efficient enough to answer such queries in a timely (< 1 second)
manner. VoID descriptions for SPARQL endpoints partly solve this is-
sue, but uptake of VoID is limited. Another solution to this black-box
problem involves a dedicated service that is tightly coupled to the
corresponding dataset [27].
We expect a generic solution to the black-box problem of SPARQL
endpoints to entail both the use of dataset descriptions descrip-
tions, and more efficient SPARQL triple-stores that respond to auto-
completion SPARQL queries in a timely manner.
Most older multi-purpose query editors require local installation,
while YASGUI is built for the web infrastructure. We see this trend
towards tooling in web infrastructure in other Linked Data areas
as well. The ontology editor Protégé is now available in a web ver-
sion, and the turtle editor Snapper1 is completely web-based as well.
This move towards web applications is enabled by recent releases of
JavaScript libraries, such as the RDF parser N3.js2 and the SPARQL
parser SPARQL.js3 These developments are promising for Linked
Data uptake and development, as these applications do not require
local installation of applications, are operating system independent,
allow for isomorphic applications (where clients and servers share
1 See http://jiemakel.github.io/snapper
2 See https://github.com/RubenVerborgh/N3.js
3 See https://github.com/RubenVerborgh/SPARQL.js
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the same code), and are part of the same infrastructure of Linked
Data: that of the World Wide Web.
9.1.4 Problematic Access to Linked (Meta-)Data (Problem 4)
The distributed nature of Linked Data and its corresponding
meta-data makes locating and accessing the right Linked Data
difficult.
The distributed nature of Linked Data and the absence of struc-
tural descriptions of datasets makes locating and accessing Linked
Datasets difficult. A centralized solution such as the LOD Laundro-
mat does not directly solve this issue, as finding datasets according
to structural criteria still requires manual processing and exploration.
Therefore we extended the LOD Laundromat with a structural
Meta-Dataset that includes an IRI and namespace to dataset in-
dex, dataset characteristics, and provenance information about the
performed processing steps. We published this Meta-Dataset via
SPARQL and public JSON APIs.
The limitations of this approach is the same as the LOD Laundro-
mat: despite the wide scope of LOD Laundromat, it does not cover
the complete array of available Linked Datasets, nor does it support
dataset dynamics.
9.1.5 Variety of Linked Data Research (Problem 5)
Linked Data research does not take the true variety of Linked Data
into account
As shown in chapter 7, Linked Data research is suffering from the
unavailability of resources and tools to study Linked Data and its
use at large. As a result, –from both the usage and data perspective–,
Linked Data research does not take the true variety into account.
The first approach we presented in chapter 8 focused on Linked
Data use –a research area that is strongly restricted by the limited
number of available query logs. Our work on SampLD (chapter 3)cor-
roborates the limited availability of usage data, as this evaluation was
strongly limited by the number of available query logs. Where these
query logs are all collected from SPARQL servers, we proposed to
track Linked Data usage from the client side using the YASGUI query
editor as a measuring device. We show how the queries collected by
YASGUI enable us to investigate usage patterns that are difficult to
measure otherwise.
The second approach taken in chapter 7 focuses on increasing
the variety from a data-centric perspective. We showed that existing
research only evaluates on a handful of datasets, and we presented
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an alternative approach for running experiments on a much broader
scale, using Frank. The Frank interface connects to the LOD Laun-
dromat, the corresponding Meta-Dataset, and the exposed LOD
Laundromat Triple Pattern Fragments API. It enables users to select
documents or triples from the command-line, based on properties
such as dataset characteristics or simple triple pattern fragments.
By re-evaluating three recent experiments using Frank, we showed
that simply rerunning existing experiments within this new evalu-
ation paradigm brings up interesting research questions as to how
algorithmic performance relates to (structural) properties of the data.
Both approaches improve the state-of-the-art by allowing a broader
perspective on Linked Data, but these approaches suffer from limita-
tions as well. Linked Data usage is not restricted to SPARQL queries
alone, and includes e.g. statistics on visited dereferenceable IRIs. Such
statistics are tracked per dataset on the server side, and difficult to
monitor on a broader scale. Additionally, our LOD Lab approach is
restricted by the same limitations as the LOD Laundromat, in that it
does not cover the complete array of available Linked Datasets.
9.2 final observations
In the remainder of this conclusion we discuss some general observa-
tions related to the topics discussed in this thesis.
9.2.1 Structure Matters
Besides the semantics expressed via RDF Data Models, there is im-
plicit information captured by the network structure that may not
be explicitly represented in the model itself. As shown in this thesis,
this structural information can be used in different scenarios. Sam-
pLD (chapter 3) shows how a network analysis of these structural
properties can be used to estimate the relevance of triples. And LOD
Lab (chapter 7) shows how structural properties of datasets influ-
ence experiment results of recent Linked Data publications. Both ap-
proaches solely use structural information, and ignore the semantics
of the graph. These approaches also show that structural properties of
Linked Data are closely related to the field of network analysis. con-
sidering that RDF graphs can be approximated as directed graphs
with labeled edges. Our work on SampLD shows that RDF graphs
are not directly suited to all network analysis algorithms though:
RDF predicates can be considered edge labels of a directed graph,
but it would ignore the context of that predicate. To use a wider
range of network analysis algorithms, a conversion between RDF
to a more suitable network representation is required. The list of
RDF rewrite methods introduced in SampLD is not complete though.
Other rewrite methods are possible, such as converting an RDF graph
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to a bipartite network [51]. To bridge the gap between the field of net-
work analysis and RDF, a more exhaustive study is needed to better
understand the information loss of these rewrite algorithms, and the
effect on the resulting network structure.
The implicit information captured by the structure of RDF graph
is interesting, considering that structurally different RDF graphs can
be semantically equal. In other words, this implicit structural infor-
mation is introduced by design decisions of the dataset creator. The
relation between modeling decisions and structural graph properties
is only investigated in the context of RDF schemas [102]. To better
understand these relations, a similar study is required in the context
of complete datasets.
9.2.2 Centralization as Enabler
The decentralized approach of Linked Data allows for a web of in-
dependent interlinked datasets. As we showed in this thesis, this
characteristic comes at a cost: data owners are responsible for pub-
lishing standards-compliant data (but often do not), the distributed
datasets are hard to locate, and the use of these distributed datasets
can only be monitored at a local level. This is largely similar to the
regular World Wide Web, where publishers are responsible for pub-
lishing standards-compliant HTML, websites are hard to locate with-
out a central search engine, and website usage is only monitored at
per website. The World Wide Web shows how these problems can be
solved without losing the key features of a distributed web: compa-
nies and initiatives such as Google, DuckDuckGo and Yahoo increase
the findability of websites by performing web-scale indexing, and act
as a gateway to the –still distributed– internet. Despite the overlap be-
tween the Linked Data architecture and that of the World Wide Web,
these problems were left unresolved for Linked Data.
Both YASGUI and LOD Laundromat show that centralization can
act as enabler for Linked Data research and use, without going
against the decentralized philosophy of Linked Data.
In YASGUI, we did so by providing a centralized SPARQL query
editor as service, that in turn accesses the large range of distributed
SPARQL endpoints. This acts as a funnel for Linked Data users,
where logging information that is otherwise tracked per-datasets, is
now tracked in a single location. This approach enabled research
on how users use Linked Data at a web scale; something that was
previously impossible.
LOD Laundromat and its Meta-Dataset illustrated the added value
of centralization as enabler as well. The indexes provided by the
Meta-Dataset increase findability of Linked Data, and the data we
re-publish solved idiosyncrasies in Linked Datasets. This enabled the
Frank interface to Linked Data, and it enabled evaluations on a large
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number of datasets using LOD Lab–both of which are difficult to real-
ize without a centralized means of access. Because the LOD Laundro-
mat does not replace distributed Linked Datasets, but merely pro-
vides a centralized clean copy, it keeps the advantages of Linked
Data intact while enabling research that was otherwise problematic
to achieve.
9.2.3 Academic Prototyping
In our experience, Linked Data software development often takes the
prototyping approach, where the tool or library is not robust, docu-
mented, and maintainable. Our exploration for SPARQL query edi-
tors related to YASGUI showed several characteristics that some of
these tools and libraries suffer from:
closed-source The software is not open source, making it impos-
sible to maintain, improve or re-use by third-parties.
unclear licensing Those tools and libraries that are open-source,
do not always come with an open-source license. This is partic-
ularly problematic for companies that want to re-use such soft-
ware.
incompatibility Software might be built for a particular version
of Java, or only a particular operating system. Re-use of these
tools in other environments becomes difficult.
undocumented code This discourages other developers to re-use
or maintain the project. This is particularly the case for libraries
aimed at programmatic that do not publish API documentation
undocumented use No documentation on how to use and start
the software, e.g. with some example code snippets.
no dependency management Several packages did not use de-
pendency management, that automatically pulls in libraries it
depends on. Compiling such a tool often requires finding and
trying older versions of dependencies on a trial-and-error basis
These characteristics are problematic for the following reasons:
1. Publications can be difficult to reproduce when the correspond-
ing software is difficult to understand and execute.
2. Linked Data evangelists are keen on seeing an uptake of Linked
Data in industry. Where industry is used to a certain level of
tooling, the academic research projects often fail to bridge this
gap.
3. Where current research methods and standards are aimed to-
wards incremental research, this is not the case for academic
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software: re-use and modification of tools is cumbersome with-
out documentation, incompatibilities, or troubles with depen-
dency management.
4. Most importantly, we (as researchers) make our own lives diffi-
cult by not providing us with the tools and libraries we need.
The reason behind the lack of proper software in academia is un-
clear, but part of the problem probably lies in the academic incentive
model where software is not rewarded in a similar fashion as sci-
entific publications. This problem seems to have been recognized by
others, as the recent developer workshops at Semantic Web confer-
ences, and ’Tools & Systems’ tracks at journals and conferences try
to change exactly this incentive model by providing a platform for
Linked Data developers.
9.3 accessible & scalable linked data
This thesis presents a number of advancements for building Linked
Data based services. The presented solutions are targeted at both con-
sumers and publishers of Linked Data, and are a step towards a web
of Linked Data that is more accessible and technically scalable. We
believe this future Web of Linked Data can retain its positive aspects
and co-exist with centralized services. The functionality of these cen-
tralized services can go beyond what we showed in this thesis. They
can provide web-scale Linked Data indexing, querying, searching and
hosting, and provide a means to move the current (mostly read-only)
Web of Data towards that of a read-write Web of Data.
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S U M M A RY
The World Wide Web is a huge collection of interlinked information.
For us, humans, this information is readily accessible in formats we
like, such as news articles rendered as text, audio broadcasts, and
videos via services such as YouTube. Where human beings can un-
derstand these formats, software agents often cannot.
A complementary approach to the World Wide Web is that of
Linked Data, where information is represented in a machine read-
able format. Linked Data uses the same underpinnings as the World
Wide Web: both use the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to access
and retrieve information. In Linked Data, URLs and string denote
’things’, called resources. These resources can be anything, such as ge-
ographical locations, documents, abstract concepts like ‘Democracy‘,
or numbers and strings.
The Linked Data architecture enables consumption without a-
priori knowledge of the schema and content, and enables publishing
without knowing how a dataset is going to be used. This unknown
(re)use is an intrinsic positive quality of Linked Data, but it presents
problems as well for both consumers and publishers of Linked Data.
Below, we discuss the five problems we identified together with the
corresponding contributions of this thesis.
impractical linked data re-use Publishing Linked Data as
static files seems straightforward, but even this method can be diffi-
cult in practice: many Linked Datasets still do not adhere to standards
and best practices.
We developed a centralized service called the LOD Laundromat,
that re-publishes a clean version of as many Linked Open Datasets as
possible, providing a wealth of uniform clean data that can be used
with little effort.
queryable linked data is expensive to host The de-facto
standard for hosting queryable Linked Data is the SPARQL end-
point. Its flexibility and rich querying language offers advantages
for Linked Data providers, but comes at a cost: these SPARQL triple-
stores are expensive to host. We presented two solutions to this
problem.
First, we presented a sampling method called SampLD, that re-
duces the dataset size, and thus reduces the hardware costs for host-
ing a SPARQL endpoint.
A second, orthogonal, solution is to reduce query language com-
plexity instead of reducing the completeness of query results. We did
so by combining the LOD Laundromat with a Triple Pattern Frag-
ment API that only supports simple triple pattern queries. This re-
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sulted in a low cost Linked Data API that consumes a fraction in
memory and processing power compared to SPARQL triple-stores.
formulating sparql queries is difficult The complexity
and expressiveness of SPARQL makes it an unforgiving and diffi-
cult query language. But the state-of-the-art in query editors does
not provide the tooling and features that web developers are accus-
tomed to. We improved this state-of-the-art by developing YASGUI, a
SPARQL query editor accessible from the browser, that has many fea-
tures known to web developers such as syntax highlighting, syntax
checking, and auto-completion functionality.
problematic access to linked (meta-)data The dis-
tributed nature of Linked Data and the absence structural descrip-
tions of datasets makes locating and accessing Linked Datasets diffi-
cult. A centralized solution such as the LOD Laundromat does not
directly solve this issue, as finding datasets according to structural
criteria still requires manual processing and exploration.
Therefore we extended the LOD Laundromat with a structural
Meta-Dataset that includes an IRI and namespace to dataset in-
dex, dataset characteristics, and provenance information about the
performed processing steps.
variety of linked data research Linked Data research is
suffering from the unavailability of resources and tools to study
Linked Data and its use at large.
The first approach we presented focused on Linked Data use –a re-
search area that is strongly restricted by the limited number of avail-
able query logs. We enable tracking Linked Data usage from the client
side using the YASGUI query editor as a measuring device, and show
how the queries collected by YASGUI enable us to investigate usage
patterns that are difficult to measure otherwise.
The second approach focused on increasing the variety from a data-
centric perspective. We showed that existing research only evaluates
on a handful of datasets, and we presented an alternative approach
for running experiments on a much broader scale using the LOD
Laundromat, the corresponding Meta-Dataset, and the exposed LOD
Laundromat Triple Pattern Fragments API. By re-evaluating three
recent publications, we this new evaluation paradigm brings up inter-
esting research questions as to how algorithmic performance relates
to (structural) properties of the data.
This thesis presents a number of advancements for building Linked
Data based services. The presented solutions are targeted at both con-
sumers and publishers of Linked Data, and are a step towards a web
of Linked Data that is more accessible and technically scalable.
S A M E N VAT T I N G
Het Wereldwijde Web (WWW) is een grote collectie van informatie,
waarbij onderling verbonden is. Voor eindgebruikers is deze infor-
matie toegankelijk in verschillende bestandstypen. Zo zijn bijvoor-
beeld nieuwsartikelen beschikbaar als text, en video’s beschikbaar via
diensten als YouTube. Hoewel deze verschillende bestandsformaten
goed bruikbaar zijn voor mensen, is dit voor software agents daar-
entegen moeilijker te verwerken.
Naast het WWW bestaat Linked Data. Met Linked Data is het
mogelijk om informatie te representeren zodat software agents dit
kunnen ’begrijpen’. WWW en Linked Data gebruiken dezelfde fun-
dering om toegang te krijgen tot de informatie, namelijk HTTP. Het
verschil is dat Linked Data URLs en kleine stukken tekst gebruikt
om ’dingen’ te duiden, de zogenaamde ’resources’. Dit kan van
alles zijn, variërend van geografische locaties en documenten tot
abstracte concepten zoals democratie. De Linked Data architectuur
maakt datagebruik mogelijk zonder a priori kennis van de inhoud te
hebben. Bovendien is het mogelijk om data te publiceren zonder dat
vooraf het publicatiedoel bekend hoeft te zijn. De onbekendheid over
(her)gebruik van Linked Data heeft positieve en negatieve kanten:
het is goed voor de kwaliteit van de data, maar stelt zowel gebruikers
als publicisten voor problemen. Onderstaand presenteren we vijf
problemen in deze context, en hoe dit proefschrift bijdraagt aan
oplossingen voor deze problemen.
onpraktisch hergebruik van linked data
Het publiceren van Linked Data als statische bestanden lijkt een-
voudig, maar zelfs deze methode blijkt in de praktijk lastig: veel
Linked Datasets voldoen niet aan de geldende standaarden. Wij
hebben een gecentraliseerde dienst ontwikkeld die de LOD Laun-
dromat heet, welke ’schone’ versies van zoveel mogelijk Linked
Datasets herpubliceert. Dit voorziet in een overvloed van uniforme
schone datasets die met weinig moeite gebruikt kunnen worden door
software agents.
bevraagbare linked data is duur om te hosten
De de facto standaard voor het hosten van bevraagbare Linked Data
is de ’SPARQL endpoint’. SPARQL is een flexibele en rijke query taal
die veel voordelen biedt, maar er zijn ook kosten aan verbonden: deze
endpoints zijn duur om te hosten. Wij presenteren twee oplossingen
voor dit probleem.
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Als eerste presenteren we een ’sampling’ methode genaamd Sam-
pLD welke de grootte vermindert –en daarmee ook de hardware
kosten– voor het hosten van een SPARQL endpoint.
Een tweede orthogonale aanpak is om de complexiteit van de
query-taal te verminderen, in plaats van het verminderen van de
volledigheid van de query antwoorden. Deze aanpak bestaat uit het
combineren van de LOD Laundromat met een ’Triple Pattern Frag-
ments API’ die alleen simpele triple patronen ondersteunt. Dit leidt
tot een goedkope Linked Data API die een fractie van het geheugen
en processor-kracht gebruikt vergeleken SPARQL endpoints.
formuleren van sparql queries is moeilijk
De complexiteit en expressiviteit van SPARQL, maakt het een moeili-
jke query-taal. Veel van de meest recente query-bewerkers bieden niet
de mogelijkheden waaraan web ontwikkelaars gewend zijn. Daarom
hebben wij YASGUI ontwikkeld, een SPARQL query bewerker die
toegankelijk is vanuit de browser en veel functies bevat die web on-
twikkelaars bekend voorkomen, zoals het markeren en controleren
van de syntax, en het aanbieden van suggesties tijden het schrijven
van de query.
problematische toegang naar linked (meta-)data
Het gedistribueerde karakter van Linked Data en de afwezigheid
van structurele dataset-omschrijvingen maakt het moeilijk om Linked
Data te vinden en te benaderen. Een gecentraliseerde oplossing zoals
de LOD Laundromat lost dit probleem niet direct op, omdat het vin-
den van datasets aan de hand van structurele eigenschappen nog
steeds handmatige stappen vereist. Onze aanpak voor dit probleem
is om de LOD Laundromat uit te breiden met een structurele Meta-
Dataset, welke structurele eigenschappen van de verzamelde datasets
bevat, een index om deze datasets te vinden, en herkomst informatie
over hoe deze datasets verzameld en geanalyseerd zijn.
variëteit van linked data onderzoek
Linked Data onderzoek heeft te lijden onder onbeschikbaarheid van
documenten en methodes om Linked Data als groot geheel te anal-
yseren. Voor dit probleem biedt het werk in dit proefschrift twee
oplossingen.
De eerste aanpak die we presenteren richt zich op Linked Data
gebruik: dit onderzoeksgebied is sterk beperkt door weinig beschik-
bare query logs. Wij maken het mogelijk om het gebruik van Linked
Data te volgen vanaf de gebruikers-kant, door middel van de YASGUI
query-bewerker. Wij laten zien hoe de verzamelde queries van YAS-
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GUI het mogelijk maken om op grote schaal gebruikers patronen te
analyseren.
De tweede aanpak richt zich op het vergroten van de variëteit
vanuit een data-perspectief. We laten zien dat bestaand Linked Data
onderzoek vaak wordt uitgevoerd op enkele datasets, en we presen-
teren een alternatieve aanpak voor het draaien van experimenten op
veel grotere schaal, middels de LOD Laundromat, de bijbehorende
Meta-Dataset, en de gepubliceerde LOD Laundromat Triple Pat-
tern Fragments API. Door gedeeltes van drie recente publicaties
te herevalueren, laten we zien dat dit nieuwe evaluatie paradigma
interessante onderzoeksvragen oproept zoals hoe de prestaties van
algoritmes in verband staan met (structurele) eigenschappen van de
data.
Dit proefschrift biedt een aantal bijdragen aan voor het bouwen van
Linked Data gebaseerde diensten. De oplossingen die we aandragen
zijn zowel op de gebruiker als publicist gericht, en zijn een stap in de
richting van een meer toegankelijk en technisch schaalbaarder Linked
Data web.
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